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OUT of a deep regard for the ability of a man 
who, as Professor, Dean, and Acting Chan- 
cellor, has been vitally connected with Wash- 
ington University for thirteen years; out of a 
sincere admiration for a strong, cheerful, and 
tender character; out of a friendship as firm and 
enduring as the name of Washington shall al- 
ways be, the Class of 1915 respectfully dedicates 
this issue of The Hatchet to Dr. Frederic Alden 
Hall, A. M., Litt. D., L. H. D. 
During his affiliation with the University, 
Dr. Hall has been successively, Collier Profess- 
or of Greek, Dean of the College, and Acting 
Chancellor. His deanship occupied the col- 
legiate year, 1912-1913. At the appointment of 
Dr. Houston to President Wilson's Cabinet, Dr. 
Hall took his place as Chancellor, being succeed- 
ed in his own office by Dr. John L. Lowes. 
Dr. Hall's sincere interest has exerted a 
potent influence upon Washington University; 
his achievements have reflected glory upon her 
name; his high regard for her is an inspiration 
to our entire constituency. 
To this eminent teacher and patron of this 
institution, whom we love as our leader in the 
movement towards a Greater Washington, this 
volume is gratefully dedicated. 
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ROBERT SOMERS BROOKINGS 
First Vice-President 
WILLIAM KEENEY BIXBY 
Second Vice-President 
HENRY WARE ELIOT 
Stmiora 
HENRY WARE ELIOT 
ROBERT SOMERS BROOKINGS 
CHARLES NAGEL 
GEORGE OLIVER CARPENTER 
ISAAC HENRY LIONBERGER 
ALFRED LEE SHAPLEIGH 
DAVID ROWLAND FRANCIS 
EDWARD MALLINCKRODT 
JOHN FITZGERALD LEE 
WILLIAM KEENEY BIXBY 
ROBERT MCKITTRICK JONES 
MURRAY CARLETON 
ROBERT HENRY STOCKTON 
AUGUST A. BUSCH 
Treasurer and Secretary to the Corporation 
EDMUND ARTHUR ENGLER 
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David Franklin Houston, A. M., LL. D. 
OAVID FRANKLIN HOUSTON, Chancellor of Washington University; A. B., 
South Carolina College, 1887; A. M., Harvard, 1892; LL. D., Tulane, 1903; 
LL. D., Wisconsin, 1906; Fellow at South Carolina College, 1887-1888; Su- 
perintendent of Schools, Spartanburg, S. C, 1888-1891 ; Graduate Student, Harvard, 
1891-1894; President of Texas, 1894-1897; Associate Professor, 1897-1900; Professor, 
1900-1902; Dean of the Faculty, University of Texas, 1899-1902; President, Agricul- 
tural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1902-1905; President University of Texas, 
1905-1908; Secretary of Agriculture, 1913 ; Member American Economic Asso- 
ciation; Member Southern Education Board; Fellow, Texas State Historical Society; 
Author, "A Critical Study of Nullification in South Carolina;" Trustee, John F. Slater 
Fund; Trustee, Rockefeller Sanitary Commission. 
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'DOLPHUS BUSCH, donator of Busch Hall and of 
the Chair of German; Director of the Corporation of 
Washington University; benefactor of higher educa- 
tion and of charities both public and private, died 
the tenth of October, nineteen hundredjand thirteen. A man 
of the highest ideals, he maintained a most liberal business 
policy, and in the pursuance of it helped to build up the 
industrial supremacy of Saint Louis. Mr. Busch's services to 
the University, both as Director and donor, are inestimable. 
^TT^ILLIAM TAUSSIG, Director of the Corporation of 
■ I ■ Washington University, and former President of the 
\ m F Board of Education of the City of Saint Louis, died 
^•"^ the tenth of July, nineteen hundred and thirteen. 
Mr. Taussig's experience in civic matters and his genuine 
interest in education fitted him peculiarly for the zealous 
support which he gave to the University. 
GALVIN MILTON WOODWARD, founder of the 
Polytechnic department of Washington University; 
former Dean of the Schools of Engineering and Archi- 
tecture: Thayer Professor of Mathematics and Ap- 
plied Mechanics, died the twelfth of January, nineteen hun- 
dred and fourteen. Besides his actual services to the Uni- 
versity proper, Professor Woodward conceived and carried 
out the idea of the establishment of The Manual Training 
School as a preparatory department of Washington Uni- 
versity. His entire life was characterized by an active inter- 
est in the welfare of the student body, and up to the time of 
his death he was a familiar figure on the campus. 
X N the death of these men, faculty and students alike have lost three friends whose places will probably never be filled. The fruits of their labors will for- ever stand as monuments to their memory. 
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Frederic Alden Hall, A. M., Litt. D., L. H. D„ LL. D. 
HREDERIC ALDEN HALL, Acting Chancellor of the University; A. B., 
Drury College, 1878; A. M., 1881; Litt. D., 1901, Drury College; L. H. D., 
Tufts College, 1912; LL. D„ Washington University, 1913; Principal Drury 
Academy, 1878-1891; Goodell Professor of Greek, Drury College, 1892-1901 ; Dean, 
1898-1901, Drury College; Collier Professor of Greek, Washington University, 1901 ; 
Dean of the College, 1912-1913; Trustee, Drury College; Director and Superintend- 
ent, St. Louis City Missionary Society, 1900-1910; Member of American Philological 
Association; Member, American Institute of Archaeology; Member, Classical Asso- 
ciation of the Middle West, and South; Author, "Homeric Studies for Young Read- 
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George Oscar James, Ph. D. 
TEORGE OSCAR JAMES, Dean of the College; A. B., Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity,  1895;  Fellow,   1898-99;   Ph.  D.,  1899;  Instructor in  Physics,  University 
of Utah, 1896-97; Instructor in Mathematics and Astronomy, Lehigh Univer- 
sity,   1902-3;   Instructor   in   Mathematics   and   Astronomy,   Washington   University, 
1903-8;   Assistant   Professor,   1908 ;   Member,   American   Mathematical   Society; 
Member,   Mitglied   der   Gesellschaft   fur   Positivistische   Philosophie;   Corresponding 




Alexander Suss Langsdorf, M. M. E. 
>—ALEXANDER S. LAXGSDORF, Dean of the Schools of Engineering and 
% I Architecture: Professor of Electrical Engineering; B. S. in M. E., Wash- 
ington University, 1898; M. M. E., Cornell University, 1901; Instructor in Physics, 
Washington   University,   1898-1900;   Assistant   Professor   of   Electrical   Engineering, 
1904 ; Dean of the Schools of Engineering and Architecture, 1910 ; Member, 
Electrical Section, International Jury of Awards, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 
1904; Fellow, American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Member, Engineers' Club 
of St. Louis (President, 1912) ; Member, Academy of Science of St. Louis; Member, 
Society for the Promotion of Electrical Education (Member of Council) ; Fellow, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science; Sigma Xi. 
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John Beverley Robinson. 
*"-—|'OHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON, Professor in Charge, School of Architecture; 
ff \, attended Columbia University, N. Y.; Fellow, American Institute of Archi- 
tects; Member, Columbia University Club, Washington Architectural Society, 
St. Louis Artists' Guild, University Club; Author of "Principles of Architectural 
Composition," "Architectural Composition." 
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Department of Astronomy 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH. D. 
Department of Botany 
PROFESSOR GEORGE THOMAS MOORE, PH. D. 
PROFESSOR BENJAMIN MINGE DUGGAR, PH. D. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JESSE MORE GREENMAN, PH. L>. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EDWARD ANGUS BURT, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SAMUEL MONDS COULTER, PH. D. 
MR. JACOB RICHARD SCHRAMM, PH. D. 
MR. GOODWIN LE BARON FOSTER, A. B. 
Department  of  Chemistry 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LE ROY MCMASTER, PH. D. 
MR. JAMES KENNEDY BLACK, B. S. 
MR. LLOYD FRANCIS NICKELL, PH. D. 
MR. JOHN D. FLEMING, B. S. 
Department of Drawing 
PROFESSOR HOLMES SMITH, A. M. 
MR. DF.LOS CHARLES NICHOLSON 
MR. LAWRENCE HILL, B. S. 
Department  of  Economics 
PROFESSOR WILLIAM FRANKLIN GEPHART, PH. D. 
MR. ISAAC LIPFINCOTT, PH. D. 
MR. CLARENCE CAMERON KOCHENDERFER, A. M. 
Department  of  Education 
PROFESSOR EDGAR JAMES SWIFT, PH. D. 







Department of English 
PROFESSOR JOHN LIVINGSTON LOWES, PH. D. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM ROY MACKENZIE, PH. D. 
*ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT STINSON STARBIRD, A. B. 
MR. FRANCIS COX WALKER, PH. D. 
MISS MARTHA GAUSE MCCAULLEY, PH. D. 
MISS ETHEL GENEVIEVE SPRAGUE, A. B. 
MR. GARNETT GLADWIN SEDGEWICK, PH. D. 
MR. CLINTON JOSEPH MASSECK, A. M. 
MISS HELEN SCHLESINGER, A. B. 
Department of French 
PROFESSOR GASTON DOUAY, A. M. MR. MAURICE FAURE 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WINTHROP HOLT CHENERY, PH. D. 
MR. JOHN HART BROWN, A. M. 
Department of Geology 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WALTER EDWARD MCCOURT, A. M. 
MR. MALCOLM EARL WILSON, M. S. 
MR. RUDOLF RIEDER, A. B. 
Department of German 
PROFESSOR OTTO HELLER, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PHILIPP SEIBERTH, A. M. 
MR. MAX DIEZ, A. M. 
Department of Greek 
PROFESSOR FREDERIC ALDEN HALL,  A. M., LITT. D., L. H. D., LL. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH. D. 
MR. WILLIAM ALEXANDER RAE, A. M. 
Department of History 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS MARSHALL SOLOMON SNOW, A. M., LL. D. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROLAND GREENE USHER, PH. D. 
MR. HARRISON CLIFFORD DALE, A. M. 
MR. CLARENCE CAMERON KOCHENDERFER, A. M. 
Department of History of Art 
PROFESSOR HOLMES SMITH, A. M. MR. LAWRENCE HILL, B. S. 
MR. DELOS CHARLES NICHOLSON 
Department of Italian 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WINTHROP HOLT CHENERY, PH. D. 
Department of Latin 
PROFESSOR FREDERICK WILLIAM SHIPLEY, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH. D. 
MR. WILLIAM ALEXANDER RAE, A. M. 
Department of  Mathematics 
PROFESSOR CLARENCE ABIATHAR WALDO, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH. E>. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM HENRY ROEVER, PH. D. 
MR. JOSEPH CHAPPEL RAYWORTH, A. M. 
MR. JAMES EDWARD DONAHUE, A. M. 
Department  of  Mechanics 
PROFESSOR CLARENCE ABIATHAR WALDO, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH. D. 
Department  of Philosophy 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHARLES EDWARD CORY, S. T. B., PH. D. 
*On leave of absence. 
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Department of Physical Training 
MR. WILLIAM PHILIP EDMUNDS, M. D.  MISS FRANCES LEWIS BISHOP, M. D. 
MISS FLORENCE GRANT, A. B. MR. LEO MCCARTHY 
Department of Physics 
PROFESSOR FRANCIS EUGENE NIPHER, A. M., LL. D. 
*ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LINDLEY PYLE, A. M. 
ACTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHARLES FERDINAND MEYER, PH. D. 
MR. GEORGE WILBUR MOFFITT, PH. D. 
MR. IRWIN ROMAN, A. B. 
Department of Political Science 
MR. CLARENCE CAMERON KOCHENDERFER, A. M. 
Department of Psychology 
PROFESSOR EDGAR JAMES SWIFT, PH. D. 
Department of Sociology 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GEORGE BENJAMIN MANGOLD, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHARLES EDWARD PERSONS, PH. D. 
Department of Spanish 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WINTHROP HOLT CHENERY, PH. D. 
MR. MICHAEL ANCELO DEVITIS, A. B. 
Department of Zoology 
PROFESSOR JAMES FRANCIS ABBOTT, PH. D. 
MR. JOSEPH CLARK STEPHENSON, A. M. 
MR. FRED REESE GRIFFITH, JR. 
^rhnnl of Engittpmng 
Civil Engineering 
PROFESSOR JOHN LANE VAN ORNUM, C. E. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ERNEST OSCOOD SWEETSER, C. E. 
MR. CHARLES ELIJAH GALT, B. S. 
MR. WILLIAM WALLACE MACDOWELL 
Mechanical Engineering 
PROFESSOR ERNEST LINWOOD OHLE, M. E. MR. ARTHUR SEUBERT, M. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR FRANZ ALFRED BERGER, M. E. 
MR. THOMAS HOLT SMITH 
Electrical Engineering 
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER SUSS LANGSDORF, M. M. E. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR HARRY GRAY HAKE, M. S., E. E. 
MR. WILLIAM BENNETT COUWENHOVEN, M. E., E. E. 
Chemical Engineering 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LE ROY MCMASTER, PH. D. 
MR. LLOYD FRANCIS NICKELL, PH. D. 
MR. JAMES KENNEDY BLACK, B. S. 
MR. JOHN D. FLEMING, B. S. 
j^rhonl nf Arrhttfrturt 
PROFESSOR JOHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON 
PROFESSOR CHARLES ABELLA, A. D. G. 
(Architecte Diplome du Gouvernement Francais) 
*On leave of absence. 
MR. LAWRENCE HILL, B. S. 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Let every man betake him to his legs.—DR. WALKER. 
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wtte ©la00 of 1914 
Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA—/ gave him gentle looks.—MATHILDE WATSON. 
20 
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PAUL WILLIAM BAKER       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Class Basketball, '14; Sophomore Show, '12; 
Chapel Choir, 'i2-'i3; Sophomore Honors; A. I. 
E. E. 
ABE BURTON BENDER 
College 
Y. M. C. A. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
CLAIRE BERRY -----       Ferguson, Mo. 
College 
Entered as   Junior   from   Central   College   for 
Women, Lexington, Mo. 
FRANK L. BERRYHILL       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class President, 'i3-'i4; Student Council, 'l2-'i3- 
'14; President, 'i3-'l4; Chairman, Honor Com- 
mittee, 'i3-'i4; Student Life Association, 'i2-'i3- 
'14; Athletic Editor, 'i3-'i4; Civics Club, '10- 
'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Secretary-Treasurer, 'n-'i2; Pres- 
ident, 'i3-'i4; Thyrsus, 'l3-'l4; Pep Patrol, '13- 
'14; President, 'i3-'i4; Vice-President, Athletic 
Association, 'i3-'i4; Varsity Basketball, 'n-'i2- 
'i3-'i4; Class Basketball, 'io-'n-'l2-'i3-'i4; Cap- 
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FRANK  BERRY  BILLS        -       -       -        St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Glee  Club,  'i3-'i4;   Civics  Club;  Y.   M.  C.  A.; 
A. I. E. E. 
Sigma Chi 
ALBERT SHELBY BLATTERMAN       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
A. I. E. E.; Secretary, 'l2-'i3. 
Obelisk 
Phi Delta Theta 
HORTENSE DEBORAH  BOWLES - Kirkwood,  Mo. 
College 
Class Vice-President, 'i3-'i4; Vice-President, 
McMillan Hall, 'i3-'l4; Women's Athletic As- 
sociation; Class Basketball, 'i3-'l4; May Day 
Dances, '12-13; Les Causeuses, 'i2-'i3; Thyrsus, 
'i3-'i4; W. U. Consumers' League, 'i2-'i3-'i4; 
Y. W. C. A., 'io-'n-'i2-'i3-'i4. 
Delta Gamma 
ARTHUR BRADY Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Assistant Football Manager, 'i2-'i3; Manager 
'i3-'i4; Mandolin Club, 'io-'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Leader, 
'n-'i2-'i3; Thyrsus, 'io-'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Assistant 
Treasurer, 'n-'i2; Treasurer, 'i2-'i3; Collima- 
tion Club. 
Lock and Chain, "13," Pralma 
Sigma Nu 
TEMPEST—Stand to, and feed!—COMMONS. 
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DOROTHY GRACE CALMAN       -       -     -     St. Louis, Mo 
College 
Class Basketball, 'il-'l2-'i3-'i4; Captain, 'i3-'i4; 
Women's Athletic Association, 'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; 
Kaffee Kranzchen, 'i3-'i4; May Day Dances, 
'12;  "Quadrangle Town," '11; Y. W. C. A., '13- 
'14 
MILLER FRANKLIN CAMERON CANN 
Architecture 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Vice-President   W.   U.   A.   S.,   'l3-'i4;   Business 
Manager   Thyrsus,   'i2-'i3;   Pep   Patrol,   'i3-'l4; 
Chairman  Junior  Prom  Committee. 
Obelisk, Scarab 
Beta Theta Pi 
JOHN  BENJAMIN  CLAYTON, JR.        -        Kirkwood, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation Club, 'i2-'i3-'i4; Vice-President, '13- 
'14; President Engineering Council, '13-14. 
Beta Theta  Pi 
ARTHUR LEONARD CUTTER       -       Webster Groves, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Track Team, 'i2-'i3; A. I. E. E.; Y. M. C. A. 
Kt^S^&Z/ 






NEAL CORBETT DAVIS Neosho, Mo. 
Architecture 
Student   Council,   'n-'i2-'i3; Honor   Committee, 
'l2-'i3;   Secretary-Treasurer, W.   U.   A.   S.,  '13- 
'14. 
Obelisk, Lock and Chain, Scarab 
Sigma Nu 
MILDRED DE COURCY       -       -        -        St. Louis,  Mo. 
College 
Thyrsus, 'io-'ii-'i2-'i3-'i4; Vice-President, '13- 
'14; Annual Play, '12; Vice-President McMillan 
Hall, 'i3-'i4; Quadrangle Club, 'lo-'ll-'l2-'l3- 
'14; Women's Athletic Association, 'io-'n-'l2-'i3; 
Tennis Team, 'n-'i2; Class Basketball, '11-12. 
Pi Beta Phi 
ROYAL ALEXANDER DICKIE     -      Webster Groves, Mo. 
College 




ROWLAND  WHEELER DODSON 
Mechanical Engineering 
A. S. M. E. 
Lock and Chain 
Sigma Nu 
St.   Louis,  Mo. 
# 
:
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St. Louis, Mo. EDMUND CONRADES DONK 
College 
Class Treasurer, 'IO-'II; Associate Editor 1914 
Hatchet; Financial Manager W. U. A. A., '13- 
'14; Class Baseball, 'io-'u-'i2; Class Basketball, 




HELEN   MARY  DONNELLY        -        -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
College 
Class  Secretary,  'i3-'i4;  Greek  Play,  '11;   Prin- 
cipal,   Greek   Play,   '12;   Government   Club,   '11- 
'l2-'l3-'l4; Vice-President, 'i2-'i3; Secretary, '13- 
'14:  Sophomore Honors. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
HELEN DUFFETT 
College 
St. Louis, Mo 
ROBERT DUDLEY DUNCAN, JR.     -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Council;  Chairman A.  I.  E. E., '13- 
'14;   Sophomore  Show. 




ROMEO AND JULIET—Give me a case to put my visage in.—JEROME MEYER. 
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CHARLES HENRY DUNCKER, JR.       -        St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Editor-in-Chief,  1914 Hatchet;  Student Life As- 
sociation, 'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Associate Editor, 'i2-'i3; 
Editor-in-Chief,    'l3-'i4;    Cabinet,    Pep    Patrol, 
'i3-'i4:  Class Football, '11; Civics Club. 
"13," Pralma 
Beta Theta Pi 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Sigma Xi 
WILLIAM  ARTHUR DUNHAM - St.  Louis,  Mo. 
College 
W. U. Debating Club, 'io-'n-'i2-'i3; Secretary, 
'n-'i2; President, 'i2-'i3; Debating Council, '12- 
'13: Captain Intercollegiate Debating Team, '12- 
'13; Manager and Coach of Debating, 'i3-'l4; 
Student Life Association, 'n-'i2; Chapel Choir, 
'io-'ii,'-i2-'i3; Y. M. C. A. 'i2-'i3-'i4. 
HARRY CLYDE FAIR       -        -        - 
College 
Student Council, 'u-'l2. 
Kappa Alpha,  Phi Delta  Phi 
New Haven, Mo. 
HAZEL LEES FORSYTHE       -                         Clayton,  Mo.      jgg 
College **JK9 
Greek   Play,  'n-'i2;   May  Day  Dances,   'i2-'i3;       ■■'.;.■ :J:.-m   W" 
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ALBERT  EUGENE  FRENCH        -        -        St.  Louis,   Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Class Treasurer, 'i3-'i4; Class Baseball, '13; Var- 
sity Basketball, '13-14; Class Basketball, 'i3-'i4; 
A. I. E. E. 
Obelisk,  Lock and  Chain,  "13" 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
ARTHUR JEROME  FREUND        -        -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
College 
Glee   Club,   i3-'i4,   Assistant   Business   Manager, 
'14. 
BEN FRANKLIN GOLDSTEIN       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Greek   Play,   '12:   Greek  Recital,   '14;   Debating 
Club,  'i2-'i3;  Debating Squad, '14;  Civics  Club, 
'i2-'i3-'i4;  Y.   M.  C.   A.  'i2-'i3-'i4;   Sophomore 
Honors. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
MORRIS ENOCH GOLDSTEIN       -       -        St. Louis, Mo, 
College 
Debating Club; Debating Squad; Y. M. C. A. 
>%^0' 





ROLAND GRIMM       ...       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Football, 'n; Class Baseball, 'i2-'i3;  Sec- 
retary, W. U. A. A., 'i3-'i4; Photographer, 1914 
Hatchet; Glee Club, '12; Hatchet Representative, 
'i3-'i4; Cabinet, Pep Patrol, '14. 
Lock and Chain 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
GEORGE MYERS HAGEE       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Entered as Sophomore from University of Mis- 
souri;   Civics Club,  'io-'ii-'i2-'i3-'u;   Secretary- 
Treasurer, 'i2-'i3; Vice-President, 'i3-'i4;  Pres- 
ident,  Junior  Law  Class;   Acacia  Club. 
Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Phi 
WALLACE DUNCAN HARDAWAY - Defiance, Mo. 
Chemical Engineering 
Class Baseball, 'n-'i2-'i3; Captain, '11; Class 
Football, 'IO-'II ; Captain, '10; Class Athletic 
Manager, 'IO-'II; Varsity Football, 'll-'i2-'i3; 
Captain, '13; Class President, 'IO-'II; Student 
Council, 'l2-'i3; Single Tax Committee, '12-12- 
'14; Glee Club, 'lo-'u-'l2-'l3-'l4; President, '13; 
Glee Club Quartette; Y. M. C. A., Cabinet, '12- 
'i3-'i4; Delegate to Y. M. C. A. Convention, '13; 
President, Pan-Hellenic Council, '13; Quadrangle 
Club; Kakodyl Club. 
"13" 
Theta Xi 
MARTIN HUTCHISON HARRIS - Vanceburg, Ky. 
Electrical Engineering 
Glee Club, 'i3-'i4; Treasurer, '14; Associate Ed- 
itor, 1914 Hatchet Board; Student Life Associa- 
tion, 'i3-'l4. 
Kappa Alpha 
HAMLET—He was desperate with imagination.—KENDALL HARRISON. 
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BINE M. HAWKEN ... St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Student Life Association, 'l0-'ll-'l2-'l3-'i4; Lit- 
erary Editor, 'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Women's Athletic 
Association, 'lo-'n-'l2-'i3-'i4; Les Causeuses, 
'lO-'n-'i2-'l3-'i4; President, 'l3-'l4; Y. W. C. A., 
'io-'n-|i2-'i3-'i4; Devotional Committee, 'n- 
'l2-'l3-'i4; W. U. Consumers' League, 'i2-i3-'i4. 
WARREN IRVING JOLLEY       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation  Club,   Secretary,  'l3-'i4;  Class  Bas- 
ketball, 'i3-'i4. 
HUNTER JONES       - West Plains, Mo. 
College 





CLAUDIA CLINTON LIDE       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo 
College 
Women's Council, 'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Treasurer, '11- 
'12; Secretary, 'i2-'i3; President, 'i3-'l4; Pres- 
ident, Y. W. C. A., 'i3-'i4; Cabinet, Y. W. C. A., 
'i2-'i3; President, Government Club, 'l2-'i3; 
Greek Plav, '12; Sophomore Honors. 
W. A. G. 
Delta Gamma 
HAMLET—Oh, Hamlet, what a falling off there was.—CLASS SCRAP PLATFORM. 
a  
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WILLIAM   PERCY  LODGE        -        -        Linn  Creek,  Mo. 
Architecture 
Entered as Sophomore from Drury College; W. 
U. A. S.; Civics Club; Acacia Club; Y. M. C. A.; 
Scarab. 
FREDERICK  DAN  LYNCH        -        -        Cincinnati,  Ohio 
College 
Chess Club, President, 'i2-'i3; Secretary, 'i3-'i4; 
Sophomore Honors. 
MEREDITH  HOLMAN MCCARGO - St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Quadrangle Club, 'IO-'II; Y. W. C. A. 
Pi Beta Phi 
ALICE LILLIAN  MCCLEVEY       -       -        St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Entered as  Sophomore  from University of Chi- 
cago in  1910; Quadrangle Club, 'ii-'i2-'l3;  May 
Day   Dances,   'IO-'II-'I2-'I3;   W.   U.   Consumers' 
League, 'i2-'i3-'l4. 
Pi Beta Phi 
ROMEO   AND   JULIET—He is a courageous captain of compliments.—WILBUR GONTER- 
MAN. 
31. 
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MARY EMILY NICHOLSON MACDONALD   -   Newark, N. J. 
Entered as Sophomore from Smith College; 
President Equal Suffrage League, '14; Sen- 
ior Representative, Women's Council, 'l3-'l4; 
Art Editor, 1913 Hatchet; Secretary, McMillan 
Hall, 'i2-'i3; Women's Athletic Association, '12- 
'i3-'i4; Tennis Tournaments, 'i2-'i3; May Day 
Dances; Y. W.  C. A., 'i2-'i3-'i4. 
CHESTER JAMES MCPHEETERS    -    Webster Groves, Mo. 
College 
Entered as Senior from Missouri University. 
Kappa Alpha 
THEODORE WILLIAM HENRY MAENNER  -  St. Louis, Mo. 
Architecture 
Class Football, 'io-'n; Class Basketball, 'n-'i2- 
'i3-'i4; Class Track, '11-12; Class Baseball, '11- 
'i2-'i3-'i4; Captain, '13; Varsity Track and Re- 
lay Team, 'i2-'i3; Varsity Basketball, 'i2-'i3-'i4; 
Captain, '14; Manager Baseball, '14; Class 
Treasurer, 'i2-'i3; Secretary, Student Council, 
'l3-'i4; President W. U. A. S., 'i3-'i4. 
"13," Pralma, Scarab 
Kappa Alpha 
MARGUERITE   G.   MONTEATH        -        Little  Rock,   Ark. 
College 
Class Vice-President, 'l2-'i3; President, McMil- 
lan Hall, 'i3-'i4; Senior Representative, Wom- 
en's Council, 'i3-'i4; Associate Editor, 1914 
Hatchet; Thyrsus, 'i2-'i3; Annual Play, '13; 
May Day Play, '11; May Day Dances, '13; Del- 
egate, Self-Government Association Convention, 
'13; Secretary-Treasurer, Consumers' League, '12- 
'13- 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
%3^? ^ 
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PAUL EDWIN NELSON       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Football, '10; Captain, Class Track, '11-12; 
Varsity Football, 'u-'i2; Varsity Track, '12; W. 
U. A. A., 'io-'n-'l2-'i3-'i4; Student Council, '11- 
'i2-'i3; Treasurer, 'n-'i2; Honor Committee, '11- 
'12; Y. M. C. A., 'i2-'i3-'i4; Vice-President, '12- 
'13; President, 'l3-'l4; Student Life Association, 
'i2-'i3; Chess Club, 'n-'l2-'l3-'l4; Vice-President, 
'n-'i2; Greek Play, 'n-'i2; Treasurer, Central 




LUCY  NEWTON        - Ferguson,  Mo. 
College 
Vice-President, Women's Council, 'i3-'i4; Y. W. 
C.  A.  Cabinet, 'l3-'l4;  Women's  Athletic Asso- 
ciation, 'n-'i2-'i3; Class Basketball, 'n-'i2-'i3. 
W. A. G. 
Delta Gamma 
ADA NICHOLSON       - 
College 
Thyrsus; Vice-President,  McMillan Hall 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
St. Louis, Mo. 
13- 14- 
ELMER FREDERICK WILLIAM NIEMOELLER, St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Chapel Choir, 'i3-'i4; Y. M. C. A.; Sophomore 
Show; A. I. E. E., Vice-President, Chairman, 
'14. 
^.«. 
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RAYMOND ADIE PERRY St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical Engineering 
Class Treasurer, '11-12;  Mandolin Club, 'n-'i2- 
'13-14;    Business    Manager,    '13-14;    Assistant 
Business    Manager,    Glee    and    Mandolin    Club 
Trip,   '14;   Engineering  Council,  'i3-'i4. 
Obelisk,  Lock and Chain 
Sigma Chi 
RUTH PICKEL     -----     Kirkwood, Mo. 
College 
Women's Athletic Assoc'ation, 'n-'i2-'l3-'l4; 
Secretary-Treasurer, '12; Vice-President, '13; 
President, '14; Class Basketball, 'n-'l2-'i3-'i4; 
Tennis Champion, '11-12; Government Club; 
Treasurer Y. W. C. A., 'i3-'i4; May Day 
Dances, 'i2-'i3; Consumers' League, 'i2-'i3. 
Delta Gamma 
KURT SCHENK        -        -        -        -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Class   President,   'i2-'i3;   Student   Council,   '13- 
'14;  A.  S.  M.  E. 
Pralma. 
ARMIN OSCAR SCHLEIFFARTH      -     -      St. Louis,  Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Secretary  and  Treasurer,  A.   S.   M.   E.,  'i2-'l3; 
Chairman,  A.  S.   M.  E.,  'i3-'i4;  Chairman,  En- 




ROMEO AND JULIET—No hare, sir.—ARTHUR FREUND. 
34 
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HARRY FREDERICK  SCHWARTING       -        St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Chapel   Choir;   Sophomore   Show;   A.   I.   E.   E. 
Sigma Xi 
JOSEPH   HAROLD  SENNE        -        -        -        Homer,  La. 
Architecture 
Class Track,  'IO-'II ;  Mandolin Club, 'lo-'n-'l2; 
W.  U.   A.   S.,   Sergeant-at-Arms,  '12-13. 
Scarab 
GEORGE FREDERICK SCHERER       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical Engineering 
Varsity    Football,    'n-'i2-'i3;    Varsity    Basket- 
ball,  '13;   Class  Football,  'io-'ll;   Class   Basket- 
ball, 'ii-'i2-'i3-'i4;  Class  Baseball, 'IO-'II. 
"13" 
WALTER SIEGERIST       - Godfrey, 111. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Sophomore   Honors;   Treasurer,   A.   S.   M.   E.; 
Pep Patrol, 'i3-'i4. 
Sigma Xi 
ftdgr 




FLORENCE JULIA SISLER       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Basketball; Women's Athletic Association; 
Chapel Choir, 'i2-'i3; Greek Play, 'n-'i2; Y. 
W. C. A., 'II-'T2-'I3. 
CHARLES  EUGENE  SMITH - Little  Rock,  Ark. 
College 
Thyrsus, 'n-'l2-'l3-'l4; Assistant Business Man- 
ager, 'io-'n ; Business Manager, 'n-'i2; Pres- 
ident, 'i2-'i3-'i4; Annual Play, 'n-'i2-'i3; 
Author of Melodrama, '13; Quadrangle Club, 
'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Stage Manager, 'ii-'i2-'i3-'l4; 
"Pierrette;" Principal in "Sun of O-Gun," "The 
Love Star;" Author of "The Love Star;" De- 
bating Club, 'io-'n; Civics Club, 'i2-'i3-'i4; 
Sophomore Show, '12; "Surkuss," 'l2-'i3; Asso- 
ciate Editor, 1914 Hatchet; Secretary, Pan- 
Hellenic Association, 'i3-'i4. 
Pralma 
Phi Delta Theta 
ANNE SOUTHER 
College 
St. Louis, Mo. 
RICHARD GREENOUGH SOUTHER 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kappa Alpha 
St.  Louis, Mo. 
*S$®&" 
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING—Done to death by slanderous tongues.—THE WALKERISM. 




MINOR WOOLFOLK  STOUT        -        -        St.  Louis,   Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chapel Choir, 'io-'ii-'i2-'i3-'i4; President, '12- 
'13; Charter Member, Y. M. C. A.; Vice-Pres- 
ident, 'i3-'i4; Charter Member, Chess Club, 
Vice-President, 'i2-'i3; A. S. M. E. 'i3-'i4; 
Class Athletic Manager, 'i3-'i4; Pep Patrol, 
'i3-'i4; Varsity Track Team, 'n-'i2-'i3; Class 
Track Team, 'l0-'ll-'l2; Sophomore Honors. 
Sigma Xi 
LEROY MILTON SWEET       -       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Chapel Choir, 'ii-'i2-'i3-'i4; Y. M. C A.; Chess 
and Checker Club, '12; Sophomore Show, '12; 
Class Track, '12; Class Football, '12; A. I. E. E. 
SAMUEL   FARLOW   TRELEASE        -        -        Urbana,   111. 
College 
Photographer,   1914   Hatchet;   Sophomore   Hon- 
ors. 
Lock and Chain 
Sigma Nu 
Sigma Xi 
ELSIE UEBERLE St. Charles, Mo. 
College 
Women's Athletic Association; Class Basket- 
ball, 'Ii-'i2-'i3-'i4; Captain, '13; Government 
Club; Kaffee Kranzchen; President, 'i3-'i4; Y. 
W. C. A. 
m#j .«*»- 
ROMEO AND JULIET—TWO, two, a shirt and a smock.—ARCHITECTS. 
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MONROE VAN RAALTE 
Civil Engineering 





St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
MARY HEROLD WEST       -       -        -        St.  Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Secretary, 'l2-'l3; Hatchet Representa- 
tive, 'i3-'i4; Thyrsus, 'io-'n-'i2-'i3; Annual 
Play, '12, '14; Librarian, '12-13; Secretary, '13- 
'14; Y. W. C. A., 'io-'il-'i2; W. U. Consumers' 
League, 'i2-'i3-'i4; Government Club, 'io-'n- 
'i2-'i3; Student Life Association, 'i2-'i3; Quad- 
rangle Club, '12. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Sigma Xi 
ROMEO AND JULIET—We'll not carry coals.—OBELISK INITIATION. 
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ORNI WIDMAN St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Creu7 Engineering 
Collimation Club; Quadrangle Club, '12. 
Sigma Chi 
EDWARD  SHERVIN  WINFREE      -      -      Memphis,  Tenn. 
Electrical Engineering 
Track Team, '12-13; Manager Track Team, '14; 
Relay Team, 'i2-'i3;  Winner of Cross Country, 
'13;   Class  Baseball,   'n-'l2-'l3;   Manager,   Class 
Athletics, '13; Y. M. C. A., A. I. E. E. 
Pralma 
WILLIAM  H. WINGFIELD, JR. 
College 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Sigma Xi 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 
JESSICA MAY YOUNG       -       -       -       St. Louis,  Mo. 
College 
Women's Athletic Association, 'n-'l2-'l3-'l4; 
Class Basketball, '11-12-'13-'14; Captain, '12; 
May Day Dances, '12; Y. W. C. A., 'n-'i2-'i3; 
Kaffee Kranzchen, 'i3-'i4; "Quadrangle Town," 
'11. flfpp 
^%># 
HAMLIT—Show me the steep and thorny way to heaven.—Y. M. C. A. 
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DOROTHY SAMUEL KENNEDY       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Student Life Association, 'n-'i2; Class Secre- 
tary, 'n-'i2; Associate Editor of 1914 Hatchet; 
Junior Representative on Women's Council, '12- 
'13; Secretary, Y. W. C. A., 'l2-'l3; Basketball 
Team, 'n-'i2. 
W. A. G. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
RUTH   CAROL  MOBLEY        -        -        Little   Rock,   Ark. 
College 
Thyrsus, '12-13-14; Quadrangle Club, 'n-'i2; 
Les Causeuses; Treasurer, McMillan Hall, '12- 
'13; Equal Suffrage League; Y. W. C. A.; Wom- 
en's Athletic Association;  Sophomore Honors. 
BARBARA THRUSTON  SENSENEY       -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
College 
Class  Vice-President,  'io-'n;   Quadrangle   Club, 
'io-'n-'i2; Y. W. C. A. 
Pi Beta Phi 
i!ili>0tflm»H af 1914 
CHE SCENE—in all, four acts—is laid at Washington University. 
ACT I.    THE FRESHMAN 
Scene 1. Loitering near the archway of University Hall, early one 
September morning, stands "1914." Awe-inspiring, yet inwardly trembling, 
he is awaiting the onslaught of brawny "1913." Just as the latter emerges 
from the Boys' Locker Room, and the combatants, amid much excitement, 
are preparing for the fray, Morris Boorstin strides between them saying, 
"Peace! The Chancellor decrees peace!'' "1914," nothing daunted, shakes 
his fist boldly in the very face of "1913," uttering the dire threat, "I'll 
fix you yet." 
Scene 2. December, of the same year. The stage is deserted when 
the scene opens, but the sound of shouting in the distance gradually grows 
louder and louder as the mob comes nearer. With a final wild burst of 
applause, "1914" crowned with the laurel wreath of victory, is borne in 
on the shoulders of his comrades. "1913" follows sullenly, and takes no 
part in the cheering, for "1914" has fulfilled his threat, and overcome him 
both in Football and in the Class Fight. Yea, and has also "cut him out" 
in the social whirl at the wonderful Freshman Prom. 
ROMEO AND JULIET—He bears him like a portly gentleman.—GAFFORD. 




ACT II.    THE SOPHOMORE 
"1914" somewhat disheartened, sits alone on the Library steps. A new 
rival for the honors of the University, a puny enough fellow to be sure, 
one "1915," who has just captured the treasured 1914 banner. The sus- 
pense is great for fear our hero may be finally vanquished—but no! He 
strides manfully to the Odeon, and makes a name for himself in dramatics, 
by taking the three leading roles in "An Enemy of the People." His 
supremacy is again assured. j 
ACT III.    THE JUNIOR 
Scene 1. Amid a dazzle of light and music, "1914" leads his lady to 
the Junior Prom. Here the Fairyland of flowers, the glory of the music, 
and the flutter of merry hearts proclaim "1914" the social conquerer of 
the University. 
Scene 2. "The World and His Wife," marks a second conquest in 
"1914's" dramatic career, since the four main parts have been assigned 
to him. 
ACT IV.    THE SENIOR 
A dignified figure, in cap and gown, marches sedately into Chapel. Who 
is this person ? There is something strangely familiar about him. Sure 
enough! "1914" is a Senior whose scholarly attainments astonish the 
University. Yet behind his dignity lurks a merry twinkle, and, when you 
ask him what he is up to, he promises luncheons, parties, banquets, and, 
best of all, a marvelous Senior Prom, after which "1914" will bid you 
farewell. —M. H. W. 
HAMLET—Some enterprise that hath a stomach in it.—THZ ARTHUR RESTAURANT. 
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MIDSUMMER   NIGHT'S   DREAM—Methinks I see these things  with  parted   eye, when 
everything seems double.—PUFF MARTIN. 
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College 
CLAIRE MARIE BACON 
KATHRIN MARIE BAKER 
MAURICE CAMILLE BAUDIN 
LEONA JULIETTE BECKMANN 
HERBERT FRANK BOETTLER 
HELEN BEATRICE BRYARS 
FANNY BAKEWELL CUSHING 
HELEN LOUISE DAWLEY 
MARGARET FRANCES DE GARMO 
MAURICE FAURE 
FLOSSIE FLETCHER 
EVELYN ELLEN GAUEN 
MILDRED AUGUSTA GLEDITZSCH 
JOSEPH WILBUR GONTERMAN 
MOULTON GREEN 
LOUISE HALDEMAN 
EDWARD KENDALL HARRISON 
ROLAND MILTON HOERR 
RALPH WILLIAM HUFFERD 
BEATRICE JENNINGS 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
HAROLD CLARK KEYSOR 
DELIUS HENRY KOTTHOFF 
JULIA KRAUSNICK 
KENNETH CLAYTON LARKEY 
DOUGLAS VOSS MARTIN, JR. 
GERTRUDE DOROTHY MAY 
RUTH MEINHOLTZ 
RICHARD HENRY MINK 
MARGUERITE DEAN MOTT 
IVER NELSON 
DOROTHY MAY NICHOLSON 
ELIZABETH SPONSLER NIXON 
MARION CAMPBELL ORR 
ETHEL PARKS 
RUTH ELIZABETH PRITCHARD 
GRACE RODGERS 
LAURA EDNA ROEHRICH 
NELLIE ROGERS 
IRL BENJAMIN ROSENBLUM 
ROBERT MILTON RUSSELL 
ESTER FRANCES SCHNEIDER 
MARION ORILLA SCROGGIN 
ELMYRA SEWING 
HELEN SHYROCK 
DRUE CLINTON SMALLING 
HELEN KIMBALL SMART 
ROBERT HENRY SPARKS 
FRANCES ELIZABETH SPAULDING 
HELEN STEVENS 
ORVILLE BERNARD SUCK 
HERBERT GILES TANNER 
ALMA LOUISE TIEMANN 
ELEANOR IRENE TUCKER 
IDA DELL UPDIKE 
MARIE ANNE UPDIKE 
MATHILDE HELLMERS WATSON 
CORINNE JANE WOLFF 
FLORENCE WUENSCH 
WLNONA WUERTENBAECHER 
School of Engineering 
EDWARD L. BAKFR 
WILLIAM CHRIS EMIL BECKER 
JAMES ROY BELLVILLE 
IVAN BEAUFORT BUCHANAN 
KENNETH MCCANDLESS COGGESHALL 
MILTON MOSES DEVORKIN 
WILLIAM MCKINLEY ENSCORE 
DANIEL EVANS 
JOSEPH FEI.BERBAUM 
HARRY AUGUST FELDBUSH 
SPENCER BOND FIELD 
ALFRED LINCOLN GIBERT 
ISAAC HAHN GODLOVE 
CHARLES C. HARDY 
RICHARD VALENTINE HENKEL 
GEORGE CHARLES HETLAGE 
WILLIAM DUNSDON HOLLAND 
EDWARD LESTER HORNER 
GEORGE ALLEN JEHLE 
EDWARD ARTHUR JEUDE 
OLIVER MANN 
HERBERT GERALD MCELHINNEY 
LINDLEY CHARES MILFORD 
CLIFTON TREFTS MILLER 
FREDERICK HENRY MOELI.ENHOFF 
CHARLES NORTON MONTEITH 
JOHN BEN REICHMAN 
EDWIN CARL SCHISLER 
CHARLES SENOUR 
ALEXANDER FREDERICK SUSS 
School of Architecture 
HARRY DANIEL PAYNE 
HAMLET—'Tis a custom more honored in the breach than in the observance.—CHAPEL. 
SSSS^S^^^S! 1015   !^^^^^^^^^S 
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AUL COSTE—of all people! How glad I am to see you. Only 
yesterday, I was speaking of you. I was reminiscing—trying to 
entertain Billy with an account of my University career, but he 
wasn't of our class, so of course he couldn't appreciate it. 
"Can you realize that it was ten years ago that the mighty army of 
1915 loomed up on Washington's horizon? 
"You remember our Freshman Prom—our debut into the University 
society? Didn't we consider ourselves very important? And important 
we were, for our Prom was, to speak only modestly, a genuine credit to 
us and to the University. 
"Then came the pole fight. I can still see the vacantly surprised 
expression of those 1914 Sophomores when we nimbly climbed the greased 
pole, and released their flag. 
"Although they frequently sought to gently reprove us, we finally did 
agree to make friends with them, didn't we? We had our Love Fest in 
May, and showed in word and deed that generosity, even towards our 
enemies, is a virtue. 
"Can you still see the group of cadaverous looking individuals who 
registered as 1916? Their whole bearing was that of the proverbial dog 
who lives constantly wondering when he is to have his day. They must 
surely have decided to make the day for themselves. The fight was slightly 
more of a man's affair than our other had been, but we had hardly expected 
to be fumed out, so, in a moment of liberality, we allowed them to take our 
flag; but, with a marked air of polite tolerance, we invited them to partici- 
pate in a Love Fest. 
"By the beginning of our Junior year, we, of course, had outgrown all 
such childish tendencies, and gave our attention to really important things. 
Take our Junior party for instance. 
"Thank you for the reminder. I had forgotten about the Drosten Cup. 
We won it two years in succession, as evidence whereof, it bears 1915 in 
large numerals. 
"No! please don't speak of our Junior Prom. Of course, it was the best 
the University has ever seen. It is never necessary to speak of the obvious. 
But I haven't time to go into details now because I must meet Billy. I am 
late for my appointment now. We can talk over the Senior year some 
other time. I do so want to hear about it. Awfully glad to have seen you. 
Goodbye." —H. B. 
TEMPEST—How came that widow in?—LAW SCHOOL. 
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LOVE'S LABOURS LOST—But I protest I love to hear him lie.—BERT LANGRECK. 
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OSCAR FREDERICK BENTE 
GRACE DOBSON BISSLAND 
PAULINE BROOKS 
MARY BROTHERTON 
MARION CLARKSON BROWN 
PAUL BURG 
ADELE MARY CLUNDT 
ETHEL CRANE 
RUDOLPH HENRY DETJEN 
EDWARD WILLIAM DOLCH, JR. 
FRANCES LOUISE DUFFETT 
ALICE ERNST 
GLADYS FLORSHEIM 
MILDRED BASS FOX 
LYLE BYRD GODBY 
JOSEPH MARTIN GREEN 
GLADYS GREGG 
WILLIAM CHAPMANN BERRY 
WILLIAM CARTER BLISS 
CHARLES VINCENT BRADY 
DURAND BROCK 
WALKER PAYNE BROTHERTON 
MAYS PRIEST BROWN 
FRANK WILLIAM BUBB 
KENNETH SELLS CHENERY 
HAROLD ARM IN CONRAD 
PAUL COSTE 
PAUL HENRY FELKER 
RALPH GRAY 
EDMUND LOUIS GREEN 
PAUL JOHN HEWITT 
JAMES HARDIN JEANS 
College 
JOHN CHARLES HAGIN 
DELPHINE ALBERTA HAMEL 
FRANK SOBIESKI HAWKEN 
NOAH GILBERT HENLEY 
BENJAMIN HORTON 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
HUBERT KING JACKSON 
DOROTHY JENNINGS 
EDITH CARRINGTON JONES 
MARIE KAMMERER 
ADA MARIE KELLEY 
MARIE KIRSCH 
LUCILE KLEIN 




GEORGE STRODTMAN METCALFE 
RUTH ELIZABETH MILLER 
LORA OTTO 
JOHANNES FRIEDRICH PESSEL 
SENTA RETTER 
School of Engineering 
MAX STARKLOFF JONES 
WALTER ROBERT JORASCHKY 
WEBB LOUIS KAM MERER 
MAXWELL KENNEDY, JR. 
DAVID KIPPFL 
BERTHOLD LAMBERT LANGE 
FREDERICK BURTON LANGRECK 
HOWARD EMERSON LILLINGSTON 
PERCY NEIL LUBKE 
SAMUEL BUCHANAN MAY 
KIRK MCFARLAND 
WALTER-FREDERICK MEISTER 
ROLLAND EVERETT MEYERS 




ADA ESTER ROSS 
LEONARD RUSSIE 
MILDRED SEARCY 
HAZEL MORRELL SHIRING 
MARGARET STERN 
CHARLES WOTRING STUDT 
ESTER SWINEHART 
SIBYL TATE 
CLARENCE EMIL TENNY 
THEODORE THACHER 
FFROL CLAUDIA TILLES 
BERNHARD A. UHLF.NDORF 
THURWOOD VAN ORNUM 







POWELL CLAYTON ROBERTS 
CHARLES PAUL SEEGER 
FERDINAND H. SIEVERS 
EllMOND   SlROKY 
WALTER BEVANS SKINNER 
LUKE SELLS STITES 
ERNEST JOSEPH STRAUB 
WALTON BELL STRINGFELLOW 
JOHN CHARLES WALKER 
HERBERT HENRY WIND 
EMANUEI. FORSTFR WERNER 
ROBERT RENWICK WRIGHT 
BEN VICTOR ZILLMAN 
JOHN MARTIN BATSCHY 
JOHN TEETER BORGSTEADT 
JOHN HARRY CROCKER 
FREDERIC ROBINSON HAMMOND 
ELMER JAMES HARRISON 



















SEPTEMBER 26, 1912.    Freshmen enter into the realms of higher 
education. 
October 2.    Class elections.    Straub pleads for his "fair un- 
known."    Sage advice from Upper Classmen. 
October 12.    First "Frosh" party in "Gymmie."    General "hold-up" of 
the walls.    Morris rescues ice cream after desperate struggle with Sophs. 
October   17.     Upper   Class   girls   entertain   Freshmen   girls.     Cabbage 
bouquets much in evidence. 
October 18.    Freshmen entrance into W. U. society at first Lock and 
Chain. 
October 23.    Formal invitation of Freshmen girls at Soph party.    Many 
sacred rites administered. 
November 6.    Excess mail from Dean's office.    Many existing "condi- 
tions" in the University set forth. 
November 10.    Frosh Football Squad organizes. 
November 30.    Annihilation of the Sophomore team.    Score, 13-0.    Co- 
eds root unescorted. 
December    6.    Freshmen Prom.    Most Prom-inent dance of the year. 
7.    The morning after the night before. 
11.    Obelisk initiation, many proposals. 
17.    Obelisk dance. 
21.    Class Fight won by 1916.    Eats and a war dance in the 
"Gymmie" after the scrap. 
January 1.    New headgears. 
January 24-February  1.    Final Week. 
February 10.    Many departures unaccounted  for. 
February 25.    Lent begins. 
March 28.    Third Freshman dance; getting to be a habit. 
April 1.    Freshmen display surprising ability in refusing to be fooled. 
May 2.    More Freshman dance. 
May 7.    Dandelion  Day.    Freshmen do  some dandy lyin'  about how 
many they pick. 
May 12.    Baseball.    1916 continues its winning streak by beating the 
Sophs. 
May 26.    Love Fest.    Burying of the "Hatchet." 
September 25, '13.    Reappearance on the Quad. 
October 1.    Soph elections.   More "Ernest" pleading for a fair maiden. 
October 6.    Sophomores  organize  Frosh  training  class.     Sight-seeing 
trips through Park View. 
October 18.    Lock and Chain initiation.    Ballet dancing between halves 
at the Ames game. 
November 26.    Sophomore social season opens.    Many drawing cards. 
November 29.    Sophs clean up in Football.    Score, 19-0. 
December 22.    Sophs win Annual Flag Rush for first time since 1905. 
Some class. — M. B. and P. J. H. 
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM- 
FIELD WORK. 
-For God's sake, let us sit upon the ground.—C. E.'s ON 
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MEASURE FOE MEASURE—Oh, it is excellent to have a giant's strength.—DAVID BERGER. 
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AGNES JULIA ADAMS 
DUFF SHEDRICH ALLEN 
MARIE FRANCES ALOFS 
MARGARET AMEND 
ELIZABETH HELEN BAKER 
GERTRUDE MAY BANDY 
LUCILE BF.NTON BEAUCHAMP 
GEORGE WILSON BELCHER 
SALLY EMILY BENEDICT 
DAVID BERGER 
HELEN SOPHIE BIEBINGER 
LOWRY ANDREWS BIGGERS 
HENRY FARNSWORTH BISBEE 
LUCILLE ADELE BISHOP 
MARGARET FRANCES BLACKBURN 
DOROTHEA HELEN BLODGETT 
KATHARINE SLOAN BROOKES 
ARTHUR C. BROOKS 
FRANCES BROOKS 
ROBERT WRAY BROOKS 
FARLOW BURT 
URBAN JUSTUS BUSIEK 
EDWARD BYRD 
WILLIAM GOODWIN COLEMAN 
IRWIN KINGSLEY COZZENS 
MARY AGNES DALTON 
THOMAS DEWEESE DAVIS, JR. 
IRENE MAE DEICKE 
EDNA VICTORIA DE LINIERE 
ARTHUR PAUL DILLMAN 
MARGARET WILCOX DONAN 
ADOLF DREY 
SAM FIEDLER 
STANLEY VETSBURG FRIEDHEIM 
JOHN EDWARD GASKILL, JR. 




MARION ELIZABETH GRIFFITH 
EDITH HAMMOND 
WILLIAM BLOCK HEIDORN 
WILLARD HELLER 
ALMA ALFARETTA HERMANN 
MARY VIRGINIA HIGGINBOTHAM 
J. W. HILL 




AEOLA LAURA HYATT 
HARRY BRECKENRIDGE JACOBSON 
College 
ALICE MAY JOHANN 
MARGARET FRANCES JOHNSON 
MEREDITH C. JONES 
ROLAND WALTER JUNG 
IRENE JANE KAVANAGH 
WARD WESLEY KELLEY 
VIRGINIA KINEALY 
CARL OTTO KOHLBRY 
OTTO ST. CLAIR KREBS 
DOROTHY EUGENIA KSEMER 
DOROTHY DAMON LAMB 
LEWIS HUGHES LEE 
MILDRED LUCILE LEWIS 
MAE LEVY 
HIRAM SHAW LIGGETT 
OLIVER WILLISON LOHR 
KATHLEEN LUCY 
ARTHUR C. MACHLIK 
HELEN HOLMAN MCCARGO 
ROBERT HARVEY MCROBERTS 
AGNES MANLEY 





HELEN CORNELIA MOHORTER 
HELEN LUCILE MOORE 
THEODORE ALVARO MORREY 
HELEN MORSE MURRAY 
GEORGE CONRAD NAGEL 
HARRIETTE SHERWOOD NEWMAN 
CHARLES LOAN NEWPORT 
LUCY SEYMOUR NICOLL 
WILLIAM NIEDERLUECKE 
EDWARD NIX 




CHARLES PERETM, JR. 
RAYMOND PETERS 
CELESTE PLANK 
JAMES ALEXANDER PRESTON 





ADELINE RUBENSTEIN T*** 
ORVILLE VINTON RULER 
MELBA RYAN 
HAMLET—Occasion smiles upon a second leave.—DICK SOUTHER at Theta Tea. 
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MILTON JOHN SCHLACENHAUF 
WILLIAM FREDERICK SCHWARZ 
EDWARD HUGH SCHWARZENBACH 
FRANK LAURIE SCOTT, JR. 
ANNA SHAPIRO 
ROBERT LEE SIMMONS 
MORRIS SIMON 
ZOE SLAUGHTER 
CHESTER CAMPBELL SMITHER 
MARY CECILIA SMITH 
ABRAHAM JEROME SPARKS 
GRACE ELIZABETH SPARKS 
CARL M. SPITZER 
DONALD WILSON STEWARD 
FRANK WARREN STILWELL 
HUBERT SWENDER 
EDWIN ROOSEVELT THOMAS 
HARRY LEE THOMAS 
BROOKE STILWELL THOMPSON 
GRATIA ROSEBUD THOMPSON 
MILDRED KATHRYN TURNER 
VERNON LEROY TURNER 
BERTHA UHLEMEYER 
EDITH BEATRICE VARNEY 
EMMA VOGT 
BLANCH WALSH 
MAX J. WASSERMAN 
BESSIE MILDRED WILKINS 
MARGUERITE WILSON 
STEWARD D. WILSON 
School of Engineering 
CHARLES ELMER ALTENBERND 
WILLIAM BANK 
LESLIE MYRON BARE 
OTTO CHRISTIAN BINDER 
WALTER OTTO BODE 
MATHEW BRAZILL 
PHILIP D. BRYAN 
ROLAND HENRY BUCHMUELLER 
JOHN WILSON CONZELMAN 
BRUCE EUGENE DOLCH 
FRED LOVETT EAMES 
ARTHUR AUGUST FATTMANN 
VICTOR KOPPLE FISCHLOWITZ 
ALBERT ELI GOLDSTEIN 
LOUIS GOLDSTEIN 
ALEXANDER CALDWELL GOOD 
G. FOREST GOODFELLOW 
ARTHUR NELSON GREENE 
WILBUR FRANK GROOM 
LEE HARRISON, JR. 
ROBERT HARLEY HARTZOG 
MINORU HIRATA 
LYNN HAROLD HOLLAND 
ALBERT RICHARD HORN 
ELMER LISLE HUGHES 
LON FREDERICK ISRAEL 
HENRY ANTON JACOBS 
ACHILLES EMANUEL JANNOPOULO 
DEMOSTHENES CONSTANTINE JANNOPOULO 
JAMES CLINTON JOHNSON 
RUSSEL L. JOLLEY 
WALTER HENRY KURTZ 
CHARLES ALBERT LIEBER 
JOSHUA SUTHERLIN LOGAN 
F. RAY MCFARLAND 
WILLIAM B. MCSORLEY 
HERBERT WILLIAM MEINHOLTZ 
RICHARD WESLEY MELLOW 
ROBERT CARHART MITCHELL 
WENDELL POTTER MUNROE 
CLARENCE MUEHLBERG 
ELY NISSENBAUM 
ALDEN BROUSTER PARK 
THEMISTOCLES PHIAMBOLIS 
NELSON MOODY POPE 
EDWARD HUMPHREY PRICE 
EUGENE CORNELIUS REED 
BENJAMIN HARRISON ROBERTS 
WALLACE FORD ROBINSON 
GEORGE AUGUSTUS ROWLEY 
BENEDICT HENRY SCHULZE 
HARRY DORSETT SMITH 
SILVESTER WATTS SMYTH 
AUBREY STANHOPE 
JAMES PIGOT STILWELL 
ROBERT THUMSER 
JUNIOR DANFORTH TOBIEN 
EDWIN J. ULBRICHT 
CAREY LANGLEY WAPLES 
FOREST BURKHARDT WETZF.I. 
School of Architecture 
LEO FRANKEL ABRAMS 
ANGELA BURDEAU 
CHARLES B. FRENCH 
GRADY GAFFORD 
FRANK JOSEPH HAUSS 
RAYMOND LOUIS HERBERT 
FRANCIS RAY LEIMKUEHLER 
THOMAS BARTLETT LONG 
GIFFORD W. LUTES 
ALBERT CARL MAACK 
GEORGE JOHN MACOOLD 
JOHN R. MOLL 
FELIX COLE ROZIER 
WALTER COURTNEY WERNER 
EDMUND ELLIOTT WILLS 
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FRESHMEN DORMS, W. U., February, 1914. 
OEAR HEZ: Y' ought to see our Freshman Class; it has the bunch 
down at the post office beat a mile. We gave a Class dance, a 
Prom, and stood up to a good rough and tumble fight. 
For the first dance the fellers got their girls out of a hat 
(drawin', you see). I got a girl who lived over by one of the Breweries— 
but that didn't matter, bein's I had signed a pledge Well, it took us several 
hours to git out to the little Jim. The dance was already going on. I said 
dance didn't I?—it seemed to me they were training up for that mid-year 
fight. My girl said that we were doing the Tangle or something like that. 
I remember when I worked in the store we sold "Tanglefoot," so I thought 
the dance was named after that, 'cause I was always gettin' tangled up 
with her feet. 
We hardly got over that fracus when along came the Freshman Prom. 
And say, Hez, we had the best "Eats." All fixed up in our Class colors, 
black and gold. The decorations, too, conformed with these colors; and 
we had a fine Electric light sign spelling "1917." Hez, do you remember 
how you used to feel in church when everybody stood up and sang, "My 
Country Tis of Thee" while the pictures of Washington and Lincoln were 
thrown on the screen? I felt something like that at the Freshman Prom. 
A something choked me, and a mist came over my eyes, as the whole 
University, a happy throng, stood in the big Jim under the streamers of 
gold and black, and sang "Dear Alma Mater," as the rays of the glowing 
1917 shed a soft and inspiring light over all. (My English teacher writ 
this last.) 
Well, Hez, Chappie hour is over and I have to write an English theme. 
Hoping that the planting is gettin' along all right without me, and that the 
Debatin' Society is still going fine, I remain respectively, 
Your affectionate brother, 
A. GREENLEAF FRESHMAN. 
—W. R. and E. V. 
TEMPEST—Thou   dost snore  distinctly.—HUNTER JONI 
■IIIII 
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MICHAEL HAROLD ALCH 
MONA ALDEN 
SUSAN MARY BARN HART 
ONEITA BEAUCHAMP 
BERTRAND HERBERT BRATNEY 
HELEN BRIBACH 
SARAH ROSS BROWN 
LOUIS ADRIAN BUSHMAN 
EMMA SUTTON CARTER 
JULIA CHASNOFF 
MILDRED CLARK 
FREDA S. COHN 
CLARA ISABEL CREAGAN 
ALBERT HENRY CROISSANT 
EDITH CLIMMINGS 
HELEN VIOLET CUPPAIDGE 
HOWARD B. DICKIE 
MARJORY DOUGLAS 
CHARLES ERNEST DREES 
RICHARD HOMER ECKERT 
DEAN EDMUNDS 
ELIZABETH MILBURN EHLERS 
ELSE MARIE EYSSELL 
ALVA FENSKY 
T. R. FERGUSON 
MARIE GALLENKAMP 
ELLEN MORGAN GLASCOW 
COURTNEY JOHN GONTERMAN 
NIGEL CLAUDINE GONTERMAN 
CHARLES LEWIS GRAHAM 
College 




MRS. LOUIS HARRIS 
MARION HARRIS 
HAZEL KIRK HARRISON 
GRACE GREGORY HAYDOCK 
CLEVELAND XELPHO HENNING 
STANFORD HOLLOCHER 
EDWARD AUGUST HENSKE 
HOWARD HOSMER 
IRA AUGUSTUS HUNT 
WILLIAM ELLIS KEYSOR 
DOROTHY KRAUSSE 
LAURA CLARK KROEGER 
LOIS LANGENBERG 
NORA S. LEHMANN 
FRANCES K. LIERMANN 
HELENE, ANNA, LUCIA LUYTIES 




HELEN ELIZABETH MITCHELL 
CHARLES HENRY MORGAN 
ARNOLD VIVIAN MORROW 
SELMA ALICE MOYER 
HILDEGARD NAGEL 
MARY ELLEN NARDIN 
HARRIETTE SHERWOOD NEWMAN 
HENRY NEILD OSBURN 
ERMA BYRD PERHAM 
MARY LEE PICKEL 
MABEL CAMERON PRIEST 
ROBERT HART PURCELL 
HELEN PURINTON 
RUTH RAPHAEL 
ETHEL MARIE RIDDLE 
RIETTE SALE 
NORMA SCHWARZ 
MARGARET ANNA SHARP 
BELL TRACY SMITH 
GORDON BAIKIE SOMMERS 
RUBY SPURLOCK 
HARRY RUTHERFORD STOCKER 
THOMAS PRESTON SULTAN 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
MORRIS TENENBAUM 
LOUISE LENOIR THOMAS 
GWLADYS GALE THOMPSON 
SEYMOUR STUDLEY TODD 
MRS. HERMANN VON SCHRENK 
JOSEPHINE LOUISE WARREN 
WILMA HAZEL WHEELAND 
RUTH WILSON 
HUGH PARKER WOOD 
LOUISE WOOD 
LEONORA WOODWARD 
♦Students, not candidates for a degree, who meet requirements for admission but 
who (a) are pursuing fewer than the required number of courses; or (b) who have 
completed a four years' high school course, or its equivalent, but lack preparation 
in some one subject; or (c)   are of mature age and general culture. 
School of Engineering 
FREDERIC BRADLEY CHAMBERLAIN 
CYRIL CUNNINGHAM PENNY 
BERNARD GEORGE PROETZ 
LESTER W. ROUTT 
JOHN LESLEY WHITE, JR. 
CLIFFORD FLOYD ZFLL 
School of Architecture 
ARCHIBALD ELMER ALBERT 
HORACE E. BOGGY 
CHARLES DONALD CUTHBERT 
WILLIAM MCCARRELL EVANS 
LOUIS ELI KOONTZ 
OTHO MCCRACKIN 
PALMER DAVID ROGERS 
WILLIAM EDWARD SUEHRK 
ROBERT LOUIS TOENGES 
FRANCIS FIUMPHREY WOOLRYCH, JR. 







William Samuel Curtis, LL. B., LL. D. 
W* ILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, LL. B., LL. D., Dean of the Law Faculty; born 
III in Wayne County, Indiana, 1850; A. B., Washington University, 1873; LL. B., 
St. Louis Law School, 1876; practiced law in Omaha, Neb., with firm of 
Curtis & Keysor, later Curtis & Shields; LL. D., Washington University, 1905; Dean 
of the Law Faculty in Washington University since September, 1894. 
TEMPEST—/ have been in such a pickle.—BLADES. 
10 i 5 
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WILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, A. B., LL. B., LL. D. 
WILLIAM WINCHESTER KEYSOR, LITT.  B., LL. B. 
FREDERICK AUGUST WISLIZENUS, A. B., LL. B. 
TYRRELL WILLIAMS, A. B., LL. B. 
CHARLES P. WILLIAMS, A. B. 
EDWARD CRANCH ELIOT, A. M., LL. B. 
PERCY WERNER, B. S., LL. B. 
HARRY CLYDE FAIR - 
Dean of the Laiv School 
Professor of Law 
Professor of Law 
Professor of Law, and Madill 
Professor of Contracts and 
Commercial Law 
Madill Professor of Equity and 
Real Property and Lecturer 
on  Constitutional Law 
Lecturer on International Law 
Lecturer on Insurance Law 
Librarian 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—/ am debating of my present store.—MISS PAGE. 
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HARRY C. FAIR 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP 
GLEN H. MOHLER 
VERNE W- GOULD 
TEMPEST—Look  down, ye gods, and on  this couple drop a blessed crown.—LOUISE 
HALDEMAN AND BILLY HORSTING. 
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LAW SCHOOL 
GEORGE RICHARD ANDERSON       -       -       St. Louis, Mo. 
Varsity Football, '13;  Class Baseball, '12-13-14; 
Captain, '13. 
Kappa Alpha 
PAUL AFTON  BECKETT Granite City, 111. 
Glee Club, 'l3-'l4;  Annual Tour, 'i3-'l4; Quad- 
rangle Club, 'i3-'l4; Principal, 'i3-'i4- 
Sigma Nu 
HARRY C. FAIR, A. B.      -      -      -      New Haven, Mo. 
Student   Council   Representative,   'n-'i2;    Pres- 
ident,  Senior Law Class. 
Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta Phi 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP - - St. Louis, Mo. 
Manager, Varsity Basketball, 'i3-'i4; Class Bas- 
ketball, 'n-'i2-'i3-'i4; Law Basketball, 'i2-'i3; 
Law Baseball, '12; Tennis, 'n-'i2; Glee Club, 
'l2-'l3-'i4; Treasurer, '13; Secretary, '14; Law 
Class Vice-President, 'i3-'l4. 
Obelisk, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Delta Phi 
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ARCH M. GASKILL -     St. Louis, Mo- 
Vice-President Law Class, 'IO-'II. 
Kappa Sigma 
VERNE W. GOULD St. Louis, Mo. 
A.   B.,  Washington  University 
Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Phi 
LLOYD N. HA GOOD LaGrange, Mo. 
CHARLES HAPPEL, JR. 
Orchestra;  Civics Club. 
St. Louis,  Mo. 
ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL—Creaking my shoes on the plain masonry.—HAROLD 
KEYSOR. 
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JOHN SHEPLEY LIONBERGER 
A. B., Princeton 
Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Phi 
St. Louis, Mo. 
GLEN HALL MOHLER       -       -        -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Student   Council,   '13-14;   Debating   Team,   '13; 
Class   Secretary  and  Treasurer,   'n-'i2-'i3-'i4. 
Kappa Alpha,  Phi Delta Phi 
HENRY  CLAY  PATTERSON      -      -      -      St.  Louis,  Mo. 
A. B., Washington University. 
Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Phi 
Louis JACKSON PORTNER St. Louis, Mo. 
A. B., University of Missouri, '10. 
Phi Delta Phi 
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM—/ have an exposition of sleep come upon me.— 
PSYCHOLOGY I. 
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ELWOOD  STEWARD -        Carlinville,   111. 
A.  B„  Blackburn  College, '13; Varsity Football, 
'13;  Student Council Treasurer, '12; A. A. Pres- 
ident,  'i3-'i4. 
Pralma, Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Phi 
I. JULIAN UNDERWOOD 
A.  B.,  Illinois College. 
Phi Delta Phi 
MacLeansboro, 111. 
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HAMLET—/ know the gentleman; I saw him yesterday.—JIMMY SMITH. 
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<3 HRICE the Sun in all his glory Hath "y' runne," and the moon, Three long years has watched them coming 
soon Watched them going; all too 
Have these boy-men reached the top run 
Of the days laid out for climbing 
To the lofty heights of Story, 
Greenleaf, Marshall; hoary- 
Haired old Blackstone conned they, 
Bispham, Cooley, Kent and Chitty, 
Wizlizenus, Curtis, Keysor, and the 
So well have taught them, 
'Ubi jus, ibi remedium." 
rest 
that old maxim, man's protection, 
Now they go forth armed for battle, 
Go to mountain, hill, and valley, 
Go to carve their name and " '14," 
In the Halls of Fame or—Folly. 
Here you, "Percy," "Roly-Poly," 
As the years so swiftly pass, 
We can't think that like old "Omar," 
You'll "turn down an empty glass." 
As for "Unde," more's the pity, 
'Tis a rule the Law employs, 
Judge, apply "Lex Domicilii," 
He was born in Illinois. 
If you'll take back from Missouri, 
State of culture, State of brains, 
What we've tried so hard to teach you, 
We'll forgive the little things. 
Now there's Beckett, "Jack" we call him, 
And 'tis whispered unto me, 
That a girlie's heart o'er yonder 
Throbs for him in Granite Citee.    (poetic license) 
That is Steward, "Big" "Stoke" Steward, 
Pink of cheek and large of torso, 
Three long years he's sat by "Unde" 
And each year he's grown much more so 
ROMEO  AND  JULIET—Thy  noble  shape  is  but  a  form  of wax.—PROF.  JOHN  HART 
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What he was not in "eleven," 
When he came (would you believe us) 
Innocent, and like a rosebud 
Now he laughs loud and's mischievous. 
But who comes there, so debonair? 
No, boys, do not "demur" 
"Pat" has won her "ore tenus" 
That bold Sir Lochinvar. 
For I've heard it in the. Arcade, 
And 'tis whispered in the Gym, 
That a lady on the South Side, 
Is very fond of him. 
We like him much, "Gliick auf," old "Dutch," 
You high mark man, so, so, 
Where e'er you roam, (Let's blow off the foam), 
May your shadow less ne'er grow. 
Now who in this galaxy makes our thoughts quicken, 
Any more than he does when we think of our "Chicken." 
He's not very short, and he's not very tall, 
He's not very fat, and not very small. 
He worries o'er cases, and he worries o'er books, 
He worries so much that—worried he looks, 
When along comes "Mutt" Mohler, a "fine li'l, ol' feller," 
Who does two men's work without ever a "beller." 
Together with "Andy" he studies to know; 
With him learns the meaning of "Sic utere tuo—" 
What "Andy" doesn't learn, as the swift moments pass, 
He asks the professor when he comes into class. 
McMullen, you say?—why, his old broad back 
Will shoulder many a legal pack 
For, "As sure as the vine grows 'round the stump," 
That old plugger will make things hump. 
And Eschmann, his pal, who for eloquence, he 
Has ne'er found his equal from sea to sea, 
Will discourse ad lib., and get up again, 
So constantly things are "occurring to him." 
From the vine covered halls of "Old Nassau," 
Lionberger came to study the Law, 
As "Special Master," he gathered in a round fee, 
"Already" before he became LL. B. 





If you would have extras at death to inure 
To the good wife and babes, with "Lou" Portner insure; 
Lou preaches the gospel, "Protect, thou, the home"— 
(And some other man will get it when you are gone.) 
But who is that man going up the old stair, 
With the look of dismay, and the disheveled hair, 
With the "writ" in his hand that the Dean must "show, why" 
His grade on the board is sufficiently high? 
"By my troth," it is Roy.    Three long years, o'er and o'er, 
He's read big books through at one sitting or more. 
To avoid "Mene, Mene, Tekel Upharsin" 
Roy says man must do, by erstwhile preparation. 
Now with "Okum" Gallenkamp, we all quite agree, 
But not so, we think, does the "heathen Chinee," 
No "shot in the arm" will now e'er do us harm, 
For "Gaily" and The Hague have relieved our alarm. 
No more on the wings of  fancy, may we soar, 
For the pipe and the coke bowl, they've removed from our door; 
But Arch Gaskill don't care, so long as he's there, 
When they pass out the LL. B 's, the pleasure to share. 
So we lift up our eyes, the future to scan, 
Here's "Aloha,"  "Vale,"  "Prosit," every man 
Of 1914, in Law, ably schooled-— 
God speed you, every one, is the wish of old Gould. 
—V. W. G. 











Hatchet Representative - - - 
S erg eant-at-Arms - 
HAMLET—Sir, I'll change that name with you.- 
OULO. 
W. C. GRANT 
MAURICE PHILLIPS 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
- MERRITT C. BARRELL 
- SAMUEL BENDER 
-DEMOSTHENES CONSTANTINE JANNOP- 
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MERRITT CARTER BARRELL 
WILLIAM  GUSTAVE BAUMAN 
LOUIS ADRIAN BUSHMAN 
SAMUEL SCHIEFFELIN DE KINS 
RICHARD HOMER ECKERT 
SAMUEL WALKER FORDER, B. S. 
CHARLES LEWIS GRAHAM 
WILLIAM CHALMERS GRANT 
ELMER HUGO GRIMM, A. B. 
GEORGE MYERS HAGEE 
MICHAEL JEREMIAH HART, A. B. 
EDWARD AUGUST HENSKE 
IRA AUGUSTUS HUNT 
ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON 
CHESTER WILLIAM KOTSREAN 
AUGUST IVAN LODGE, A. B. 
DE MOTT MODTSETTE 
ALEXANDER SLOAN OLIVER 
MAURICE PAUL PHILLIPS 
ULRICH FREDERICK POTTHOFF 
VICTOR HARRY RHODES 
WALTER LEANDER ROOS, A. B. 
EVAN LEMUEL SEARCY, A. B. 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
HAMLET—/ could a tale unfold whose lightest word would harrow up thy soul.—SCAN- 
DAL CLUB. 
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STRANGER:    "What class is this, sir?" 
Student:    "The Middle Year Law Class." 
Stranger:    "It is a pleasant looking class.    The serious study of 
Law requires relaxation at times; what methods are used to gain this ?" 
Student: "The study of other subjects furnishes the needed change. 
For instance, A. Sloan Oliver and W. Ware Hamlin have formed a class 
in, 'The Study of Human Nature at First Hand.' " 
Stranger:    "That is a very deep and advanced study." 
Student: "They get very deep in it at times, and, as for its being 
advanced, the fact that these students part their names in the middle, 
stamps it as being for 'high-brows.' " 
Stranger:    "What are those two students doing?" 
Student: "That is De Mott Modisette and 'I Should Worry' Alch, 
studying 'The Law of Chances.' That, of course, has nothing to do with 
the 'Doctrine of the Last Clear Chance.' " 
Stranger:    "Who is that nodding his head sleepily?" 
Student: "That is Morris Phillips; but he is not going to sleep; he is 
merely answering the Professor's questions for himself. All the sleeping 
privileges were very early acquired by Homer Eckert, who now refuses 
to part with a single one." 
Stranger: "I see but one mustache in the class; who is wearing it?" 
Student:    "Ira A. Hunt is the proud possessor of the 'orpinous oscula- 
tory  appendage.'     The  reports  are,  that  he  cultivated  it  to  deceive  the 
License Clerk." 
Stranger:    "I take it that he has matrimonial inclinations." 
Student:    "I fear that his inclinations have culminated in matrimonio 
vinculo." 
Stranger:    "Why are there no more?" 
ALL'S WELL THAT  ENDS  WELL—Service  is  no  heritage.—COMMONS. 
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Student: "By a unanimous vote of the class, no mustaches are to be 
worn. You should have heard the masterly argument, in their favor, by 
Samuel Schefflin De Kins, our only authorized orator, who proved conclu- 
sively that a mustache is necessary to progress in the winning of the fair 
sex.    Now we see that he was right." 
Stranger:    "You have two readers of Carlyle in the class." 
Student: "Yes. 'Beau Brummel' Bender and 'Picadilly' Henske are 
the sartorial embellishments of the class." 
Stranger:    "From whom does the vast silence proceed?" 
Student: "From William Gustave Bauman, deep in .the study of Elbert 
Hubbard's best Essay." 
Stranger: "There are several serious-looking students in the class. 
Why are they so dignified?" 
Student: "It is the fault of their names; 'Senator' Lodge and 'Wood- 
row Wilson' Grant have great names to which they must live up. Ex 
officio, they are entirely different." 
Stranger:    "Who are the two large students?" 
Student: "The one is 'Tubby' Graham, improperly so called; the other 
is 'Solly' Suppiger. The latter probably gained his weight by being raised 
on 'Pet' milk, but he hasn't lost any of it here, even on a changed diet." 
Stranger: "If I had more time, I would like to hear more about the 
class. As it is, I must go, although I see a number of students of whom 
I have heard nothing. Perhaps when I return again I will be able to hear 
more of them.   Good-day to you." 
Student:    "Good-day, sir." 
—M. C. B. 












Athletic  Manager 
Hatchet Representative 
SEWARD MCKITTRICK 
SARAH R. BROWN 
TRUMAN A. RULER 
HAROLD PERRINGS 
HARRY R. STOCKER 
ROMEO  AND  JULIET—You gave  us   the  counterfeit  fairly  last night.—AUDIENCE  TO 
"LOVE STAR" CAST—the day after. 
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EARLE HOLMES AMOS 
FREDERICK HARRIS BLADES 
BERTRAND HERBERT BRATNEY 
LAYMAN BECKETT BROWN 
SARAH ROSS BROWN 
PAUL GORDON FISHER 
L. MARQUARD FORSTER 
ARTHUR JEROME FREUND 
EMANUEL ABRAHAM  FRIEDMAN 
HOWARD HOSMER 
FRANK XAVIER JONES 
ELMER EDWARD LEOPOLD 
MONROE CUMING LEWIS 
ROBERT WILLIAM MCELHINNEY, A. B. 
SKWARD MCKITTRICK, A. B. 
FREDERICK BISSELL MARTIN 
RALPH ROBERT NEUHOFF 
HARRY JOHN NEULING 
NORMAN WEBBER PEMBERTON 
JAMES HAROLD PERRINGS 
ARTHUR POSS, JR. 
REGINALD BERTRAND POWELL 
LUCIUS WATKINS ROBB, A. B. 
WILLIAM ALBERT RUEGG 
GORDON BAIKIE SOMMERS 
HARRY RUTHERFORD STOCKER 
DAVID ANDERSON THOMPSON 
WILLIAM T. THOMPSON 
LOUIS ALBERT WILLIFORD 
HUGH PARKER WOOD 
HAMLET—These are wild and whirling words.—MR. FAURE'S ENGLISH. 
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Q RE-EMINENCE, distinction and novelty are terms which are 
synonymous with the Junior Law Class. Such a class should be 
marked down in history as the first ray in the dawn of a new era 
in legal thinking. Coming from all parts of the country (emphasis 
on country) this bunch of students, taken in the aggregate, would naturally 
remind one, not so much of Supreme Court Bench or Presidential candi- 
date material, but of Coxey's army, bent upon the assertion of right. 
Why, we even have Mesdames Sarah Ross Brown and Margaret Punch, 
devout suffragettes, and second only to Miss Sylvia Pankhurst as promul- 
gators of the Doctrine of World-wide Woman Suffrage. 
In league with them in their very radical views, we have Marquard 
Forster, advocate of Nation-wide Prohibition. It is rumored that he is 
contemplating running for the presidency on the Socialist ticket, as soon 
as Debs gets through trying. 
How about "Dave" Baron, who makes a million a month as newspaper 
distributer. This is merely a hobby of his, and is a sort of sideline to his 
legal research work. "Dave" also is inclined toward the Suffrage and 
Prohibition movements, but "can't see" Socialism. 
Aside from the Radicals we are, generally speaking, pretty sane indi- 
viduals, although some of us are so extremely busy with "affaires de 
l'Universite" that we cannot quite remember where we left off. Earle 
Amos has the record for changing his mind more times per minute than the 
cleverest chameleon can change its color. 
"Poge" Lewis, incurable "snowballer;" "Bill" Ruegg, with the remark- 
able double D flat bass jury voice; giant "Jack" Powell, seven feet, two and 
three-sixteenth inches tall; "Puff" Martin, the pride of Sarah and Margaret; 
a couple of Thompsons—good fellows—(they bought us lunch one day at 
Nelson's) ; "Pete" Pemberton, who makes Mercury look like thirty cents 
in the three-hundred-yard dash; and Fred Blades, gambler and alleged 
murder of Mayor Miller of Pokerville, State of Eldorado, constitute 
another section of our motley crowd. 
Next, we have those of the ultraconservative mind. Judges McKittrick 
(called "Red") and Neuhoff are both very capable if they have ready 
access to Judge Keysor for very frequent information. Attorneys Willi- 
ford, Baron, Robb, Jones, Hamlin and Amos are irreproachable, however, 
being of the sterling C. P. Johnson-Harvey type when it comes to Criminal 
Law cases. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—Thou art too zvild, too rude and bold of voice.—Miss MAGINN. 
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The rest of us are each noted in a certain field, but want of space will 
not permit our praises. 
But now, to more serious considerations. On the evening of December 
IO, the entire Junior Class enjoyed a banquet at Lippe's. The banquet 
was ended with liquid refreshments, then (for variety's sake), more 
refreshments. Speeches were cheap, so were stories—stories of the "smile 
now, laugh when you get home" type. But there were others! After the 
banquet, all went straight  ( ?)  home. 
The Junior Class inaugurated a new idea this year which demands 
special mention. I refer to the Criminal Law trial, conducted throughout 
the year, in which Fred Blades was summoned to Court to answer to the 
Jury (composed of Middle Class lawyers) for the death of Mayor Miller. 
McKittrick and Neuhoff sat as Judges, and had a peculiarly difficult time 
suppressing disputes between the State's lawyers, Hamlin, Jones and Amos, 
and the lawyers for the defendant, Baron, Williford and Robb. The trial 
is as yet not completed, but so far it has been very beneficial and highly 
appreciated.    Let's make it an annual affair. 
—H. R. S. 
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MICHAEL HAROLD ALCH 
DAVID BARON 
SAMUEL BENDER 
FREDERICK  HENRY ESCHMANN 
WILLARD WEAR HAMLIN 
MARGARET PUNCH 
EDWARD WALDO MCGHEE 
JAMES JOSEPH MCMULLEN 
TRUMAN ALEXANDER RULER 
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Eugene L. Opie, M. D. 
fUGENE L. Opie, M. D., Professor of Pathology, and Dean of the Medical 
School; A. B., Johns Hopkins University, 1893, and M. D., 1897; Resident 
House Office, Johns Hopkins Hospital, 1897-98, and Assistant Resident Pathologist, 
1900-02; Fellow, Assistant, Instructor and Associate in Pathology, Johns Hopkins 
Medical School, 1897-04; Associate and Member of the Rockefeller Institute for Med- 
ical Research, New York, 1904-10; Pathologist to the Presbyterian Hospital of New 
York, 1907-10. Co-editor, Journal of Experimental Medicine, 1904-10. Pathologist 
to the Washington University and St. Louis Children's Hospitals. 
HAMLET—Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar.—DISSECTING ROOM AT MEDICAL 
SCHOOL. 




EUGENE L. OPIE, M. D.        -        -        - 
JEROME KEATING BAUDUY, M. D., LL. D. 
EDWARD WATTS SAUNDERS, M. D. 
WASHINGTON E. FISCHEL, M. D.     -     - 
NORMAN  B.  CARSON,  M.  D. 
JOHN BLASDEL SHAPLEIGH, M. D.       -   - 
GEORGE DOCK, SC. D. M. D. - - 
JOSEPH ERLANGER,  M. D. 
PHILIP A. SHAFFER, PH. D. 
ROBERT J.  TERRY,  M.  D. - - 
FRED T. MURPHY, M. D.       -       -       - 
HENRY SCHWARZ, M. D. 
PAUL YOER TUPPER,  M.  D. 
FRANCIS RHODES FRY, M. D. 
HARVEY GILMER MUDD, M. D. 
GEORGE MARVINE TUTTLE, M. D. 
ELSWORTH  S.  SMITH, M. D.       -        - 
ARTHUR EUGENE EWING, M. D. 
FRANK J. LUTZ, M. D.       -       -       - 
ADOLF ALT, M. D. 
GREENFIELD SLUDER, M. D.       -       - 
MARTIN F. ENGMAN, M. D.       -       -     - 
ERNST FRIEDRICH TIEDEMANN, M. D. 
Professor of Pathology, and Dean of the 
Medical School 
Professor Emeritus of Psychological Med- 
icine and Diseases of the Nervous Sys- 
tem 
Professor Emeritus of Diseases of Chil- 
dren and Clinical Midwifery 
Clinical Professor of Medicine 
Clinical Professor of Surgery 
Clinical Professor of Otology 
Professor of Medicine 
Professor of Physiology 
Professor of Biological Chemistry 
Professor of Anatomy 
Professor of Surgery 
Clinical Professor of Obstetrics 
Clinical Professor of Surgery 
Clinical Professor of Neurology 
Clinical Professor of Surgery 
Clinical Professor of Pediatrics 
Clinical Professor of Medicine 
Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology 
Clinical Professor of Surgery 
Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology 
Clinical Professor of Laryngology and 
Rhinology 
Clinical Professor of Dermatology 
Associate Professor of Bacteriology 
MERCHANT OF VENICE- 
BECKETT. 





WALTER E. GARREY, PH. D., M. D. 
GEORGE CANBY ROBINSON, M. D. 
HENRY STURGEON CROSSEN, M. D. 
WlLLARD  BARTLETT,  M.  D. 
HARRY MCCRINDELL JOHNSON, M. D. 
VILRAY P. BLAIR, M. D. 
ALBERT E. TAUSSIG, M. D. 
MEYER WIENER, M. D. 
DENNIS E. JACKSON, PH. D. 
WALTER R. BLOOR, PH. D.       -       - 
VICTOR E. EMMEL, PH. D. 
GEORGE M. SMITH, M. D. 
ERNEST SACHS, M. D. 
GEORGE GELLHORN, M. D. 
FRED J. TAUSSIG, M. D. 
NATHANIEL ALLISON,  M.  D. 
MALVERN B. CLOPTON, M. D. 
BORDEN S. VEEDER, M. D. 
MALCOLM A. BLISS, M. D. 
WALTER BAUMGARTEN, M. D. 
CLEVELAND A. NEWTON, LL. B. 
WILLIAM E. SAUER, M. D. 
CHARLES H. DANFORTH, PH. D. 
W. MCKIM MARRIOTT, M. D. 
WALTER S.  THOMAS, M. D. 
HENRY J. STORRS, M. D. 
JOHN R. CAULK, M. D. 
ROBERT A. GESELL, A. B. 
WILLIAM H. MOOK, M. D. 
RALPH WALTER MILLS, M. D. 
VICTOR H. K. MOORHOUSE,  M. D. 
FREDERIC MOIR HANES, M. D. 
JOHN C. SALTER, M. D. 
ADRIEN S. BLEYER, M. D. 
ADOLPH G. SCHLOSSTIEN, M. D. 
ALBERT F. KOETTER, M. D. 
FREDERICK T. FAHLEN, M. D. 
JAMES  ARCHER O'REILLY,  M.  D. 
LOUIS HENRY HEMPELMANN, M. D. 
JULIUS H. GROSS, M. D. 
FREDERICK ENO WOODRUFF, M. D. 
WALTER FISCHEL, M. D. 
LEO CHRISTIAN HUELSMANN, M. D. 
JEROME E. COOK, M. D. 
WILLIAM H. VOGT, M. D. 
RICHARD H. MCBAINE, M. D. 
ARTHUR O. FISHER, M. D. 
JOHN GREEN, JR., M. D. 
BARNEY BROOKS, M. D. 
PHILIP C. JEANS, M. D. 
LELAND BARTON ALFORD, M. D. 
H.  EDWARD  MILLER,  M.  D. 
GRANDISON DELANEY ROYSTON 
HUGH MCCULLOCH       - 
THEODORE CARL HEMPELMANN 
HANS LISSER, M. D. ,     - 
JOHN DIVEN, M. D. 
FRANK HENRY EWERHARDT, M. D. 
COMEDY OF ERRORS- 
CHAPEL. 
Associate Professor of Physiology 
Associate Professor of Medicine 
Associate in Gynecology 
Associate in Surgery 
Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery 
Associate in Surgery 
Associate in Medicine 
Associate  in  Ophthalmology 
Associate in Pharmacology 
Associate in Biological Chemistry 
Associate in Anatomy 
Associate in Pathology 
Associate in Surgery 
Associate in Gynecology 
Associate in Gynecology 
Associate in  Orthopedic Surgery 
Associate in Surgery 
Associate in Pediatrics 
Instructor in Psychiatry 
Instructor in Medicine 
Instructor in Medical Jurisprudence 
Instructor in Laryngology 
Instructor in Anatomy 
Instructor in Biological Chemistry 
Instructor in Pathology 
Instructor in Obstetrics 
Instructor   in   Genito-Urinary   Surgery 
Instructor in Physiology 
Instructor in Dermatology 
Instructor in Medicine 
Instructor in Physiology and Pharmacology 
Instructor in Neurology 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Pediatrics 
Assistant in Obstetrics 
Assistant in Otology 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in  Orthopedic Surgery 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Ophthalmology 
Assistant in Ophthalmology 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Obstetrics 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Surgery 
Assistant in  Ophthalmology 
Assistant in Surgery 
Assistant in Pediatrics 
Assistant in Pathology 
Assistant   in   Laryngology   and   Rhinology 
Assistant in Obstetrics 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Pediatrics 
Assistant in Medicine 
Assistant in Pediatrics 
Assistant in Anatomy 
■Se quiet, people, wherefore throng you hither?—CHANCELLOR AT 
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FREDERICK BOOK ABBOTT 
ORA FRANCIS MCKITTRICK 
GEORGE DAVID KETTELKAMP 
JOHN DEE JACKSON 






FREDERICK BOOK ABBOTT - - St. Louis, Mo. 
Baltimore  Polytechnic Institute, Curtman Chem- 
istry   Prize,   'u;   Class   Vice-President,   'il-'i2; 
Class President, 'i3-'i4. 
Phi Beta Pi 
CARL ANDERSON ARNOLD       -        -       Des Moines, la. 
S.   B.   Drake   University,   '12;   Medical   Depart- 
ment,  Drake  University,  'io-'i3. 
Nu Sigma Nu 
JOSEPH  FRANCIS  BREDECK        -        -        St.  Louis,  Mo. 
A.   B.   Christian   Brothers   College,   '10;   Junior 
Class  President. 
Phi Beta Pi 
WALCOTT DENISON St. Louis, Mo. 
A. B., Washington University, '12; Thyrsus, '10- 
'n-'i2; Acacia Club, 'n-'i2; President, 'i2-'i3; 
Final Honors, Washington University, '12; Gill 
Prize in Anatomy, '11; Sophomore Hatchet 
Representative; Gill Scholarship, 'i3-'i4; Can- 
didate for A. M. Degree. 
Phi Beta Pi, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Sigma Xi 
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ROBERT A. GESELL St. Louis, Mo. 
A.  B., University of Wisconsin,  'io. 
ALLAN ARTHUR GILBERT - - - St. Louis, Mo. 
College, Washington University, 'o8-'io; Class 
Football, 'c8; Class Basketball, 'o8-'o9-'io; Class 
Track, 'OCJ-'IO; Cross Country Team, 'io; Secre- 
tary, 'IO-'II; Hatchet Representative, 'i2-'i3. 
Chi Zeta Chi. 
JOHN  DEE JACKSON 
University    of    Chattanooga, 
Representative, '14. 
Phi Delta 
Carthage,  111. 
-'10;     Hatchet 
EPTOL s^tm 
GEORGE  DAVID KETTELKAMP        -        -        Nokomis,  111.     :•>;/,. 
A.    B„    Central    Wesleyan   College,    '10;    Class 
Secretary,  '14. 
Phi Delta V .  ' 
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ORA FRANCIS MCKITTRICK       -       -       Meadville, Mp. 
Class  Secretary and Treasurer, '13;  Class Vice- 
President, '14. 
Phi Delta 
JOHN T.'MCLARNEY       -       -       -       Farmington, Mo. 




HERBERT SPENCER MAXWELL - Braddyville, la. 
A.  B., University of  Kansas, '12. 
Phi  Delta,  Sigma  Phi  Sigma 
9 DAVID E. SMITH - Charleston, Mo. Central  College, 'o6-'o9;  Class President, '12. Nu Sigma Nu 
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KING LEAR—SW not thy sweet heart on proud array.—MARIE ALOFS. 
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SAM  H.  SNIDER       -  •    -       -       :        Campbell,  Mo. 
A. B., University of Missouri, '12. 
Phi Beta  Pi,  Phi Beta Kappa 
HARRISON .LEE WYATT       -       -       Twin Falls, Idaho 
B.  S., Drake University, '11. 
Phi Beta Pi 
ELLSWORTH E. MOODY Carterville, Mo. 
A. B., Missouri University, '12. 
Nu Sigma Nu 
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KING LEAR— Thy life's a miracle.—COURTENEY GONTERMAN. 
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KING LEAR—Lend me a looking glass.—LOCK AND CHAIN DRESSING ROOM. 
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"LONG, long time ago we were really Freshmen. It was the first 
year that the Washington University Medical School required 
one year of collegiate work for admission. Our class was there- 
fore very small, only fourteen men remaining throughout the 
Freshman year. Of these, nine returned at the beginning of the Sopho- 
more year,'having successfully struggled through Anatomy, and wiggled 
through Chemistry. 
During the Sophomore year several of the class faithfully attended the 
"Anatomical Demonstrations" at a well-known Fourteenth Street Theatre. 
A short time before the Christmas Holidays, the class spent a pleasant 
evening at the home of Professor Terry. 
At the close of this year our class numbered just eight; and some of 
us feared it might be even smaller. But help was near. During the last 
two years the Beauty, Wit and Wisdom of many schools have been added 
to our roll. 
During the Junior year the new members of the class got acquainted, 
and we all accustomed ourselves to the study of the more practical side 
of Medicine. The Senior year finds the class writing medical abstracts, 
acting as assistant to the Stork, taking hospital examinations, and preparing 
for the State Board. 
The following are our members who have taken the entire four years' 
work with the class at Washington. Fred Abbott, Foreman of the Gang; 
Allan Gilbert, Athlete and Humorist, who promises dire results should his 
father's profession be mentioned; Joe Bredeck, who, in spite of his nation- 
ality, spends the nimble nickel at the book store quite as often as at 
the bar; McLarney, the object of whose affections has changed much in the 
last year, from stenographers to nurses; Ora Francis, whose investigation 
into the "Life and Habits of the Chicken," has been confined to the 
"Limber Neck" and not the common Garden or Cabaret variety; Walcott 
Denison, the "sleepy" (among his honors Mr. Denison forgot to mention 
that for four years he has held the presidency of the local chapter of 
"The Sons of Rest") ; Dave Smith, who is our only man qualified for mem- 
bership in Dr. J. E. Howe's organization; and last, but not least, (in 
height), Jackson, the scribe hereof. 
The following men have joined the class at different times during the 
course: George Kettelkamp, who at least has the first name of Doctor; 
Prof. Gesell, who, although married, has been known to flirt with a nurse, 
provided the anesthetic was properly applied; "Smiling Sam" Snider, who 
is a sure cure for the grouch; Ellsworth Moody, our eminent surgeon and 
pediatrician; Hebert Spencer Maxwell, famous for his daring Garrison 
Avenue exploits, and Arnold and Wyatt, our latest acquisitions. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—7 have engaged myself to a dear friend.—EDITH TAYLOR. 
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CHARLES CURTIS ALLEN 
DALTON KEATS ROSE 
BUFORD MONROE COLBY 
SAMUEL FRANKLIN WENNERMAN 
-    IRENAEUS LISTER FOULON 
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CHARLES CURTIS ALLEN 
FREDERICK FRANKLIN ALSOP, A. B. 
EDMOND BECHTOLD 
Lux HUGO BOCK 
OSCAR FRANKLIN BRADFORD 
DAMON ALONZO BROWN 
BUFORD MONROE COLBY 
ARTHUR BENJAMIN CRAMB 
ELLIOTT KNIGHT DIXON 
LEVI HARRISON FUSON 
IRENAEUS LISTER FOULON 
WILLIAM BONNER JAMES 
JOHN ABRAM JUDY 
HAROLD HOUSTON JONES 
EUGENE ROLAND KELLERSBERGER 
JAY KUHNS 
HERBERT SYDNEY LANGSDORF 
LUDVVIG ORLANDO MUENCH 
EDWIN HOWERTON ROBERTS 
DALTON KEATS ROSE 
JULIUS ALBERT ROSSEN 
HARRY WATSON SQUIBB 
JOSEPH EMMERSON STRODE 
THOMAS NOXON TOOMEY, A. B. 
ROBERT VINYARD 
SAMUEL FRANKLIN WENNERMAN 
WILLIAM THEODORE WILKENING 
HOWARD MOORE WILLIAMSON 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—In sooth, I know not why I am so sad.—HARRY PAYNE. 
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W^^>HE eyes of the Faculty and Students of Washington University 
m (?~\ have been upon the 1915 Medics ever since their debut into the 
^^^^ medical student world. Probably we can not say that we have 
been as successful in the physical realm as some of our prede- 
cessors, but we do claim to excel intellectually. True it is, that some of 
our starting companions have fallen out of the race, but we have been 
reinforced with recruits of no mean ability. 
When we gathered in the halls of the old Medical School this fall, we 
rejoiced to see that last year's campaign had not proved fatal to any of the 
veterans. On looking about us, we saw a battalion of Mizoo's sturdy 
intellects marching down from one flank to join us in our race to become 
real physicians. The recruits from Mizoo were "Sturdy" Roberts and 
Judy, the Football stars; "Bonny" James, "Windy" Bradford, "Doc" Colby, 
"Mutt" Williamson, the Bookworm, and "Musical" Muench, the Married 
Man. Coming in from the other flank was our sturdy Westerner from 
Nebraska, "Hot Air" Cramb; our physiologist, "Mr." Brown, and our 
literary man, Toomey. 
The names and faces of the veterans are familiar to us all. There are: 
"It Can't Be Done" Bechtold; "Beanpole" Rose; "Fatty" Wennerman; 
"Kleinie" Allen; "Slick" Alsop; "Slim" Strode;; "Slewfoot" Wilkening; 
"Honolulu" Kuhns; "Casey" Jones; "Dr." Dixon; "Lightning" Vinyard; 
"Silk Hat" Squibb; "Curly" Fuson; "D'y'understand" Rossen, the Pride 
of South Broadway; "What-do-you-mean" Bock; "Missionary" Kellers- 
berger; "Fusser" Langsdorf, and "Pop" Foulon. 
Among the interesting things that have happened during the year may 
be mentioned the research work carried on by Bock. Nobody as yet has 
been able to find out just exactly what Bock is trying to prove. All we know 
is, that the dogs are going. The Married Men's Club, an organization in our 
class, announces with great pleasure two new additions: namely, Muench 
and Cramb. They also have a probate member, Langdorf. Poor Herb has 
so many loves that he has not been able to decide which one to choose. 
It is rumored that Dr. Blank and Langsdorf are to hold a secret conference 
to determine what hours Herb can have the stenographer without inter- 
fering with dictation. The class suggests it may be well for Kuhns to 
try to arrange a similar conference with Dr. T . 




We must not fail to mention our annual class party. This was given 
on February 14; and everybody had a fine time. The things taught us 
by Drs. Schwarz and Starrs were put into practical application by a dem- 
onstration at the party. On the whole it was successful, and the class, 
excepting one visitor, profited very much by it. 
These festivities, however, are but a relaxation from the more serious 
side of a medical student's life. When we realize that much of our future 
success depends upon what we do as Juniors, we are stimulated to stick 
more closely to the motto:    "NOT TO SEEM, BUT TO BE." 
—I. L. F. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—GO, presently inquire, and so will I, where money is.—MILTON 
RUSSELL. 
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WALTER E. HENNERICH 
NOBLE D. MCCORMACK 
PAUL H. STEVENSON 
Officers 
President 
Monday and Tuesday - 
Wednesday and Thursday - - - 
Friday and Saturday - 
Hatchet Representatives 
P. H. STEVENSON N. D. MCCORMACK 
W. E. HENNERICH 
HAMLET— Who art thou, that usurp'st this time of night?—EARLE AMOS. 
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WALTER EMIL HENNERICH NOBLE DU BOIS MCCORMACK 
PAUL HUSTON STEVENSON 
Five little Freshmen, as happy as could be; 
"Flunk," said the Faculty, and then there were three. 
XN THIS simple rhyme, gentle reader, you find depicted the horrible 
catastrophe that invaded our happy little family since last you 
read in these pages of our earnest desires and youthful ambitions. 
We three lonely survivors, undaunted by our recent bereavement, 
continued our struggles with scalpel and scope. Being sadder and wiser, 
we did not "Terry" long in Anatomy, for it was here that our two brothers 
fell by the wayside. Nor did we "Er-linger" longer in Physiology where 
we were not "Garrey-lous" enough in our recitations. Impressed with the 
size of our class, we sought for something smaller in Bacteriology. Not 
finding it there, we wandered into the "Path" of a certain "ology." Finally 
we were "drug" through Pharmacology by Dr. Jackson and John. 
Aside from these strenuous intellectual pursuits, we have found time 
to develop those finer personal characteristics that manifested themselves 
during our Freshman days. Mac's gambling tendencies again cropped 
out in the form of a lottery of a twenty-five-dollar, all wool suit of clothes. 
(Not having seen the said suit on anyone else, we strongly suspect that it 
reposes in Mac's own private wardrobe.) The Dutchman now calls on 
West Pine eight nights a week instead of seven, and Steve still persists 
in his attempts to break into the human race. 
The only added item of interest is, that because it numbered only six- 
teen, we had mercy and did not haze the present Freshman Class. 
Three little Sophomores, as busy as bees; 
Will we ever grow up into three M. D.'s? 
—W. E. H. 
—N. D. McC. 
—P. H. S. 
As You LIKE IT—/ do desire we may be better strangers.—FACULTY TO STUDENT BODY. 
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S erg eant-at-Arms 
Hatchet Representative 
JOHN ROY RANSON 
HARRY WILLIAM SCHUMACHER 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES 
HORACE HARVEY SHACKELFORD 
WILBUR KENNETH BROWN 
OTTO JULIUS WILHELMI, JR. 
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SAMUEL FRANK ABEAMS 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES 
WILBUR KENNETH BROWN 
BENJAMIN LANDIS ELLIOTT 
SYDNEY COOK FRY 
ALEXANDER CRUMP KIRBY 
POWELL FRANK MCNALLEY 
ROBERT MUELLER 
GEORGE MARSHALL MEYERS 
JOHN ROY RANSON 
HARRY WILLIAM SCHUMACHER 
FRANK BARNETT WALLACE 
JOHN EDWARD WATTENBERG 
OTTO JULIUS WILHELMI, JR. 
HORACE HARVEY SHACKELFORD 
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HATE one September morning, fifteen men passed through the 
entrance of the Medical School to enroll for the Great Study. 
These men did not exhibit the customary awe-stricken counte- 
nances of Freshmen, for they were sophisticated. Years of pre- 
medical training at various Universities had removed the last trace of 
any verdant streak that might have characterized their persons; and con- 
sequently every one of them bore the most blase of expressions. Realizing 
that those men composed the Freshman Class of 1917, and being a member 
of that class myself, I shall continue my tale in the third person. 
It was but shortly after our matriculation that we were led to the 
dissecting and microscopical rooms, and assigned lessons—lessons that 
soon caused us to forget the surrounding busy metropolis. To say that 
we worked would be putting it mildly. In anatomy conferences, how 
we squirmed and stammered in our attempts to impart our knowledge, 
which was attained with difficulty! It would be painful to illustrate our 
mad efforts to convince the professors that we had mastered the whole 
medical vocabulary. 
But outside of our daily relations with cadavers, skeletons and micro- 
scopes, we found ample time, you may be sure, for pleasure. The organ- 
ization and support of a Y. M. C. A. was placed in the hands of our class, 
and we grasped the proposition with such earnest willingness that the organ- 
ization exists down to the present day. And it is a great relief between 
classes to slip over to the rooms, and "beat" the piano, read a magazine, or 
even listen to a lecture. 
Early in December we elected big "Pop" Ranson as our President, 
mainly because he could lick any two men in the class. Thus, we were 
assured of order. From this last confession you might assume that we are 
not a very gentlemanly bunch! Perhaps, too, you saw us together on the 
night of the Freshman-Sophomore fight! On that occasion, of course, 
every one was feeling unusually "good." There was a decided need for 
some one to keep order. It was our first social gathering, and we made 
the most of it. We all assembled in "Pop's" room at the "Dorms," which 
was literally overflowing with "foods and liquids." To narrate what 
followed would require several volumes entitled, "Jokes, Speeches and 
Tricks," by the Frosh Medics. 
The first trimester rolled quickly by, and in spite of the countless 
number of pitfalls and traps which the Faculty persisted in setting for us, 
we took (most of us, at least) broad enough leaps to get across without 
falling in. If we continue to labor as we have done in the past, we shall 
be rewarded by gaining entrance to our new medical buildings next Sep- 
tember. —O. J. W. 
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John Hanger Kennerley, D. D. S., M. D. 
v
—r"OHN HANGER KENNERLEY, D. D. S., M. D„ Dean of Dental Faculty, and 
ff V, Professor of Clinical Dentistry; Member and ex-President of Missouri State 
Dental Association; Member and Ex-President of The St. Louis Dental So- 
ciety; Member of the National Dental Association; Ex-President and Ex-Secretary 
of the National Association of Dental Faculties; Member of the Central District Den- 
tal Society of Missouri; Corresponding Member of the Illinois State Dental Associa- 
tion; Ex-President of the Institute of Dental Pedagogics; Delta Sigma Delta. 
Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA—But she is nice and coy.—HELEN BRYARS. 





JOHN HANGER KENNERLEY, D. D. S., M. D. 
Dean . - - - - 
WALTER MANNY BARTLETT, D. D. S., Secre- 
tary - - - - - 
BENNO EDWARD LISCHER, D.  M. D. 
BLAND NIXON  PIPPIN,  D.  M.  D. 
OLIVER HOWARD CAMPBELL, M. D. 
VILRAY PAPIN BLAIR, A. M., M. D. 
JEROME EPSTEIN COOK, M. D. 
JAMES ALEXANDER BROWN, D. D. S. 
EWING PAUL BRADY, D. D. S. 
MARSH PITZMAN, M. D. 
JESSE DUNCAN WHITE, D. M. D. 
CHARLES E. JONES, M. D., D. D. S. 
HARRY MOLL FISHER, D. M. D. 
LOUIS GEORGE NEUHOFF, D. D. S. 
WILLIAM HENRY SIEFERT, D. D. S. 
JOHN RICHARD PENDLETON, D. D. S. 
FRED JOHN BROCKMAN, D. D. S. 
ROMIE HENRY MILLER, D. D. S. 
JOHN CHARLES TRISKA, D. D. S. 
FRANK HENRY FOERSTER, D. D. S. 
EDGAR HAYDEN KEYS, D. D. S. 
OTTO WILLIAM  BRANDHORST 
GUY ARCHER MAGRUDER 
SAMUEL RHODE       - 
GREENFIELD SLUDER, M. D. 
Professor of Clinical Dentistry and Dean 
of the Dental School 
Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry 
Professor of Orthodontics 
Professor of Operative Dentistry 
Professor of Physiology 
Professor of Oral Surgery 
Professor   of    Bacteriology   and    General 
Pathology 
Professor of Histology 
Professor  of  Chemistry,  Metallurgy,  Ma- 
teria Medica and Physics 
Professor of Anatomy 
Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentist- 
ry and  Lecturer  on  Crown  and Bridge 
Work and Porcelain Art 
Professor  of  Pathology and  Therapeutic* 
Lecturer on Anesthetics and Extraction 
Associate   Professor   of   Dental   Anatomy 
and Instructor in Technic 
Clinical  Instructor  in  Operative  Dentistry 
Clinical  Instructor  in  Operative  Dentistry 
Clinical Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry 
Clinical Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry 
Instructor in Technic 
Instructor in Technic 
Lecturer on Oral Hygiene 
Assistant in Histological Laboratory 
Assistant in Anatomical Laboratory 
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory 
Special Lecturer on Diseases of the Nose 
and Throat 













JOHN FRANKLIN BABER 
ROSCOE THOMAS BURNS 
SAMUEL JOHN RHODE 
CHARLES OWEN THOMPSON 
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JAMES MUMFORD ASHLEY 
Xi Psi Phi 
JOHN FRANKLIN BABER 
Class President, '14. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Bloomfield, Mo. 
Richmond, Mo. 
ISAAC OWEN BIRD       -       -       -       .       .     Anna, 111. 
ORISB^BRITE       -       -      -       .       .     La Russell, Mo. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
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ROSCOE THOMAS BURNS 
Class Vice-President, '14. 
ALBERT WILLIAM   CAPLIN 
ALBERT WILLIAM CAPLIN 
Sparta, 111. 
St.  Louis,   Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
HARRY HENDERSON  CHAPMAN Whitehall,  111. 
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WILLIAM LIGHTNES CONRAD 
Xi Psi Phi 
GEOSGE HILL CREEGAN 
Delta Sigma Delta 
CHARLES FISCHER ELDER 
Class President, '13. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Eldorado, 111. 
GRANT CLAYBORNE GENTRY 
Class Secretary-Treasurer, '12. 
Xi Psi Phi 
Mascoutah, 111. 
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VICTOR  DALE  GRICE 
Xi Psi Phi 
CHARLES BROWN HARRISON 
Delta Sigma Delta 
JAMES ANTHONY HEIECK 
Linneus,   Mo. 
Richmond, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
OSCAR JOHN HIRTH St. Louis, Mo. 
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OSEE MELVIN HUX 
Xi Psi Phi 
ELMER  HENRV  JACOBSMEYER 
Delta Sigma Delta 
SAITARO KAGEYAMA 
Essex, Mo. 
Clayton,   Mo. 
Okayama, Japan 
*fe       .vtf 
FRANCIS M. KANE Alton, 111. 
^   X^" ^ 
MACBETH—Too terrible for the ear.—LAWYERS' QUARTET. 
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CHARLES ELVA LINE Rolla, Mo. 
IRA THOMAS MAUPIN 
Hatchet Representative, '13. 
Xi Psi Phi 




GEORGE ARGUS MILLER 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Millersville, Mo. 
\ "*$&£/     .J* 
MACBETH—Their   hands   and  faces   were   all   badged   with   blood.—MORNING   AFTER 
FROSH-SOPH FIGHT. 




DE WILTON HEWES MILSTEAD 
Delta Sigma Delta 
PAXTON MORRISON 
WALTER FRITZ NEUHOFF 
Xi Psi Phi 
HENRY NOMURA 
Alexandria, Va. 
El Reno, Okla. 
Belleville, 111. 
Tokio, Japan 








JOHN THOMAS OBERT 
Delta Sigma Delta 
WILLIAM EDWARD POOLE 
Varsity Football, '12. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Altus Oak, Calif. 
Anna, 111. 
SAMUEL JOHN  RHODE - Mascoutah,   111. 
Class Secretary-Treasurer, '14. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
CLIFFORD ALLEN ROSS 
Varsity Football, '13. 
Delta  Sigma Delta 
Albany, Mo. 
^<      ;^# ^J? 
MACBETH—Why do we hold our tongues?—GRINDS IN LIBRARY. 
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OTTO SCHLICHT 
WILLIAM THOMAS SIMMONS 
CLYDE PRICE SPRINGGATE 
Stoutland, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
New Haven, Mo. 
CHARLES OWEN THOMSON - - Lebanon, 111, 
Class President, '12; Hatchet Representative,''14. 
Xi Psi Phi 
112 
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MACBETH—Let every man be master of his time.—SULTAN AT MATHIS.' 
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JAMES  TITTERINGTON 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Richland,   Mo. 
HAROLD EWING WEIR       - Sparta, 111. 
Class Secretary-Treasurer, '13; Varsity Football, 
'12. 
Xi Psi Phi 
HENRY   FRED  WESTHOFF 
Delta Sigma Delta 
O'Fallon,   Mo. 
VICTOR DALE WINTERS 
Xi Psi Phi 
Trenton, Mo. 
\^$€^ ** 
HAMLET—Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damned?—FREUND. 
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LLOYD BREW WRIGHT 
Xi Psi Phi 
St. Louis, Mo. 
JAMES V. ZANESHEFF Granite  City,  111. 
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XT  WAS  a cold,  bleak  day  in  October,  when  the call  came   for 
recruits   for  the   Dental   School.     Many  sons   of   Mother   Earth 
responded.    We were a goodly crowd, gathered there in the hall 
awaiting the first orders of Dean Kennerley.    All of us seemed 
to be nervous and timid; but, as the years passed by, this timidity wore off, 
and we now look upon ourselves as bold "Soldiers of the Infirmary." 
Our first order for the week was, "Pay your tuition!" Our first duty 
was to become acquainted with our various implements of war. Both 
were hard things for new men to do, but both have been made easy by 
constant practice. As thick-headed "Red Necks," we were put to work on 
the impression tray, and bee's-wax, until gradually we began to see what 
was wanted of us. ▼ 
It soon became apparent that we needed some kind of head; but the 
head subsequently chosen proved to be more of a "nut" than a head, being 
yours truly. Our noble band, forty-seven in all, was discovered to be a 
very mild and gentlemanly bunch. We were not molested by the upper 
classmen at all, because of our great size and quantity. As the weeks 
passed by, we were given nights off, and immediately set about looking for 
places of amusement.    The greatest magnet proved to be "Dreamland." 
In our second year we were led by Elder.    Great to our sorrow we 
had thrust upon us Kane, Creegan and Mack, who turned out, however, 
to be human.   Thus the Junior year ended with very little excitement.   The 
quiet was broken only by a dance at the Westminster.    At last came the 
year in which all of us were classed as Seniors.    Our number has been 
reduced to  forty-three, but we have still the same old stand-bys.    Baber 
is now our leader, but besides the presidency,  "Dad" hold the  office of 
"Chief Face Maker," and affords amusement for everyone.    We are also 
blessed by the constant duels between Conrad and Simmons.    Furthermore, 
the "Lab," as we all know, has been made gay by the religious outbursts 
of  "Dutch."    But aside  from these  frivolities,  our class has not  wasted 
the precious hours that mark the road to the goal of "Doctor of Dental 
Surgery." s
    
y
— C. O. T. 
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OTHELLO—My money is almost spent.—EVERYBODY. 
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OTTO WILLIAM BRANDHORST 
HARRISON HYRAM CORNWALL 
EARL A. BOHNER 
JAMES WILLMOTT COLEMAN 
CHESTER BUMGARDNER PARKINSON 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Buy food, and get thyself in flesh.—ARTHUR BRADY. 
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BENJAMIN HARRISON BARTON 
RAYMOND BLANCHARD 
HENRY FRED BOHLE 
EARL A. BOHNER 
MARION  LESLIE  BRADBURY 
OTTO WILLIAM BRANDHORST 
LON ASHMORE BRAZELTON 
JAMES WILLMOTT COLEMAN 
HANSON MARION CONNER 
HARRISON HYRAM CORNWALL 
JOHN HARRY DAWE 
CALVIN CALDWELL GILLESPIE 
NISSIM S. HANOKA 
BENJAMIN WASHINGTON KAPPLEMAN 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN KELLER 
EDWIN FRANCIS KOHM 
ROBERT LARKIN LOWRY 
GUY ARCHER MAGRUDER 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN MANN 
DYSART BENJAMIN MOORE 
REGINALD SCOTT MURDOCK 
JOHN PANTELE 
CHESTER BUMGARDNER PARKINSON 
JAMES LEONARD QUILLMAN 
LINCOLN SANDERS 
HUGH EDWARD STEPHENSON 
HENRY AMBROSE TAYLOR 
SAUL WEISS 
JOHN H. WHITE 
RUDOLPH WILD 
HERBERT CHRISTIAN WILL 
JESSE ALBERT WILLIAMS 
WINTER'S TALE—/ pray you, do not push me.—BREADLINE AT COMMONS. 
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*T  THE sight of the  "Red  Necks"  entering  school  last  fall,  we 
began to fully realize that we, the Class of  1915, were Juniors, 
and that it was up to us to  assume the upper classman air of 
superiority.    About the first happening of any importance was the 
election of officers, after which we prepared a set of "Regulations for the 
Freshmen."    These were imparted to the lower classmen, and we feel that 
they have profited by the experience of their superiors. 
Although we have lost several men since last year, we now have thirty- 
two members, the latest additions being Gillespie, Murdock, White, and 
Hanoka. 
Our college days are now more than half over, and while we may not 
have risen to the expectations of our Professors, we trust that another year 
will find us nearing the much coveted goal. 
During the year it seems that such intimacy has grown up among the 
"Moss Backs" as to result in the formation of cliques or clubs, much to 
the disapproval of our Dean. The following bit of news has never before 
been published, but we think that the offenders should be exposed at this 
time: 
MARRIED MEN'S CLUB 
Motto—"I Should Worry; Wifey Won't Find This Out." 
"Little Ray" Blanchard "Red" Cornwall 
"Information"  Conners "Hubby"   Taylor 
FRONT ROW BRIGADE 
Motto—"Has the 'Prof.' Gone Up?" 
"Gee Whiz" Magruder 
"Checks Please" Barton 
"Blackie" Daw 
"Hunky"  Hanoka 
"Soapy"   Kappleman 
"Greek" Pantele 
"Ruttie"  Wild 
"Prof." Brandhorst 
"GIMME" CLUB 
Motto—"Got a Cigarette?" 
"Gimme" Stephenson "Bob" Lowry 
"Count Rolling-stone" Kellar 
MACBETH—Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye.—STUDENT LIFE. 
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"BOOST THE COUNTRY" CLUB 
Motto—"No Place Like Home" 
"Mexico" Moore "Stock-yards" Mann 
"Squire" Brazelton "Solomon" Weiss 
"Sandy" Sanders 
SLEEPERS' UNION 
Motto—"Gee, but I'm Tired!"- 
"Rege" Murdock "Sleepy" Kohm 
"Kid" Bohle 
EARLY RISERS' CLUB 
Motto—"Always at Lecture by Noon" 
"Original" Will "Shorty" Bradbury 




"Too GOOD TO BE TRUE" CLUB 
"Early" Bohner "Pinky" Gillespie 
—C. B. P. 
MACBETH—Chief nourisher in life's feast.—MRS. BREEDING. 









LEMUEL W. CROUCH 
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CLARENCE WINFIELD ADAMS 
Ross CLEARMAN ALLEN 
ROBERT MARSHAL ASKIN 
WALTER THOMAS AVERY 
CHARLES BADGLEY 
LAWRENCE CLIFFORD BALDWIN 
JACKSON JOHN BERRY 
EMMERSON GERHARD BRANDT 
WILLIAM HENRY BROCKMAN, JR. 
MARTIN CAMPBELL, JR. 
LEMUEL WELCH CROUCH 
GEORGE M. DEQUESNEL 
ALBERT JOHN ELSNER 
JAMES MARCUS GRAY 
NILE HENDERSON 
JULIUS FRANK HOLKE 
ORVILLE NEWTON HURDLE 
HERMAN JEAN 
LILLARD JOHNSON 
EDWARD FRASIER KEYS 
JOHN WILSON LAYNE 
JOHN E. MEADOR 
LAVID LLOYD MITCHELL 
GUY EMIR MORGAN 
GLENN SERY MORRIS 
HERBERT ERIC MUENCH 
NOBLE EARL OWENS 
JESSE LOUIS PICKARD   ■ 
EARL FRANCIS POLLOCK 
EDWARD WALLACE RUSSEY 
ALBERT EMIL SCHAEFER 
GEORGE WILLIAM SCHEER 
LAWRENCE POWELL SPARKS 
EDWARD GEORGE SPRICK 
EUGENE CLARENCE STAMM 
ARVEL RUDOLPH WAUSON 
WARREN STEWART WHITTLE 
JERRY WICK 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Holy St. Francis, what a change is here.- 
MID-YEAR'S. 
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'ND it came to pass that on the twenty-ninth day of September, 
nineteen hundred and thirteen, John, Ruler of the Land of 
Dentistry, called his children once again to him for another 
year.    And in great multitudes came they from many cities of 
the land, and from other states and foreign countries, yea even from East 
St. Louis did they come. 
2. John, the Ruler, saw them and was pleased. 
3. And among those who came were certain ones whom their brothers 
called "Red Necks," who had not dwelt with him before. The Ruler 
welcomed them, and bade them be among his children. They heeded him, 
and took up their abode. 
4. Now the "Red Necks" saw many strange things. And they trembled 
at the wisdom and strength of those called upper classmen; and when 
they beheld Juniors they hated them straightway. 
5. And all was peace in the Land of Dentistry. 
6. And it came to pass that one morning when the "Red Necks" 
entered the Temple of Learning, they beheld wicked writings on the walls. 
7. And there was great consternation in the minds of the "Red Necks." 
8. And the writings advised that the "Red Necks" should adorn them- 
selves in green caps by the tenth day of the following month. 
Q. Notwithstanding these writings and many threats of punishment, 
the "Red Necks" continued on their sinful way. 
10. And the tenth day of October did draw nigh. 
11. Now a big gathering did the "Red Necks" have and elected their 
class officers. 
12. And the leader of the class did say, "Ye shall not wear caps." 
13. And lo! they did not wear caps. 
14. So it came to pass that on the tenth day when the "Red Necks" 
returned to the Temple of Learning, they returned in a multitude. 
15. And upon drawing nearer to the building they saw a host of great 
and wicked looking Juniors. 
HENRY IV.—Some six or seven Freshmen set upon me.—FRESHMAN WALL. 
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16. Then the leader of the Juniors enticed his followers to attack the 
meekly approaching forces. 
17. Whereupon the sons of Pittsman fought valiantly. 
18. Now as the battle raged, many strange sights were beheld. Burly 
Juniors were being reposed upon by the meek "Red Necks." 
19. And the street was swept by the garments of the warriors, and 
much hair and blood were shed. 
20. Full thirty minutes did go by when John, the Ruler, came out and 
commanded both forces to withdraw. 
21. Whereupon both forces did withdraw, and the strife was ended. 
22. So it came to pass that the "Red Necks" did not wear caps. 
23. And yea, verily, there was much rejoicing in the abode of the 
new comers. 
24. Now all went well in the camp of the "Red Necks" until one 
barbarian, Frenchy bv name, did attack some of his neighbors. 
25. Great fear reigned, until one Issie did pounce upon him, and, 
with threats to disembowel him, did frighten him severely. Then peace 
settled upon the rejoicing throng. 
26. Much happiness was abroad. For the time of departure for the 
Christmas Holidays was at hand. 
27. Now the "Red Necks" were anxious to visit once again the people 
of their own blood.    So they did leave for home early. 
28. Now it came to pass when the Holiday was over, the great teachers 
demanded an insight into the amount of their pupils' learning. 
29. But lo, there was great solemnness abroad. 
30. And when the tests of mental strength were over, there was much 
weeping and wailing.    And many felt the lack of strength. 
31. But it came to pass that all did get through, and then were they 
happy and rejoicing. 
32. And with much happiness straightway did they prepare for the 
oncoming labors. —L. W. C. 
HAMLET—How chances it they travel?—GLEE AND MANDOLIN CLUBS. 
>'   J. ^1 
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Edmund Henry Wuerpel 
fDMUND HENRY WUERPEL, Director of School of Fine Arts; First Sellew 
Medal, Manual Training School; Secretary,, 1891-93, and Honorary Member, 
1894; American Art Association, Paris; Recording Secretary, Paris Advisory 
Committee, Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893; Member of Jury of Selection, Amer- 
ican Section, Universal Exposition, Paris, 1900; Member, Jury of Selection and Jury 
of Awards, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904; Active Member and Vice- 
President 2x4 Club, 1895-1897; Silver Medal, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904; 
Silver Medal, Lewis and Clark Exposition, Portland, 1905; Member, Conference of 
Cities Committee, and Program Committee of the St. Louis Pageant, 1914; Member 
Advisory Committee of the Middle West, Panama-Pacific Exposition; Member, 
Special  Committee of Paintings in the Middle West. 
TEOILUS   AND   CRESSIDA- 
BASSFORD. 





EDMUND H. WUERPEL, Director 
CHARLES  P. DAVIS 
HENRIETTA ORD JONES 
CORDELIA T. BAKER 
DAWSON DAWSON-WATSON 
GUSTAV VON SCHLEGELL 
GUSTAV F. GOETSCH 
VICTOR S. HOLM 
MARGARET E. BARNES 
FREDERICK G. CARPENTER 
ANNA L. KASPER 
ESTELL BOWLES 
FANNY E. PERKINS 
Lecturer   and   Instructor   in   Composition 
and Artistic Anatomy 
Instructor  in  Antique  and  Metal   Work 
Instructor    in    Ceramic    Decoration,    and 
Pottery 
Instructor   in    Bookbinding   and   Leather 
Work 
Instructor in Drawing, Painting and Wood 
Carving 
Instructor in Drawing, Painting and Mon- 
o typing 
Instructor   in  Drawing,   Painting,  Etching 
and Illustration 
Instructor in Modeling 
Instructor  in  Decorative  Design  and  Ap- 
plied Art 
Instructor in Drawing, Painting and Join- 
ery 
Instructor in Saturday Drawing Class 
Librarian 
Secretary of the Art School 
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Illustration and Sketch 
Miss MILDRED BAILEY        --------        Bronze Medal 
MISS MARY HALLETT        -.-..-.'-        Honorable Mention 
MISS THERESA JONES        --------        Bronze Medal 
Design 
Miss AMY ISAACS       ---------       Honorable Mention 
Miss EDNA  VOSSLER        ------        - Honorable Mention 
Portrait and Life 
Miss GUILDA BRINGHURST       -------       Bronze Medal 
Miss  KATE  FELKER        --------       Bronze Medal 
Ceramic Decoration 
Miss RUTH LE CRON       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       Bronze Medal 
Certificates for completion  of courses were awarded: 
In Ceramic Decoration       ------     Miss RUTH LECRON 
In Design       --------        Miss AMY ISAACS 
In Pottery - - - Miss MADELINE FLINT 
The Wayman Crow Medal was awarded to Miss Sophie Isaacs. 

















HELEN ELIZABETH BEAUCHAMP 
MRS. MARGERY FOLSOM BEAUCHAMP 
PAUL F. BERDANIER 
HOWARD B. BETTERSWORTH 







HELEN AGNES BRIBACH 
HALCYON RANDALL BREWER 
GEORGE BRASHEAR 




ISABEL DOAN BROWNLEE 
LUCILLE MARIE BRUNN 
MARY EZIT BULKLEY 
MRS. LEOLA BULLIVANT 
MARGARET S. BURROWS 
JUNE BUTLER 
WM, A. BYRNES 
M. F. C. CANM 
LUCILLE CANNON 
EMMA SUTTON CARTER 
CARL CHALFANT 










LEON TAHCHEECHEE CORWIN 
MRS. WALTER CRUNDEN 
MRS. BERTHA W. CULLEN 
HELEN CULLEN 
MRS. THOS. CUMMINS 
JULIUS E. M. CURLEY 
NEAL CORLETT DAVIS 
MONTROSE P. DAVIS 
MARY' DORIS DAVENPORT 
E. W. DINAN 
LUCY MARION DONOVAN 
JOSEPHINE GLADYS DONAHOE 
MRS. W. B. DOUGLAS 
MRS. N. A. DOYLE 
MRS. B. W. DUGGAR 
CHAS. DREYER 






MRS. R. P. FAULKNER 
RUTH KATE FELKER 
RUTH FINCH 




WM. HOWARD FRENCH 
ARTHUR LOUIS FRIEDRICH 
CHRISTINA GIBSON 









CHAS. ELMER GRAFFMANN 
CARL C. GRAY . 
RUTH ELIZABETH GREGG 
HELEN GREEN 
MRS. OLIVER H. GREENE 
FLORENCE ADA GROOM 





MARY PIERS HALLETT 
LANGDON C. HARDWICKE 
MRS. W. J. HARRIS 




JOHN MATTHEW HELLER, JR. 
MILDRED A. HENKEL 
EDITH E. HETHCOCK 
FRED \V. HEUSER, JR. 
MINNIE HICKERSON 
MAGENTA C. HILGER 
MILDRED SCOTT HILL 
RAYMOND HILL 
CHAS. EDW. HOBSON 
CECIL VICTOR HOLM 
LOUISE ANNA HOMEYER 
JULIAN E. JANIS 
HELEN MAY ITTNER 
GEO. W. JAEGER 
HILDA DUNBAR JAMIESON 
CHAS. D. JARRETT 
SOPHIE ISAACS 
DONALD SCOTT JOHNSON 
THERESA JESSEL JONES 
WALTER KERN 
ALICE DAY KERNAN 
CLAUDE L. KENNERLY 






MARGARET D. LITTLE 
VERA LOFTON LEE 




BARTLETT G. LONG 
ht lik&igUti- 
LORETTA LONGINOTTI 
MARY JANE LYNCH 
JESSIE M. MAXON 
NINA MAYFIELD 
OTTO A. MEITZ 
MRS. E. MCADOO 
CATHERINE MCCAUSLAND 
ELIZABETH MCCLELLAN 







JOHN O'FALLON MILLER 
MAGGIE MILLER 
EMILY MILLIKEN 
T. H. MAENNER 
VIRGINIA MOBERLY 
LUCILLE MOORE 
MRS. NELLIE S. MOORE 






HELEN MARGARET O'BRIEN 
ERMA PERHAM 
MRS. JOSEPH A. OSBORN 
JULIA M. PAPIN 
CORNELIA PETERS 
NANCY LUCAS O'FALLON 
ELSIE PIEHLER 
JOSEPHINE PORTER 
ARTELIA GRACE PRATHER 





ROWENA REBECCA RAY 
WILMA REIN 
ERNEST G. REYNOLDS 
PALMER ROGERS 







J. H. SENNE 
ANNIE SEIFRIED 
MRS. SOPHIE W. SHIRAS 
IRENE CLARA SMITH 
JOHN EDW. SMITH 
ZULA ERMA SMITH 
DOROTHY SNODGRASS 
IRENE ELIZABETH  SPERRING 
MRS. NAOMI STEVENS 





MRS. GEO. J. TANSEY 
MINNIE TATE 
EDITH WRIGHT TAYLOR 
CELESTE SPECK TERRY 
LILLIAN C. A. THOLE 
LOUISE LENOIR THOMAS 
WILSON TODD 
MRS. P. J. TOOMEY 
ELLA TURLEY 




MRS. ELOISE S. VIMONT 
SARAH REA VINSONHALER 
PAULA MARGUERITE VOGT 
ELSA VOLLRATH 
EDNA L. VOSSLER 
EDWARD VOTRUB 
DOROTHY WALLACE 
THOS. D. WATKINS 
DON E. WATSON 
HILDEGARDE WEINHAGEN 




MARY E. WHEELOCK 
FRANK M. WHITE 
HILDA WHITTEMORE 
ALICE WILLIS 





MRS. E. H. WUERPEL 
MRS. W. T. ZEITLER 
ESTHER ZIEGLER 
TROILUS AND CRESSIDA—No space of earth shall sunder our two hates.—DOROTHY CAL- 
MAN  AND   TESSICA YOUNG. 
I £1 1 5 
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'OU people on the Hill know us best, perhaps, for our pretty girls. 
You must, I think, concede our eminence on that score. For the 
benefit of the Freshmen, however, I shall mention a few of them. 
There is, first, the Venus, whom you have proceeded to deify, 
and whom you now worship, considerably. There is a little brunette, 
whom we call "the Rogue," and who graces every social affair here. There 
is Emmy—you all know Emmy—who lives up at McMillan, hails from the 
Sunny South, and tramples hearts right and left. 
Then there's "Jim-Jam Josephine," ("Sagebrush Sal," for short), who 
blew in from Arizona a few months ago. We accused her of toting a 
Colt's .45, but her armament turned out to be a sack full of Cupid's darts. 
They've been felt as far up-hill as Student Life office. 
I could write about girls all afternoon (and the girls would like to 
have me do it), but there are other things to tell you of. 
"Foist-off," as they say in New York, there's the Art Students' Asso- 
ciation, which aims at uniting the art students, fostering school spirit, and 
encouraging good work by offering scholarships. As a sort of side-line, it 
initiates new members, with a ceremony which is surpassingly thorough, 
searching, and strenuous. With the possible exception of the Architects' 
ritual, we consider it the last word in initiations. The annual banquet 
is another function of the Association which we all encourage. Remem- 
brances of these spreads are among the happiest of my stay within these 
sacred (but not over-substantial) walls. The last one was held at the 
close of school, last June. We assembled about the festive board (or 
rather, boards, for I helped to nail 'em together) and occupied ourselves 
in the approved fashion for two hours. After we had toasted each other 
(in aqua pur a) we listened to talks by Mr. Saunders Norvell, Professor 
Holmes Smith, and Mr. Wuerpel. 
We didn't have a cabaret show—not quite—but when the tables were 
cleared we were entertained by a cleverly-costumed Chinese play, given by 
a number of art students. Following this (it was quite an Oriential even- 
ing) the ever-comic Architects appeared as "Ling Foo and His Company 
of Chinese Magicians," and for a half-hour they indulged in mystifications 
which challenged the sharpest observation. And we danced, of course. 
Matter of form, you know, and we kept it up till the wee sma' hours. 
We gave also, during the year, a series of informal monthly dances, as 
some of you know. 
In conclusion, let me say that we are very fond of our work down 
here; as much so as you can be of yours. And our work is necessary, and 
of importance. Does not the world owe even its clothes and its wall paper 
to the artist?    Kindly elevate your hats. 
—P. C. 
MACBETH—Call 'em; let me see 'em.—DEAN TO MISS BALLINGER. 
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George Thomas Moore, A. M., Ph. D. 
'EORGE THOMAS MOORE, Director Henry Shaw School of Botany; B. S., 
Wabash, 1894; A. B., Harvard, 1895, A. M., 1896, Ph. D., 1900; Assistant 
Cryptogamic Laboratory, Harvard, 1897-99; Instructor Cryptogamic Botany, 
Radcliffe, 1898-99; in charge Botanical Department, Dartmouth, 1899-1901; Physiol- 
ogist and Algologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
1901-02; in charge of Laboratory, Plant Physiology, 1902-05; Professor Plant Physiol- 
ogy and Applied Botany, Henry Shaw School of Botany; Plant Physiologist, Missouri 
Botanical Garden, 1909-12; Engelman Professor of Botany, Washington University; 
Director  Henry  Shaw  School  of  Botany,  and  Director  Missouri  Botanical  Garden, 
1912 ;  instructor Cryptogamic  Botany,  Marine Biological Laboratory,  1896-1907; 
Head, Department of Bolany, 1907; Lecturer, "Contamination of Water Supplies," 
Thayer School of Engineering, 1900-02; "Economic Botany," Dartmouth, 1901-02; 
Fellow, American Association for Advancement of Science; Secretary, Botanical So- 
ciety of America, 1910 ; President, Engelman Bocany Club,  1912 ;  President, 
St. Louis Biological Club, 1912; Member of Society of Bacteriologists; Philosophical 
Society; Washington Academy of Science; St. Louis Academy of Science, Published, 
"On the Contamination of Water Supples, by Algae," "The Fixation of Free Nitrogen 
by Root Nodule Organisms," "Morphology and Physiology of the Algae." 
Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA- 
RHODES. 
-/ think the boy hath grace in him; he blushes.—DUSTY 
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HENR.Y   .5HAW   SCHOOL OF BOTANY   ^ 
QDfficpra nf Jnatrurtum 
GEORGE THOMAS MOORE, PH. D., Director Engelman Professor of Botany 
BENJAMIN  MINGE DUGGAR,  PH.  D. 
JESSE MORE GREENMAN, PH. D. 
EDWARD ANGUS  BURT, PH. D. 
SAMUEL MONDS COULTER, PH. D. 
JACOB RICHARD SCHRAMM, PH. D. 
GOODWIN S. FOSTER, A. B. 
ELLEN   C.   CLARK        - 
Professor of Plant Physiology 
Associate Professor of Botany 
Associate Professor of Botany 
Assistant Professor of Botany 
Instructor in Botany 
Teaching Fellow in Botany 
Assistant at Mary Institute 
iHubrnts in iljf grliool of lotang 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, with major in Botany. 
J. S. COOLEY G. S. FOSTER 
A. R. DAVIS M.  C  MERRILL 
W. H. EMING L. O. OVERHOLTS 
■Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, with minor in Botany. 
A. R. DAVIS J. S. COOLEY 
Graduate Students not candidates for a degree. 
MARY BRYAN HARRY SHACKELFCRD 
MIDSUMMER   NIGHT'S   DREAM—His speech was like a tangled chain.—HUNTER JONES 
AND ALLEN JEHLE. 
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V|^HEN, in 1885, Mr. Henry Shaw proposed to the Corporation that 
¥ 1 the latter establish a Department of Botany, and very generously 
^*MS offered to endow it and to affiliate it with the Missouri Botanical 
Garden, the present Henry Shaw School of Botany was founded. Later, 
at the death of Mr. Shaw, the field of instruction was broadened, through 
the additional endowment fund provided for in his will. Today the school 
enjoys a staff of instructors and material facilities for research that enable 
its curriculum to include practically all phases of botanical science. 
MACBETH—/ will advise you where to plant yourselves.—DR. MOORE. 







George Benjamin Mangold, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. 
(EORGE BENJAMIN MANGOLD, A. B., A. M., Ph. D., Director School of 
Social Economy; A. B., Cornell College, 1901 ; A. M., University of Chicago, 
1903; Ph. D., University of Wisconsin, 1905; Instructor in Economics, Wash- 
ington State College, 1903-04; Instructor in Sociology, University of Pennsylvania, 
1005-07: Member, Charity Organization Society, Philadelphia, 1905-07: Expert Agent, 
U. S. Bureau of Labor; Associate Director, Washington University School of Social 
Economy, 1908-12; Director, School of Social Economy, 1912 ; Member, Ameri- 
can Economic Association, American Association for Labor Legislation, National 
Conference of Charities and Corrections; Chairman, Children's Committee of Mis- 
souri State Conference of Charities and Corrections; Secretary, Social Service Con- 
ference of St. Louis, Board of Civil Service Examiners for Juvenile Court, St. Louis; 
Lecturer for Chautauquas; Author, "Child Problems," "Problems of Child Welfare." 











WtCxaxa of Jnatructum 
GEORGE B. MANGOLD, PH. D. 
THEODORE W. GLOCKER, PH. D. 
CHARLES E.  PERSONS, PH. D. 
ORA A. KELLEY, A. M. 
ANNE M. EVANS, A. B., LL. B. 
BERTHA BEATRICE LASH 
CHARLOTTE  RUMBOLD 
MARY HENKE 




Assistant in Research and Adviser of 
Women 
Assistant 
Supervisor of Physical Education in the 
Young Women's Christian Association, 
and Lecturer, 1913-14 
Secretary of the Public Recreation Com- 
mission, and Lecturer, 1913-14 
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MRS. A. H. BRADLEY 
MAY H. BREEDING 
LOUIS BUDENZ 






PAUL C. ELLIOT 
MRS. LOU R. ESSEX 
MRS. J. G. FERTIG 










MARION L. GRIFFIN 
MARCARET HIGGINS 
RUTH HITCH 
MRS.  MARK HOLLINGSHEAD 
MRS. ELLA ISGRIG 
HELEN L. JANIS 
MARION G. KEITH 
YETTA KOPF 
LOTTA LUCKOW 









MRS. V. P. RING 
ROBERT ROESSEL 
SOPHIE E. ROEVER 







MRS. MILDRED R. WILKINSON 
MARGARET WILLIAMS 
MARGARET WINTER 
EDITH V. YOUNG 
RUTH ZACKER 
OPAL ZIMMERMAN 






CHARLES E. GALT 
^pwtal BtnbmtB 
ISABEL C. GAMEYVELL 
IDA HEGEL 
VIOLA A. HILGEN 
REV. J. H. HORSTMAN 
DOROTHY S. MILIUS 
MARGARET MOLLOY 
MRS. E. R. PAILLOU 






MRS. L. O. WHITNELL 




Candidates for Master's  Degree 
RUTH CRAWFORD 
PAUL C. ELLIOT 
MRS. LOU R. ESSEX 
RUTH HITCH 




MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM—Well, well, I see I talk but idly, and you laugh at me.- 
ARTHUR POSS. 
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President      --------- ELWOOD STEWARD 
Vice-President     -------- FRANK L. BERRYHTLL 
Secretary      --------- ROLAND GRIMM 
Treasurer    -     -       -       -       -       -       -       -       - DR. W. P. EDMUNDS 









-    EDWARD WINFREE 
THEODORE IUAENNER 
Altjtetir fflounril 
PROF. W. E. MCCOURT, Chairman 
DEAN W. S. CURTIS 
DR. W. P. EDMUNDS 







HENRY IV.—God forbid!—HORTON. 
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WALLACE D. HARDAWAY, '14, Captain 
ARTHUR BRADY, '14, Manager 
WILLIAM BERRY, '16 
JAMES COLEMAN, '15 
CHARLES GRAHAM, '16 
RALPH GRAY, '16 
GEORGE HETLAGE, '15 
WEBB KAMMERER, '16 
MONROE C. LEWIS, '16 
LlNDLEY   MlLFORD,   '15 
HAROLD PERRINGS, '14 
ULRICH POTTHOFF, '15 
JOHN RANSON, '17 
CLIFFORD ROSS, '14   • 
GEORGE SCHERER, '14 
ELWOOD STEWARD, '15 
EMANUEL WERNER, '16 
laakethall 1913-1914 
THEODORE H. MAENNER, '14, Captain 
CHARLES O.  GALLENKAMP, Manager 
FRANK L. BERRYHILL, '14 
A. EUGENE FRENCH, '14 
DE MOTT MODISETTE, '15 
WILLIAM BERRY, '16 
PAUL COSTE, '15 
EDWIN DONK, '14 
Srark 1913 
HARRY SWOPE, Manager 
THEODORE H.  MAENNER, '14 
CLIFFORD GODWIN, '13 
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EDWIN DONK, '14 




















ARTHUR W. BRADY, '14 
GALE E. HENDERSON, '15 
WALLACE D. HARDAWAY, '14 




Left  Tackle 
Left  Guard 
Center 
Right  Guard 
Right Tackle 
Right  End 
Quarter Back 
Right Half Back 
Full Back 
Left Half Back 
HAROLD PERRINGS, '15 
RALPH GRAY, '16 
JOHN RANSON, '15 
EL WOOD STEWARD, '14 
CHARLES GRAHAM, '15 
GEORGE SCHERER, '14 
WILLIAM BERRY-, '16 
WALLACE HARDAWAY, '14 
ULRICH POTTHOFF, '15 
MONROE LEWIS, '16 
LINDLEY MILFORD, '15 
JAMES COLEMAN, '15 
GEORGE HETLAGE, '15 
ALLEN JEHLE, '15 
FRANK BUBB, '16 
::
 Substitutes 
GEORGE ANDERSON, '14 
WEBB KAMMERER, '16 
CLIFFORD ROSS, '14 
EMANUEL WERNER, '16 
ORVILLE SUCK, '15 
Schedule and Scores 
1913 
October      11—Washington, 6; Kansas, 57 
October      18—Washington, 7; Ames, 37      -      - 
October     25—Washington, 31 ; Westminster, 0 
November    1—Washington, 17; Drake, 32 
November    8—Washington, 3: Rolla, 19      -      - 




















*Coleman, Hetlage, Kammerer, Ross and Werner were each awarded  a  "W." 
HAMLET—Let me not burst in ignorance.—FROSH. 
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SemMU of % 1913 Jfaothall 
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V—^HEN Coach Edmunds came to Washington at the beginning of the 
f ][ f 1913 season, the prospects of a winning team were small. Gradu- 
y^ J ation and injuries had removed six of the previous year's best 
men, and practically a new line had to be formed. Big men were 
scarce, and the players reported late in the season for first practice. Despite 
these difficulties, Coach Edmunds collected a team, and, by working early 
and late, brought them into shape to play the first game with Kansas 
University at Lawrence. Shurtleff had been scheduled, but the game was 
called off. The team found itself opposed by a rank of giants, and out- 
weighed as much as thirty-five pounds per man. The Kansans effectively 
employed the Minnesota shift during the first half, but used straight foot- 
ball for the rest of the game. Though the team lost, not a man on it gave 
less than the last ounce of effort in him, or fought harder at the opening 
of the game than during the last play. 




The second game was against Ames. The score was tied for the first 
half, but although Washington went in with a rush at the beginning of 
the second period, Ames' superior weight wore the team out, resulting in 
a last-quarter defeat. 
The Westminster game, next in order, gave us an opportunity to play 
men of our own weight, and the result was all that could be wished. 
The Drake game should have been ours, but hard luck of all sorts 
followed the team. Although it was admitted that our men outplayed 
their opponents consistently, the breaks in luck favored the Iowans, and 
we lost.    The line played its best game at Drake, but to no avail. 
The Rolla game was another fourth-quarter loss. Inferior weight and 
a deficiency of substitutes caused our defeat. During the first three 
quarters Rolla earned every inch she gained, but the fourth saw the collapse 
of an exhausted line, and the game was gone. 
The Mizzoo game, last of the season, was a repetition of former defeats. 
The score was o to o at the end of the first half. Mizzoo scored during 
the third quarter, and in the fourth, the Myrtle and Maroon, weakened 
by hopeless pounding at the up-state line, could no longer hold off the 
Tigers' bucks, and the game went to our opponents. 
The stars of the back field were Captain Hardaway, Milford, Potthoff, 
and Lewis. The best playing in the line was done by Gray, Perrings, 
Ranson  and  Berry. 
Captain   Hardaway   (who  is  22  years   old,  and  weighs   143   pounds) 
HENRY IV—Begin to patch up thine old body for heaven.—POP RANSON. 
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played a dashing and brilliant game, despite the fact that he suffered from 
injuries, of one sort or another, nearly the whole season, and often played 
on his nerve alone. His running and open-field work were his forte, 
rather than generalship. Milford and Potthoff proved as good a pair of 
backs as any in the Conference, though they were handicapped by the 
weakness of the line. The former played at quarter during Hardaway's 
illness, and displayed a great deal of football sense and headwork. Pott- 
hoff was Washington's most dependable ground-gainer, and played to the 
last ounce of strength at all times. Lewis, one of the heavier men, was 
a strong line-plunger, and his kicks and forward passes were almost unfail- 
ingly effective. He might have shown greater snap and vigor, however. 
His weight was 155. 
Gray, the youngest man on the team, proved to be a deadly tackier, as 
well as clever at interference. Perrings, at 150 pounds, sustained his 
reputation for dropping runners and getting down under punts. Although 
he was not in the best of condition, he showed flashes of brilliant form. 
Ranson's 180 pounds of bone and muscle made him the hardest charger 
in the line, and seldom failed to open a hole if there was a weak spot in 
the enemy. 
Steward, who finished the season at center, after illness forced Jehle to 
withdraw, played a steady game, passing with consistent accuracy and 
guarding well.    His playing weight was  1S5  pounds.    Graham played a 
MACBETH—Thou play'd most foully for it.—AMES. 
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gritty and aggressive game at guard, and, with Steward and Ranson, held 
the middle of the line against plunges. 
Scherer's work was brainy, and his power tremendous, but he was 
handicapped for a time by poor condition, brought on by overwork in his 
studies.    His 180 pounds were of much value in a line so slight as ours. 
Berry, weighing 143 pounds, received forward passes well, at end, and 
proved to be a sure tackier. The little Soph is going to make things hum 
in the Conference next year.    Watch him. 
Hetlage, who, as substitute back, had shown such promise in the pre- 
ceding year, was under difficuty because of a severe injury to his shoulder 
early in the season.    Sure tackling and grit were among his assets. 
Ross displayed the best possible spirit in coming out from the Dental 
School every afternoon and giving all he had all the time. Such men as 
he do much for the Varsity's success. 
Werner, a first-year-man on the squad, worked faithfully and should, 
with a bit more experience, make a first-class linesman. 
Kammerer, another new man, played an excellent guard, and should 
show well next year. 
Coleman, another Dent, was one of the most spirited players on the 
squad. He is exceptionally fast, and will be of great value in the next two 
campaigns. 
Jehle commenced the season at center, but, about half-way through, 
was incapacitated by injuries.    He will probably be next year's middleman. 
KING LEAR—The little dogs, they bark at me.—THE ARTHUR frankfurcers. 
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The men who made the Scrubs attack most troublesome were Pember- 
ton, Martin, Meyers, McFarland and Busiek. Anderson, Bubb, Suck, 
Bryan, Green, Newport, Bliss, Bushman, Horn, Eames, Stilwell and Lill- 
ingston deserve mention for their work, which was always conscientious 
and in many cases promising. 
Associated with these men during every movement of the season was 
the Coach, Dr. Edmunds, who it must be said has during his year's resi- 
dence at Washington, won the heart and esteem of every man who has 
worked for him on the field, or has seen him from the grandstand. The 
introduction of the Assistant Coaching System was a successful innovation, 
and will be continued. Leo McCarthy, the center of the Varsity in 1910, 
1911 and 1912, served admirably as Dr. Edmunds' lieutenant. He drilled 
the scrubs in their attacks against the Varsity, and his previous experience 
enabled him to coach the first team's line for the big games. 
Under the new regime a very noticeable feature has been the added 
interest which the men are taking in their work. Practice has begun earlier, 
a larger squad has been recruited, and the mechanism of the team has been 
more systematic than in several years. The men have been imbued with 
an aggressive fighting spirit which augurs well for the team's success in 
the  future. 
Ulrich Potthoff will be the next season's captain. 
ARTHUR BRADY, Manager. 
MACBETH—He is noble, wise, judicious, and best knows the fits 0' the season.—COACH 
EDMUNDS. 
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CHARLES  O.  GALLENKAMP 
WILLIAM BAUMAN 
THEODORE MAENNER 
DR. WILLIAM P. EDMUNDS 
Forwards 
FRANK BERRYHILL, '14 
PAUL COSTE, '15 
A. EUGENE FRENCH, '14 
The Team 
Guards 
WILLIAM  BERRY, '16 
EDMUND DONK, '14 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 
Center 
DE MOTT MODISETTE, '15 
Substitutes 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP GEORGE SCHERER' 
JOHN H. CROCKER 
Schedule and Scores 
1913-1914 
McKendree, 28 January 10—Washington, 32 
January 24—Washington, 32 
January 31—Washington, 59 
February 4—Washington, 20 
February 5—Washington, 27 
February 6—Washington, 19 
February 7—Washington, 11 
February 13—Washington, 19 
February 14—Washington, 21 
February 20—Washington, 20 
February 21—Washington, 21 
March 2—Washington, 27 
3—Washington, 23 March 
Francis Gymnasium 











Kansas Aggies, 17 
Kansas Aggies, 22 
Missouri, 17 
Missouri, 15 
Won, 7; Lost, 6 
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Reason 
'LTHOUGH the Washington team was not so fortunate as to win 
all of the games on the schedule, yet the local Basketball season of 
io,i3-'i4 was a very successful one. Coach Edmunds developed 
one of the fastest and pluckiest teams this year that Washington 
has ever had; it put up a good exhibition at all times. 
The season opened in January with a few games preliminary to the 
regular Conference schedule. The Varsity won these earlier games by 
large scores, despite the fact that Capt. Maenner was declared ineligible 
until February. After a vacation of a week during which time the team 
took the Midyear exams, the men left for Columbia where the first two 
Conference games were played. Here the team met its first defeat, owing 
chiefly to the fact that most of the players were seized with stage fright. 
However, the men regained confidence and reversed the score on the fol- 
lowing night. Washington left for Kansas with one victory to her credit. 
At Lawrence the team met the fast and open style of play, and being 
unable to maintain the pace set by the speedy Jayhawkers. lost twice. 
Shortly after the return of the team to St. Louis, Kansas paid her 
return visit, and again succeeded in winning two games. Next came the 
Kansas Aggies. Washington divided honors with them, each team winning 
a game, in two of the most brilliant contests ever played in Francis 
Gvmnasium.    The  following week  Washington  ended  her  season  in  the 







most pleasing manner by walloping the Tigers in a decisive fashion in two 
of the roughest games ever witnessed in St. Louis. Washington, although 
a great deal lighter than Missouri, outplayed her opponents at every stage 
of the game. 
Kansas, by taking four straight from the Missouri and three out of 
four from the Kansas Aggies, besides four from Washington, won the 
title for the Missouri Valley Conference. 
Mjuch of our success is to be ascribed to Captain Ted Maenner, who, 
as a three-year veteran, imbued the men with spirit and confidence, sacri- 
ficing much of his time in perfecting the unity of the team. Ted's work 
at guard is to be heartily commended. His spirited play gave confidence 
to his teammates. 
Eugene French, the regular right forward, played a consistently fast 
and aggressive game throughout the season. lie repeatedly broke away 
from the best of the Conference guards for sure and sometimes spec- 
tacular shots. He was without doubt the most accurate shooter on the 
team. This was French's first and last year on the squad. The Coach will 
probably have trouble in finding his equal as a shooter and floor man. 
Frank Berrvhill, a veteran of two years ago, was the team's main 
reliance in offensive play. "Berry'' was of the "bruising" type of player, 
and bored his way through the opposition, nursing the ball along with him. 
As a floor man he was indefatigable, and could be found always in the 
midst of the struggle, and never failed to keep life and pep in the team. 
For some unexplained reason he showed only flashes of the brilliant 
shooting which made him such a dangerous man two years ago. However, 
Berryhill was the individual star of the team, and was on a par with the 
best in the  Conference. 
De ^ Mott Modisette, the rangy center, showed a great improvement 
over his work of the year before. The uncertaintly and lack of confidence 
which formerly hampered him had entirely disappeared, and instead he 
proved to be a hard and earnest fighter. As a sensational shot, "Moddy" 
was just as good as ever and it is hoped that his next season's work will 
show the elimination of his one fault, so common to most of the men this 
year, lack of team work.    He proved the individual star of both Mizzoo 
CORIOLANUS—Yonder comes news.—JAKE, with the mail. 
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games, placing basket after basket from the most difficult positions, and 
his brilliant playing did much to earn his next year's captaincy. 
William Berry, the only real newcomer on the team, broke in at right 
guard and easily lived up to all expectations of him. Although naturally 
a forward, "Bill," when placed at the guard position quickly adapted 
himself to his surroundings and played an exceptionally fast and aggres- 
sive game. His occasional shifts to the offensive resulted in not a few 
points for the team. He is easily one of the best men discovered in recent 
years and he is looked upon to develop within the next two years into one 
of the best players to be found in the Conference. 
Edwin Donk, utility guard and forward, had little opportunity (because 
of injuries sustained during the middle of the season) to show the form 
he displayed during the season before. He was a fast man and hard 
worker.    Donk deserves great credit for playing against the odds he faced. 
Paul Coste, substitute guard, is a Junior who is counted upon to be 
a regular next year. His smashing play combined with speed is his great 
asset. For a man playing the game for his first year, Coste's work was 
good. 
Manager Charles Gallenkamp, George Scherer, and John Crocker 
had little opportunity to get in many of the games. Crocker, who will be 
the only one of the trio to return next year, is expected to prove a reliable 
forward. 
Altogether the season was a very satisfactory one from a Washington 
point of view. The disappointment over losing third place in the Southern 
Division of the Conference, by a one game margin, to the Kansas Aggies 
was almost balanced by the team's victory over the old rival, Missouri. 
Kansas University's team, probably the best quintet ever seen here, won 
first honors. 
Prospects for next year are somewhat dimmed by the graduation of 
Berryhill, Maenner, French, Donk and Gallenkamp, but Coach Edmunds 
expects to model a winning combination from his younger crew. 
De Mott Modisette has been elected Captain for 1915. 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP, Manager. 
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TRACK TEAM AT GALESBURG 
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Manager 
Assistant  Manager 
Captain 
Coach 
HARRY SWOPE, '13 
EDWARD WINFREE, '14 
BEN MOREELL, '13 
FRANCIS. M. CAYOU 
The Team 
JAMES S. GRAY, '13 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 
BEN MOREELL, '13 
GEORGE JACKSON, '13 
EDWARD WINFREE, '14 
ARTHUR CUTTER, '14 
CLIFFORD GODWIN, '13 
DE MOTT MODISETTE, 
HAROLD KEYSOR, '15 
RUSSEL HUDLER, '14 
CARL STIFEL, '15 
KENNETH COPE, '15 
15 
Solla g»rhnnl nf Hitipa t»a. Uaaljutgton lntm>ratt£ 
100 yard Dash      -    ■ 
One Mile Run      -    ■ 
Running High Jump 
440 yard Dash - - 
120 yd. High Hurdles 
Discus _ - - - - 
220 yd. Low Hurdles 
Pole Vault - - - 
Shot Put - - - - 
880 yard Run - - 
220 yard Dash - - 
Two Mile Run - - 
Running Broad Jump 
Half Mile Relay - 
(Heman,  Bower, 
May 3,  1913 
WON BY WASHINGTON, 57 TO S2 
Cowman     (R)  First    Cole (R) 
Winfree     (W)  Firsc    Mayer        (R) 













(K)  First 
(R)  First    Cole (R) 
(W)  First    Kamp (R) 
(R)  First Modisette (W) 
(W) First   Kamp (R) 
(W)  First    Cutter       (W) 
(W)  First    Stollicker  (R) 
(R)  First    Bauman    (W) 
(R) First    Godwin    (W) 
(W)  First    Winfree   (W) 
(W)  First    Godwin    (W) 
First    Washington 
Cole, Cowman) (Hudler,   Stifel, 















Time   :i0 3-5 
Time 5 :oo 
64 in. 
Time     :si 2-5 
Time     : 17 2-5 
104 ft. 9 in. 
Time     127 2-5 
10 ft. 6 in. 
35 ft. 3 in. 
Time 2 :6 1-5 
Time     :22 3-5 
Time 11 :3.S 
20 ft. 6 in. 
Time 1 :37 3"S 
Maenner) 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds.—GENE SMITH directing the 
"LOVE STAR" ponies. 
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WON BY KNOX, 69 TO 32 
100 yard Dash      -    - Powelson (K) First Hands (K) Second Time    :io 3S 
One Mile Run Higgins (K) First Winfree (W) Second Time 4 144 2-5 
120 yd. High Hurdles Miller (K) First Maenner (W) Second Time    : 16 3-5 
Shot Put      -    -    -    - Speers (K) First Potthoff (W) Second 43 ft. 4 in. 
Discus                     -    - Speers (K) First Farish (K) Second 121 ft. 8 in. 
440 yard Dash      -    - Powelson (K) First Maenner (W) Second Time     :53 
220 Low Hurdles Miller (K) First Jackson (W) Second Time     128 1-5 
880  yard   Run      -    - Higgins (K) First Bauman (W) Second Time 2 183-5 




Second 66 in. 




Second 10 ft. 6 in. 
220 yard Dash      -    - Powelson (K) First Keysor (W) Second Time     .'25 
Broad  Jump    -    -    - Larson (K) First Godwin (W) Second 20 ft. S in. 
Half   Mile   Relay     - Knox First Washington Second Time 1 -.38 2-5 
TOTAL—Knox, 69; Washington, 32 
ONE of the greatest successes in Washington's athletic history was 
consummated in 1913 when the local representatives succeeded in 
bringing to St. Louis the Missouri Valley Conference Track and 
Field Meet as an annual event. The authorities of the Conference, 
realizing the advantages offered by St. Louis' central location, as well as 
the facilities of Francis Field and Francis Gymnasium, settled upon this 
as the best place in the Valley for the big meet. Accordingly, on May 31 
the Stadium was the scene of the first of the series of annual carnivals. 
In order to make this yearly meet an event of more scope than a mere 
conference affair, the management will annually issue invitations to all 
Colleges and Universities in the western part of the country. The initial 
meet drew entries from twenty-five schools; and, occurring simultaneously 
with the big eastern event in New York, it offered a good comparison to 
the work of the eastern collegians. 
With such men as John P. Nicholson, of Missouri; John Case, of 
Illinois, and Gage Stahl, of Drake, it gave St. Louisans the best athletic 
program they had had the opportunity to witness since the World's Fair 
in 1904, when the Olympic games were held on the same field. 
KING LEAR—Not all the dukes of waterish Burgundy can  buy this unprized precious 





J&mww nf 1913 Snurk &*aamt 
H 'ROM the opening of the Track season the Missouri Valley Con- ference Meet loomed large upon the horizon and Coach Cayou's efforts were directed toward the development and conditioning of the team for this event. Dual meets with Rolla School of. Mines 
and Knox College were also in prospect when the Coach called out the 
squad. 
In order to stimulate interest and draw out men for the team, a silver 
loving-cup was offered to the winner of a series of three cross-country 
runs. All three were won by Winfree; Cope and Stout finishing second 
and third each time. 
Washington entered a relay team composed of Moreell, Gray, Maenner 
and Winfree for the annual M. A. C. Indoor Meet at the Coliseum on 
March 15, but the team failed to place. Early in April the same men were 
sent to Des Moines to run in the Invitation Relay Carnival at Drake 
University.    In this meet, also, the team failed to score. 
Shortly after the team returned from Des Moines, Moreell, one of the 
best quarter-milers ever produced by Washington, was so unfortunate as 
to strain a ligament in his ankle. In consequence of the injury he was 
unable to take further part in track work during the season. As though 
the loss of Moreell were not sufficient ill-luck, Jim Gray, another good 
440 runner suffered a similar injury but a few days later. 
Without Moreell and Gray Washington found herself seriously handi- 
capped for the meet with Rolla at Francis Field on May 3. By a break of 
good luck, however, Washington took the last two events of the program 
beating Rolla by a score of 57 to 52. Cowman starred conspicuously for 
Rolla, and Modisette proved to be Washington's best point-winner. 
The next meet of the season was held at Galesburg, 111., on May 10, 
with Knox College. Godwin was our only man to take first place, and 
the team lost by a score of 69-32. Moreell gamely tried to get on the field 
again, but for a second time injured the ligament which had formerly 
been strained, and was put out of the running for the rest of the season. 
On the "big day" of the Missouri Valley Conference Meet, Coach Cayou 
entered all available men, but, against the stars from other schools who 
filled the entry lists, Washington was only able to win six points. Godwin 
took second in the Broad Jump and tied for fourth in the Pole Vault. 
Ted Maenner captured third place in the High Hurdles. Keysor ran a 
good race in the 440 yard event, but could not place. Despite the failure 
of Washington to make a creditable score, the holding of the meet here 
was a considerable advertisement of the school, and undoubtedly served 
to impress other institutions, and the general public. 
—E. W. 
LOVE'S LABOURS LOST—Thou can'st not hit it.—MODISETTE. 
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Baseball ^quaJ> 
©ASEBALL, as a Varsity sport, was revived in 1914, after a three 
years' lapse. Although no games had been played at the time 
when the HATCHET went to press there was every evidence of a 
successful season. The schedule contained the name of but one Conference 
team, the Kansas Aggies, Coach Edmunds preferring to send his men 
against less expert teams during the initial campaign. Next year, it is 
said, a regular Conference schedule will be drawn up. 
Manager       --------- THEODORE MAENNER 
Assistant Manager    ------- JAMES WATKINS 
Field Captain        -------- LINDLEY MILFORD 
Coach   -    -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       - DR. W. P. EDMUNDS 
®1J? #quaJ» 
Pitchers 
ROLAND M. HOERR GEORGE ANDERSON 
PAUL HEWITT EDWARD WINFREE 
Catchers 
MONROE LEWIS EDWARD HENSKE 
Infielders 
WILLIAM ROSS PAUL COSTE 
MONROE VAN RAALTE LINDLEY MILFORD 
Outfielders 
MILTON DE VORKIN EUGENE FRENCH THEODORE MAENNER 
ULRICH POTTHOFF DE MOTT MODISETTE 
KING LEAR—One side will mock another.—ST. LOUIS U. GAMES. 
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CENNIS was not a big issue at Washington during the year just 
past, and no great success was achieved in that department. A 
tournament was started early last spring in which, for a time, 
considerable interest was manifested. But as the season wore away and 
Commencement drew near, the enthusiasm waned. With 
the semi-finals and finals still unplayed, the participants, 
one by one, forfeited their matches, until the tourney 
was called off with the championship undecided. 
The Myrtle and Maroon representatives in the Mis- 
souri Valley matches, at Lawrence, 
Kansas, on May 20 and 21, were 
George Jackson, Otto J. Wilhelmi, 
Jr.. and Joseph Patton. Examina- 
tions prevented Charles Gallenkamp's 
participation, while Roland Hoerr, 
Washington's expert racquet man. 
was declared ineligible just before 
the event. The Washington team lost 
•all of its matches in both singles and 
doubles. The loss of Wyatt Brodix. 
who had performed so well in 1912, was keenly felt. 
The Conference championship went to Missouri. 
TEMPEST—Flout 'em and scout 'em, scout 'em and flout 'em, thought is free.—PHILOS- 
OPHY. 
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3tttprrlaaa laakftball 1913-1914 
©ratna 
1914
 , 1 
French 1 Forwards D° r       A Berryhill forwards Maenner \ Guards 
Gallenkamp    J 
Underwood    ) „ 
Scherer J Centers 
Miljord lForwards Potthoff J Guards 
Modisette f Gibert ) 
Coste, Center 
f%££*   !F—rdS    I916 SST      j Guards 
Stringfellow   J 
Lewis, Center 
1917 
Miller 1 Jolley 1 Guards 
Busiek }■ Forwards Drey J 
Sprick J 
Thomas, Center 
Summary of Games 
Won Lost Pet. 
Seniors,   1914   4 0 1.000 
Juniors,   1913   2 1 .666 
Sophomores,  1916  1 2 .333 
Freshmen,  1917   0 4. .000 
Unraien GIttp BmtB 
WON BY SOPHOMORES (1915) 
>
^^^-^HE two lower classes have each year a series of contests in Basket- 
■ £j ball, Baseball, and Track, to determine which shall have its 
^^^^ numerals engraved on the silver loving cup which the Drosten 
Jewelry Co. has donated. The Sophomores (Class of 1915) won the 
series in 1912-13 by taking the Basketball and Track events. 
Basketball 
Sophomores 55 Freshmen      - 3 
Baseball 
Sophomores 3 Freshmen      -        - 9 
Track 
Sophomores 67 Freshmen      -        -        -      41 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Come, come, thou art as hot a Jack in thy mood as any in Italy. 
—JACK ROGERS. 
» 
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Interclass Baseball 
1913 
Seniors (1913) Juniors (1914) Sophomores  (1915)       Freshmen   (1916) 
(Champions) 
Catcher WEICHERT          MAENNER HENSKE 
Pitcher PENNY                HARDAWAY MODISETTE 
1st Base MOREELL             SCH'ERER" BROOKES 
2nd Base LACEY                FRENCH ALTHAUS 
3rd Base KELLER              WINFREE BARTHELS 
Short Stop WILL                  GRIMM MILFORD 
Left Field SVVOPE                DONK GRUNEWALD 
Center Field. ... RAGSDALE           SIEGKRIST MONTEITH 











April    9—Seniors 
April 22—Juniors 
April 22—Freshmen 
May   10—Sophomores 

































Left Half Back 
Full  Back 






Interclass Track Meet 
May 20, 1913 
WON P,Y SOPHOMORES (1915), 67 TO 41 
Sophomore Team 
ORVILLE SUCK HAROLD KEYSOR 
MILTON DE VORKIN   WILLIAM BAUMAN 
Freshman Team 
CARTER BLISS LUKE STITES 
AUBREY STANHOPE      CHARLES BRADY 
Sophomores   (19) 
BLISS 
BERRY 










DE MOTT MODISETTE 
WEBB KAMMERER 
WILLIAM BERR-V 
SAMUEL MAY WALTON STRINGFELLOW   ARTHUR POSS 
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Organized 1911 
Officers 
President       --------- RUTH pICKEL 
Vice-President ---.___ JULIA KRAUSNICK 
Secretary-Treasurer     ------- LETA WEIGHT 





































HARRIETT   NEWMAN 
ETHEL PARKS 
































Unmnt 0 Attflrtra 
W^^^HE chief departments of Women's Athletics are those of Basket 
# £j ball, Tennis, Floor-work, Aesthetic Dancing, and Fencing. This 
^^^^ year. Baseball has been added, and, to judge from present indica- 
tions, is likely to prove a highly successful innovation. A consider- 
able impetus has been given to Women's Athletics by the passing of a Faculty 
rule that requires all Freshman and Sophomore girls to do gymnasium 
work. In addition to this, Y. W. C. A. members have been given permission 
to participate in the annual McMillan May Day celebration; an increase of 
interest in aesthetic dancing has been the result. 
Basketball and Tennis occupy the places of most interest to the girls. 
The Basketball championship of the College is decided by contests between 
class teams. During this year the Freshman Class was not represented in 
this tournament, but the Sophomores placed two teams on the floor, as 
against none last year. Women making the class teams are allowed to wear 
their numerals on their sweaters, but no especial distinction is given the 
winning team beyond that of having its numerals engraved on the Associa- 
tion Basketball Cup. 
Tennis matches are regularly played between picked teams from the 
classes.    The winners of these matches are awarded medals. 
The individual Woman's Tennis Championship is an annual affair. The 
champion has her name engraved upon a handsome cup presented by Mr. 
Robert S. Brookings. It is unfortunate, however, that during the season 
of 1913 rainy weather prevented the playing of either series. 
Classes in floor and apparatus work are conducted throughout the 
year, and an Interclass Indoor Meet is held each Spring. Pole climbing, 
rope climbing, ladder work, and the use of flying rings are features of this 
event, which was won this year by the Class of  1914- 
The newly-adopted game of Baseball is proving very popular with the 
girls. The usual equipment and rules of Indoor Baseball are employed. 
The diamond is laid out in chalk on the Gymmie floor, which lends itself 
admirably to the fine art of sliding for bases, and the girls proceed to ''lam 
'em" into the balcony, or to pop high fouls, to the no small damage of the 
electric lights. Even girls, batting cross-handed, or, sometimes, one-handed, 
cannot fail to connect with the large indoor baseball, and the scores piled 
up are something to make a mere man's eyes bulge. 
The athletic season closes with a banquet at which numerals are 
awarded, the season reviewed, and officers chosen  for the  ensuing year. 
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Seniors 
DOROTHY CALMAN, Forward   (Capt.) 
HORTENSE BOWLES,  Forward 
JESSICA YOUNG, Center 
ELSIE UERBERLE,  Guard 
RUTH PICKEL, Guard 
JULIA KRAUSNICK 
HELEN  SHRYOCK 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
GRACE  RODGERS 
MILDRED GLEDITZSCH 
Juniors 
Forward  (Capt.) 










HELEN ANDERSON    - Forward (Capt.) MARGARET WINTER 
MILDRED   FOX Forward -    M.  L.   PICKEL 
ADELE  CLUNDT Center \ H. HUMPHREY 
-) M.   SEARCY 
GEORGIA WITTICH -   Guard  - SIBYL TATE 
ADA  ROSS Guard -    MARIA BAIN 
Schedule 
March   11—Seniors   8 
March   13—Juniors   5 
March -18—Seniors 24 
March  25—Seniors 12 
April       1—Seniors 11 
April    .16—Seniors   6 
Juniors 12 
Sophomores   3 
Sophomores   1 
Juniors 13 
Juniors   3 
Juniors   o 
HAMLET—For the apparel oft proclaims the man.—CLEVELAND HENNING. 
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Won by the Class of 1914 
Shot Put 
1st place    Dorothy Caiman, '14        ------ 23 ft. nj4  in. 
2nd             Lorruli   Rethwilm,   '13          -        -       -       -       - 23 ft. 4 in. 
3rd              Alice  Jehle,  '13        -        -        -        -       -       -        - 19 ft. s3A in- 
Running High Jump 
Tied Dorothy   Caiman,   '14       -        -       -       -       - 1    „  . 
Jessica   Young,    14       -        -       -       -       -        -     ) 
Standing High Jump 
1st place    Dorothy Caiman, '14-        -        -        -       -       -    38J/2 in. 
2nd Jessica  Young,  '14       -        -        -       -       -       -        37I/2 in. 
Combination Jump 
1st place    Lorruli   Rethwilm,   '13 -        -        -       - 55 in. 
2nd Jessica  Young,  '14       -        -        -        -       -       -        54 in. 
Pole Climbing 
1st place    Dorothy Caiman, '14       -----        -    954 sec. 
Traveling Rings 
1st place    Dorothy Caiman, '14       -        -       -       -       -       -     52 rings 
2nd Lorruli Rethwilm, '13 ----- 51 rings 
Standing Broad Jump 
1st place    Dorothy Caiman, '14       ------     6 ft. 6]4 in. 
2nd Jessica Young,  '14       -        -        -        -        -        -        6 ft. 5   in. 
TWELFTH NIGHT—/ am sure, care's an enemy to life.—JOHN GEPPERT. 
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Established November  15,  1913 
Wetzel, Price, Stanhope, Meier, Bliss, Harrison, Metcalf, Meinholtz, Modisette, Donk, 
Meyer, Schaumberg, Coggeshall, Cann 









FRANK L. BERRYHILL 
-    PAUL COSTE 
ROBERT SPARKS 
ROLAND J. GRIMM 
CHARLES H. DUNCKER, JR. 
Members 
JEROME G. MEYER, '17 
PERCY E. MEIER, '17 
KENNETH M. COGGESHALL, '15 
FOREST B. WETZEL, '17 
IRWIN H. COZZENS, '17 
LEE HARRISON, JR., '16 
MINOR W. STOUT, '14 
MILLER F. C.  CANN, '14 
EDWARD H. PRICE, '17 
DAVID T. BERGER, '17 
AUBREY C STANHOPE, '17 
CARTFR BLISS. '16 
HERBERT W. MEINHOLTZ, '16 
WALTER SIIXERIST, '14 
GEORGE S. METCALFE, '16 
The purpose of this organization is the promotion of interest in all 
matters tending to strengthen University spirit and the unity of the Student 
Body. Organized originally with the aim of increasing the enthusiasm in 
the 1913 Football contest with Missouri State University, the Pep Patrol 
has been perpetuated. A definite constitution was adopted on February 
28, 1914. 
KING LEAR—/ do profess to be no less than I seem.—FRANK BERRYHILL. 
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Schaumberg, Lewis, Bauman, Kotthoff, Ramsay, Robb, Berry 
Monteith, Maenner, Berryhill, Mohler 
M. W. or W.—The Council, look you, shall desire to hear the fear of God.—STUDENT 
COUNCIL. 
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President -------- FRANK L. BERRYHILL 
Secretary      -------- THEODORE MAENNEB 
Treasurer -------- GLEN MOHLER 
Sergeant-at-Arms ------ DELIUS KOTTHOFF 
Members 
College Architecture 
1914 FRANK   BERRYHILL 1914 THEODORE MAENNER 
1915 DELIUS KOTTHOFF 1915 PERCY* RAMSAY 
1916 MONROE LEWIS 1916 EDWARD SCHAUMBERG 
Engineering Law 
1914 KURT SCHENK igi4 GLEN MOHLER 
1915 NORTON- MONTEITH 1915 WILLIAM BAUMAN 
1916 WILLIAM BERRY 1916 Lucius ROEB 
Honor Committee 
FRANK BERRYHILL N'ORTON MONTEITH WILLIAM BERRY- 
The "Student Council" is the representative assembly of the Student 
Body of Washington University. At present only the College, the Schools 
of Engineering, Architecture, and the Law School, are represented on the 
Council. 
KING HENRY V—Dreadful note of preparation.—BLUE BOOKS. 




Monteath, Pritchard, McDonald, Carter 
Jennings, Newton, Lide, Bain 
M. W. OF W.—She discourses, she carves.—IRENE   at the ARTHUR. 
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Organized  1910 
Officers 
President       --------- CLAUDIA LITE 
Vice-President ....... LUCY NEWTON 
Secretary       --------- JEANETTE  JENNINGS 
Treasurer ........ MARIA BAIN 
Senior Representatives 
MARY MACDONALD RITA MONTEATH 
LUCY NEWTON 
Junior Representatives 
JEANETTE JENNINGS RUTH PRITCHARD 
Sophomore Representative 
MARIA BAIN 
School of Fine Arts Representative 
EMMA CARTER 
Honor Committee 
CLAUDIA LIDE MARIA BAIN 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
The Woman's Organization is composed of all women students in all 
departments of the University. Their governing body is a council, which 
acts upon all matters pertaining to their welfare. The Council consists of 
a President, seven representatives from the several classes and depart- 
ments, and the President of McMillan Hall. 
KING JOHN—Thou wear a lion's hide?—LAURA OTTO. 
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Meier, Preston, Payne, Rogers, Bushman 
Batschy, Nicholson, Allen, Jennings, Amos, Watson, Davis, Brooks, Suck 
Dickie, Bowles, Ramsay, Stevens, Larkey, Cushing, Brown, Lucas 
Meyers, Duffett, Smith, De Courcey, De Kins, West, Suppiger 




Washington University Dramatic Club 
Officers 
President ------ 
Vice-President     -       -       -       -       - 
Secretary ------ 
Treasurer     ------ 
S ergeant-at-Arms 



































Established in 1904 
C. EUGENE  SMITH 






























Wearers of the Mask 
MILDRED DECOURCY ERMA PERHAM 
SAMUEL DEKINS ROBERT ROESSEL 
MOULTON GREEN C. EUGENE SMITH 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH HEROLD WEST 
ROMEO AND JULIET—'Tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church door; but 
enough, 'twill serve.—THYRSUS THEATRE. 
tis 
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BY C. EUGENE SMITH, '14, AND RALPH E. MOONEY, '16 
PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE, MAY 21, 22 AND 23, 1913 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
HEINIF.       ---------- LEO MCCARTHY 
CLARENCE  MULVANEY    ------- HARRY  PAYNE 
HEFTY LOUIE     --------- LAYMAN BROWN 
OTTO GOETZE --------- PERCY RAMSAY 
ISADORE OGIESS    --------- FRANK CANN 
KLEWFINDER   SLEUTH.    ------- C.  EUGENE  SMITH 
MICK  MCGI.ICK --------- WILLIAM BERRY 
MARY  O'TOOLE       -       •        -        -       -       -       -       - EDITH TAYLOR 
JAMES  OWEN—JIM  THE  PRINCE      ----- EARLE AMOS 
DOLORES --------- ERMA PERHAM 
LENA   ----------- FRANCES DUFFETT 
MRS.   MULVANEY    -------- MATHILDE WATSON 
MOTHER BOND    --------- ELIZABETH NIXON 
QUANG   MING -------- PALMER ROGERS 
DOPEY MIKE      --------- Q  EUGENE  SMITH 
GANGMEN, CHINAMEN, POLICE, SMUGGLERS, ETC. 
MACBETH—To throw away the dearest thing he owned, as 'twere a careless trifle.  
Ain't no such animal. 
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BY SIR ARTHUR W. PINEKO 
PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE, DECEMBER 3 AND 4,  1913 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
MR. MOLLENTRAVE     -------      GORDON  SOMMERS 
SIR JOSEPH BALSTEAD   -------    PERCY MEIER 
EVERARD    S WEN HOYS     -        - - - - " " D"FF  ALLEN 
LORD CONTAREEN    -------       - JAMES PRESTON 
MR.   DEXTER -       -       -       -       - '   --       - ORVJLLE SUCK 
MR. NOYES    --------- KENNETH LARKEY 
pETERs MARTIN        ------- SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
LADY CLAUDE DERENHAM    ------ HELEN STEVENS 
MARGARET  MESSILANT       ------ ESTHER LUCAS 
MISS  TREABLE      -------- MARIE BACON 
MRS. MARTELLI    -------- JEANNETTE JENNINGS 





^^^-^HOSE who witnessed the production of "The Gunmen of New 
■ ) York" last May were of the unanimous opinion that Thyrsus had 
^^^^ "outmelodramered even melodrama." All the parts in the play 
seemed to have been written especially for the people who acted 
them; indeed, the whole piece was a "home product," since it was written, 
you know, by two of Thyrsus' own playwrights, Eugene Smith and Ralph 
Mooney. As a melodrama, it was well constructed; as comedy, it afforded 
endless amusement. 
Mr. Ramsay—to treat the cast "in order of first appearance"—more than 
realized the conventional possibilities of Otto Goetze, the long mustachioed 
villain. Mr. Cann, who carried off the Jerusalem honors so successfully 
in "The Night Riders," was even funnier as Isadore Ogiess. The character 
of the hero, "Jim the Prince," would not have been half so effective without 
Mr. Amos' serious demeanor and deep voice. As for the heroine, Miss 
Taylor made a realistic Mary O'Toole, always working in harmony with 
the hero. Dolores—what a name for a villainess!—found . an excellent 
interpreter in Miss Perham; the latter was, perhaps, the best among the 
women. Mr. Berry, as Mick McGlick; Mr. Smith, as Dopey Mike, and 
Miss Watson, as Mrs. Mulvaney, succeeded in giving the necessary 
"Bowery" atmosphere to the whole piece. 
The first, and only, monthly play this year was "Mollentrave on Women," 
which was presented on the third and fourth of December. The part of 
Mollentrave, the old man who tries to bring the lovers together, was most 
excellently acted by Mr. Sommers. Miss Stevens, as the widow, had a very 
pleasing stage presence; her voice and bearing showed exceptional ability. 
Mr. Preston played the comedy role of Lord Contareen consistently, acting 
and looking the Englishman's part. The work of Miss Lucas and Mr. 
Allen was not so good as the rest; both came out of their parts, though 
at times each showed flashes of sincerity. Mr. Meier, as the English 
lawyer, Sir Joseph Balstead, is to be commended for his acting; but his 
voice was not effective. Miss Jennings, Miss Bacon, Mr. Suck and Mr. 
Larkey were pleasing, but their parts were too meagre to afford oppor- 
tunity for able work. —R. M. R. 
MACBETH—Look on't again.   I dare not.—NOTICE FROM DEAN'S OFFICE. 
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Organized   igio 
Officers 
Director        ------- 
Business Manager    ----- 
Assistant Business Managers      - 
Secretary    -------- 
WALTER G. HAENSCHEN 
ROBERT A. ROESSEL 
\ ROBERT SPARKS 
) WILLIAM CARSON 
ARTHUR POSS 

















































WALTER G. HAENSCHEN 
ROBERT A. ROESSEL 
WINIFRED ROGERS 
The purpose of Quadrangle Club is the annual production of a musical 
comedy, written, staged and acted by Washington men and women. This 
year's play was "The Love Star." 






"IGnitf H>tar" (East 
Music BY WALTER G. HAENSCHEN, '12 
BOOK AND LYRICS BY C. EUGENE SMITH, '14, AND RALPH E. MOONEY, '16 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(In Order of First Speech) 
PEDRO, at the Head of the Treasury   -       -       -       - 
TIA  INFANTA,  the Duenna -   .    - 
Tio BERNARDINO, Prefect of Police     - 
LOPE SANCHEZ, Steward at the Castle     - 
MULEY  MAHMED ABDALLAH,  a Prophet and Seer 
of Truths      -------- 
CARMENCITA, Premiere Danseuse     -       -       -       - 
ZAYDA, Daughter of Duke Fernando   -       -       -       - 
CARTER  LAWRENCE,  an  American Attache 
DON  GARCIA, a Nobleman  of Serrania 
DUKE FERNANDO, Ruler of Serrania 
EDWARD  SEWEI.L,  an  English  Diplomat 
DEAF   OLD   MAN        ------- 














WINTER'S TALE;—She is spread of late into a goodly &«/&.—EMMA VOGT. 
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C'iE LOVE STAR," produced by Quadrangle Club on the even- 
ing of March 19, was at once a success and a failure, according 
to the point of view. On the one hand, it was notable for the. 
excellence of its music, the cleverness of its book and lyrics, 
and the able business management which succeeded in entirely filling the 
big Odeon. On the other, it was notable for weakness of acting, dearth 
of humor and clumsiness of stage management. 
But even though "The Love Star" failed to realize the possibilities 
of its romantic, albeit loosely constructed, plot, it surpassed all previous 
productions in the dancing, the number of song successes, and the spirited 
attack of the chorus. Miss Senta Retter's "Dance to the Love Star" and 
"Skull Dance" have never been equalled here for exquisite grace of move- 
ment. Of equal merit was the singing of Miss Marie Gallenkamp. As 
the dainty heroine, Zayda, she won applause from her first appearance; 
in the "Lullaby" the sweet tones of her clear voice showed to even better 
advantage than in the delightful strains of her "Entrance." The "Love 
Moon" scored a hit despite the bungling of the lyrics; and the "Devilish 
Dervish Dance" and the "Ragtime Melodrama Show" were as effectively 
presented as they were original in conception. The former, because of 
the eccentric, whirling steps that accompanied it, was undoubtedly the 
feature hit of the show. Two of the most tuneful songs, "The Language 
of the Flowers" and "The Moorish Tango," being poorly presented, were 
lost to the audience. No fault can be found, however, with the work 
of the chorus; it was full of vim and snap, decidedly in contrast with 
the general spirit of the acting. 
Except for Mr. Eugene Smith, as Muley Mahmed Adballah, the 
prophetic expounder of rimed truths, and Mr. Kendall Harrison, realistic- 
ally inactive as Duke Fernando, few of the principals succeeded in real- 
izing their parts in the melodramatic plot. Consequently the underlying 
story fell in interest as it progressed. Carter Lawrence, the dauntless 
hero, became a vaudeville comedian in the hands of Mr. Wyatt Brodix; 
the latters improvised humor was decidedly out of place. Don Garcia, 
played by Mr. Percy Ramsay, was hardly a sufficient villain. And Mr. 
Ralph Mooney failed to make a comedian out of Lope Sanchez, for all 
his loud laughter. Miss Helen Bryars, however, played the role of Tia 
Infanta with extreme cleverness. The parts of Zayda and Carmencita 
were carried off well enough by Miss Gallenkamp and Miss Retter. 
Altogether, "The Love Star" was a play of possibilities, some of which 
were realized, but the most of which were lost in the hurried preparation 
of the performance. —R. M. R. 
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(Sin ©lub 
Lieber, Modisette, Metcalfe, Blades, Batschy, Lillingston 
Uhlbricht, Payne, S. McCormack, Phiambolis, Gleiditzsch, Geppert, Jackson, Hill 
Simpson, Stillwell, Elliott, Muehlberg, Donk, Beckett, Ramsay, Niederluecke, Conrad 
Poss, Straub, Gallenkamp, Albert, Green, Harris, Freund, Hardaway, Bills 




Established  1911 
Officers 
President     --------- MOULTON GREEN 
Vice-President ------- ARCH W. ALBERT 
Business Manager      ------- VERNE W. GOULD 
Secretary   --------- CHARLES   GALLENKAMP 
Treasurer    --------- MARTIN  HARRIS 
,    ■ ,    , D    • ,/f ( ARTHUR J. FREUND Assistant Business Managers  -       -       -       - ,   .   _„.._   pnss 
Director, J. GLENN LEE 
*ARCH W. 
*WlLLIAM 
*ARTHUR J. FREUND 
*MARTIN HARMS 
*JAMES HILL 










ALBERT *HARRY PAYNE 
NIEDERLUECKE *CHARLES GALLENKAMP 









A. B. GLEIDITZSCH 








PAYNE, MODISETTE, GREEN, REED 
EDWARD C. DONK 
AUBREY C. STANHOPE 




CHARLES W. STUDT 
*VERNE W. GOULD 
JULIAN H. OETTING 
L. SIMPSON 
:
 The men who made the 1913-14 Glee and Mandolin Club Tour. 
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OURING the Christmas Holidays the Glee and Mandolin Clubs 
undertook a tour of Missouri, giving seven concerts in six cities. 
Jefferson City was played December 31, 1913; Sedalia on January 
1, 1914; Warrensburg on January 2; Kansas City on January 4; 
Carthage on January 6, and Springfield on January 7. Verne W. Gould 
acted as business manager of the combined Clubs; Moulton Green directed 
the Glee Club, Clifford Taussig the Mandolin Club, and Mr. Glenn Lee, 
the Glee Club trainer, traveled with the clubs. 
The party of thirty-seven men, all told, left Union Station at 9 :oo 
on the Missouri Pacific for Jefferson City. They occupied a private 
Pullman, which was exchanged at Jefferson City for a more commodious 
one. Green and Martin Harris did not get to Union Station in time for 
the train, and were forced to take it at a small suburban station outside 
town. At Jefferson City the Clubs lunched, then went to the State Capitol 
and the State Supreme Court Building, in each of which they sang selec- 
tions. At the State House Governor Major greeted the boys. Later in 
the afternoon the  Governor and  Mrs.  Major entertained the Clubs  at a 




dance in the Gubernatorial Mansion, where members of the younger 
set of Jefferson City were present. The opening performance at the 
Jefferson Theatre that evening was played before a large and enthusiastic 
audience. Their appreciation did much to encourage the Clubs for the 
remainder of the trip. 
A night run was made to Sedalia, which town the boys found even 
more to their liking than Jefferson City. Both afternoon and evening 
performances were given and the Clubs found time for a tango tea at the 
home of Mrs. Farley, a reception, given by Dr. Woods, and a stupendous 
New Year's Dinner at the Hotel Terry. The Clubs went to dinner en masse, 
in evening clothes, and won great applause from other diners by several 
songs during the progress of the feast. 
On leaving Sedalia the Club car was routed, by mistake, to Warsaw, 
Mo. When the mishap was rectified the boys found themselves some 
hours late. Upon reaching Warrensburg they hurried, sans breakfast, to 
the State Normal School, where they sang for some time before the 
assembled pupils. 
Having moved two pianos from basement to third floor, and rehearsed 
all afternoon, the Club was in excellent trim for the evening concert. One 
thousand and fifteen people heard the concert (Warrensburg is a town 
of about four thousand), standing room was sold, and the show was 
pronounced the best ever seen there. 
Saturday morning saw the Clubs in Kansas City, where, at the Dens- 
more Hotel, an opportunity for much-needed rest was available. After 
a day of pleasant loafing, the Clubs dined, sang for the Secretary of State, 
Mr. Bryan, who was stopping at the Densmore, and then went out to the 
Westport High School, where a small but very appreciative audience 
greeted them. Numbers of Washington people were to be seen in the 
auditorium. The next day, Sunday, was one of continued rest, sight- 
seeing, and visits to friends. About ten-thirty Sunday night the car left 
for Carthage. Upon arrival, the place proved to be a lively and good- 
looking little town. The Clubs stayed at the Hotel Harrington, and sang 
at the High School during the morning. The evening performance brought 
to light the worst thing about Carthage; that is to say, its theatre. It was 
a small and dingy building, offering few conveniences, very dirty, and 
infested by a gang of toughs and loafers. These made an attempt to steal 
some of the club members' luggage, but were frustrated by Paul Beckett 
and Stewart McCormack, self-appointed vigilance committee. 
Next day, at Springfield, the boys met an altogether different reception. 
Kappa Alpha at Drury College received the Clubs in the afternoon, a 
splendid dinner followed, and the Landers Theatre was all that could be 
asked. After a most successful performance the men closed the tour by 
a supper at Hotel Sansone. Speeches were made, songs sung, and a warm 
and lasting fellowship cemented. Thirty-seven more congenial fellows 
it would be hard to locate, and thirty-seven truer sons of Washington, 
impossible to find. 
The next morning found the boys back in St. Louis; and ready for 
the annual Concert. —E. K. H. 
HAMLET—Bring with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell.—ORCHESTRA. 
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QOVELTY—that was the chief characteristic of the concert this 
year. For two months the clubs had worked in accordance with 
plans perfected by their directors during last summer. The 
Christmas Holiday tour had put a final polish, a last refinement, 
upon the production. Its corners had been rounded off, its component 
elements fitted smoothly together, and the personnel of the clubs had 
achieved that savoir faire upon the stage which gives professional tone. 
The evening of the twentieth of January found a record audience in the 
Victoria Theatre, waiting expectantly for the much-discussed first act. 
It found also some forty men at concert pitch, trained to the minute, and 
eager to justify the sweeping statements of Verne Gould's advertising. 
When the curtain rose, the darkened stage was lighted only by the 
red glow of a campfire, about which, in the shadows of a Hawaiian glen, 
lay the singers and the mandolin men, clad in flannels and wearing wreaths 
of flowers. When the faint melody, played by the Mandolin Club as the 
curtain rose, had died into silence, Harry Payne sang Aloha Oe, the full 
strength of the club swelling into the chorus. There followed in quick 
succession, the quartette in Hazvaii, My Queen of the Sea; Reed's bass 
solo, Un Peu D'Amour; the Mandolin Club in the Barcarolle from Tales 
of Hoffman (musical critics say they never heard it better played than 
here), and Ethelbert Nevin's exquisite little melody, Mighty Like a Rose, 
by the entire Glee Club. The curtain descended upon this, the last of 
what Verne Gould called "those wierd, sweet songs of languorous Hawaii," 
and a storm of applause announced the pleasure of the audience. 
Upon the rising of the next curtain, Wilbur Groom trotted, and Noble 
McCormack strode on to the stage, and they commenced a fifteen-minute 
pianologue, wherein they played in duet with many original variations, 
a half-dozen of the latest comic opera and ragtime successes. At the 
end of the pianologue Arch Albert appeared in his feminine impersonation, 
with the Glee Club Octette, to the tune of "Honeymoon Lane," from The 
Sunshine Girl. When the Octette song-and-dance was done, Arch Albert 
and Harold Conrad displayed their agility in a very theatrical tango. 
The Mandolin Quartette, composed of Langreck, Russell, Jehle and 
Hammond, performed, by the aid of small lights attached to their instru- 
ments, upon a darkened stage, and their rendition of recent ragtime elicited 
the most appreciative comment. 
Then the quartette appeared, and Payne, Modisette, Green and Reed, 
sang plantation melodies for some minutes. Mr. Green, in blackface 
(which is his favorite sport), interpreted Late Hours, with the assistance 
of the Quartette on the chorus. 
The third part of the program was of the conventional type which 
makes  up  the  usual  glee  club  performance. —E. K. H. 
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Joraschky, Brooks, Kohlbry, Thomas, Russell, Hammond, Van Ornurn 
Bratney,  Suppiger,  Cozzens,  Studt, Jackson,  Suehrk,  Phelps,  Sultan 
Preston, Langreck, Taussig, Perry 




Established in 1911 
Officers 
President and Leader      ___--. CLIFFORD  TAUSSIG 
Assistant Leader -------- BURTON LANGRECK 
Business Manager     ------- RAYMOND PERRY 
Librarian       --------- JAMES PRESTON 
Members 
First Mandolins 
ARTHUR BRADY *HUBERT JACKSON 
*BERTRAND BRATNEY *WALTER JORASCHKY 
IRWIN COZZENS *BURTON LANGRECK 
♦RAYMOND PERRY *CHARLES STUDT 
♦WLLLIAM SUEHRK CARL KOHLBRY 
Second Mandolins 
*MILTON RUSSELL PRESTON SULTAN 
EDWIN THOMAS 
Guitars 
♦CLIFFORD TAUSSIG THERWOOD VAN ORNUM 
*FRED HAMMOND ROBERT BROOKS 
♦ALLEN JEHLE JAMES PRESTON 
Violin Clarinet 




FRED HAMMOND ALLEN JEHLE 
BURTON LANGRECK CHARLES STUDT 
♦The men who made the 1913-14 Glee and Mandolin Club Trip.    . 




Organized   1910 
Officers 
President      ---------    ARCHIE ALBERT 
Secretary   ---------       DELPHINE A. HAMEL 






























As You LIKE IT—Men have died from time to time and worms have eaten them, but 
not for love.—MR. DALE. 
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Engineering ©nnnril 
Godlove,  Henkel,   Schleiffarth,  Duncan,  Clayton,  Hardy,  Perry,  Baker 
Established 1913 
Officers 
Chairman      -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -A. O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
Secretary   ---------       CHAS. HARDY 
Members 
DEAN A. S. LANGSDORF 
A. O. SCHLEIFFARTH R. D. DUNCAN, JR. 
J. B. CLAYTON RAYMOND PERRY 
E. L. BAKER ISAAC GODLOVE 
R. V. HENKEL CHAS. HARDY 
The membership of the Engineering Council comprises two represen- 
tatives from each of the four engineering societies, and one representative 
from the Faculty. Its purpose is to bring the engineers of Washington 
University into closer relation with each other. The Council conducts 
an Annual Engineering Smoker, an Annual Banquet, and Engineers' Day. 





Wind, Berry, Wellmeyer, Wright, Joraschky, Jolley, Brady 
Van Raalte, Kippel, McFarland, Baker, Suss, Milford, Holland, May, Hetlage 
Prof. Van Ornum, Monteith, Clayton, Prof. Sweetser, Mr. Gait 
Becker,  Senour,  Weber,   Harrison,   Skinner,   Kammerer,   Straub,  De  Vorkin,  Evans, 






The Civil Engineering Society Organized 1906 
Officers 
President      -       -       -       - -       -       ,       - JOHN B. CLAYTON, JR. 
Vice-President-   --'■'-       -       -'■-'-.       _ NORTON MONTEITH 
Secretary      -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       - W. I. JOLLEY 
Treasurer   --------- CHAS. E. GALT 
Faculty Members 
PROF. J. L. VAN ORNUM ASS'T PROF. E. O. SWEETSER 
MR. CHAS. E. GALT 
Student Members 
1914 
ARTHUR BRADY W. I. JOLLEY 
J. B. CLAYTON, JR. MONROE VAN RAALTE 
HARRISON WEBER ORNI WIDMAN 
1915 
EDWARD BAKER WM. D. HOLLAND 
C.  E.  BECKER KIRK MCFARLAND 
BEAUFORT BUCHANAN LINDLEY MILFORD 
M. M. DE VORKIN NORTON MONTEITH 
DANIEL EVANS ALEX. F. SUSS 
GEORGE HETLAGE GEORGE WELLMEYER 
CHAS. SENOUR HAROLD A. CONRAD 
1916 
WM.    C.  BERRY FERDINAND H. SIEVERS 
DURAND BROCK WALTER B. SKINNER 
WALTER R. JORASCHKY LUKE S. STITES 
WEBB LOUIS KAMMERER ERNEST J. STRAUB 
DAVID KIPPEL HERBERT H. WIND 
SAMUEL B. MAY ROBERT R. WRIGHT 
ROLL AND E. MEYERS 
The Collimation Club is intended to promote acquaintance with engi- 
neering projects in and about St. Louis. Sophomore, Junior and Senior 
Civil Engineers are eligible to membership. Meetings are held monthly 
in Cuooles I. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—A kinder gentleman treads not the earth.—PROFESSOR HELLER. 
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Henkel, Mr.  McDowell,  Coste,  Stout,  Summersby,  Souther, Dodson 
Horner, Gibert, Reichman,  Seubert,  Schisler,  Mr.  Smith 
Watkins, Mann, Schleiffarth, Siegerist, Prof. Berger 
Organized 1910 
Officers 
Honorary   Chairman        ------ PROF. E. L. OHLE 
Chairman ------- ARHIN O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
Vice-Chairman -       -       -       -       -    • -       - OLIVER MANN 
Treasurer     -------- W. SIEGERIST 
Secretary -       -       -       -       -       -       -       - J. A. WATKINS, JR. 
Faculty Members 
PROF. E. L. OHLE MR. A. SEUBERT 
MR. F. A. BERGER MR. THOMAS SMITH 
MR. W. W. MACDOWELL 
Members 
PAUL COSTE J. B. REICHMAN 
R. W. DODSON K. SCHENK 
H. A. FELDBUSH E. C. SCHISLER 
L. R. FLINT A. O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
A. L. GIBERT W. SIEGERIST 
R. V. HENKEL R. G. SOUTHER 
E. L. HORNER M. W. STOUT 
O. MANN J. J. SUMMERSBY 
H. G. MCELHINNEY J. A. WATKINS, JR. 
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Meister, Werner, Duncker, Perry, Scherer, Moellenhoff, Oetting, Lillingston 
Walker, Kelly, Turk, Hewitt, Lange, Wingfield, Suck 
Langreck, Mr. Fleming, Mr. Black, Prof. McMaster, Prof. Nickell, Green, Godlove 
Organized 1914 
Officers 
President      -------- ISAAC H.  GODLOVE 
Vice-F'resident   -----       -       -       - F. BURTON LANGRECK 
Secretary      - ■     -       -  E. Louis GREEN 
Treasurer    --------- J0HN D. FLEMING, B. S. 
Members 
EDMUND DONK F. BURTON LANGRECK 
CHARLES DUNCKER HOWARD LILLINGSTON 
JOHN D. FLEMING, B. S. WALTER MEISTER 
ISAAC GODLOVE FREDERICK MOELLENHOFF 
E. LOUIS GREEN RAYMOND PERRY 
FREDERICK GRIFFITH GEORGE SCHERER 
WALLACE HARDAWAY ROBERT SPARKS 
F. S. HAWKEN SAMUEL TRELEASE 
PAUL HEWITT DAVID TURK 
RALPH HUFFERD JOHN WALKER 
EDWARD JEUDE EMANUEL WERNER 
C. KELLY WILLIAM WINGFIELD 
BERTHOLD LANGE SANFORD WITHERS 
The purpose of this organization is to further the knowledge of Chem- 
istry and the allied industries. 
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR—The rankest compound of villainous smell that ever 
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MACBETH—iTotu JOM the night, boy?—ARCHITECT. 
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Vice-President - - 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-Anns 
PROF CHAS. ABELLA 
PROF. HOLMES SMITH 
Faculty Members 
PROF. J. B. ROBINSON 
MR. L. HILL 
THEODORE H. MAENNER 
MILLER FRANKLIN CANN 
NEAL C. DAVIS 
ARNOLD J. TUCHSCHMIDT 
MR. D. C. NICHOLSON 
Honorary Members 
PROF. W. H. CHENERY PROF. W. E. MCCOURT 
MILLER FRANKLIN CANN 
NEAL C. DAVIS 
HARRY D. PAYNE 
JOHN M. BATSCHY 
JOHN T. BORGSTEADT 
JOHN H. CROCKER 
FREDERIC R. HAMMOND 
LEO. F. AERAMS 
FRANK J. HAUSS 
RAYMOND L. HERBERT 
FRANCIS R. LEIMKUEHLER 
Student Members 
1914 
WM. PERCY LODGE 
THEODORE H. MAENNER 
JOSEPH H. SENNE 
1915 
PERCY RAMSAY 
ARCHIBALD E. ALBERT 
HORACE E. BOGGY 
CHARLES D. CUTHBERT 
1916 





THOMAS B. LONG 
GIFFORD W. LUTES ■ 
ALBERT C. MAACK 
GEORGE J. MAGUOLO 
Special Students 
WM. M. EVANS 
LOUIS E. KOONTZ 
OTHO MCCRACKIN 
EDWARD SCHAUMBERG, JR. 
BENJAMIN L. SIMPSON 
CLIFFORD TAUSSIG 
ARNOLD J. TUCHSCHMIDT 
JOHN R. MOLL 
FELIX C. ROZIER 
WALTER C. WERNER 
EDMUND E. WILLS 
PALMES D. ROGERS 
ROBERT L. TOENGES 
FRANCIS H. WOOLRYCH, JR. 
TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA—I'll but lean, and my staff understands me.—CHAS. 
DUNCKER. 
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Washington University Branch American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
Organized 1907 
Officers 
Chairman      --------- ROBERT  D.  DUNCAN 
Vice-Chairman    -------- E. F. NIEMOELLEE 
Secretary-Treasurer     ------- CHARLES HARDY 
Faculty Members 
PROF. A. S LANGSDORF PROF. H. G. HAKE 
MR. W. B. KOUWENHOVEN 
Student Members 
P. W. BAKER 
J. R. BELLEVILLE 
A. S. BLATTERMAN 
KENNETH COGGESHALL 
A. L. CUTTER 
R. D. DUNCAN 
A. E. FRENCH 
S. B. FIELD 
CHARLES HARDY 
M. H. HARRIS 
C. T. MILLER 
E.   F.   NlEMOELLER 
B. G. PROETZ 
H.   F.   SCHWARTING 
C. P. SEEGAR 
L. M. SWEET 
E. S. WINFREE 
KING JOHN—Another lean, unwashed artificer.—LILLINGSTON. 
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Established at Washington  University,  1912 
Officers 
President --____-_ pAUL g   NELSON 
Vice-President    -------- MINOR W. STOUT 
Executive   Secretary       ---.__ KENNETH C. LARKEY 
Chairman Finance Committee   ----- CHESTER W.  KOTSREAN 
Members 
EARLE H. AMOS R. H. ECKERT DAVID  KIPPEL ULRICH POTTHOFF 
ARCHIE E. ALBERT A. J. FREUND D. H. KOTHOFF V. H. RHODES 
WILLIAM BANK TOM FERGUSON C. W. KOTSREAN IRL B. ROSENBLUM 
GEORGE W. BELCHER A. E. FRENCH K. C. LARKEY W. A. RUEGG 
DAVID BERGER O. GAKFORD L. H. LEE KURT  SCHENK 
A. B. BENDER X. W. FISCHMANN A. I. LODGE GEORGE F. SCHERER 
FRANK BILLS A. L. GIBERT H. E. LILLINGSTON CHARLES  SENOUR 
L. A. BIGGERS A. GLEDITZSCH W. P. LODGE LUSBY SIMPSON 
O. C. BINDER L. B. GODBEY T. H. MAENNER C. C. SMITHER 
F. S. BLATTERMAN B. F. GOLDSTEIN OTHO MCCRACKEN A. J. SPARKS 
W. C. BLISS M. E. GOLDSTEIN K. MCFARLAND M. W. STOUT 
H. F. BOETTLER J. W. GONTERMAN GEORGE L. METCALFE C W   STUDT 
JOHN BORGSTEADT J. M. GREEN WAYNE  MILLER E. J. STRAUB 
B. H. BRATNEY GEORGE M. HAGEE C. F. MILLER O. B. SUCK 
R. W. BROOKS F. R. HAMMOND GEORGE MAGUOLO L M   SWEET 
K. M. COGGESHALL CHARLES H. HAPPEL W.  P.  MONROE IT. W. SWENDER 
H. O. CALDWELL W. D. HARDAWAY IVER  NELSON M   TENENBAUM 
A. L. CUTTER HARRY CROCKER p. E. NELSON A. J. TUCHSCHMIDT 
N. C. DAVIS KENDALL HARRISON WILLIAM  NIEDERLUECKE J. C. F. WALKER 
SAM S. DEKINS WILLARD HELLER ELMER NIEMOLLER COURTNEY  WERNER 
R. A. DICKIE E. F. HENSKE EDWARD NIX H   P  WOOD 
A. P. DILLMAN HOWARD HOSMER H. N. OCBURN SANFORD WITHERS 
B. E  DOLCH R. W. HUFFERD HARRY PAYNE WILLIAM   H.   WINGFIELD 
E W DOLCH I   A   HUNT J. F. PESSEL L. A. WILLIFORD 
C H. DUNCKER H. K. JACKSON GLENN  PHELPS E   S   WINFREE 
A. DUNHAM W. E. KEYSOR ARTHUR   POSS, JR. 
The purpose of the Young Men's Christian Association is to promote 
growth in Christian character, to increase fellowship in the Student Body, 
and to render any assistance possible to students, especially to newcomers. 
LOVE'S LABOURS LOST—Never durst poet touch a pen to write until his ink were tem- 
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Shryock, Bain,  Newton, Rodgers 
Pickel, Pritchard, Lide, Beckman 
MACBETH—/ dare do all that may become a man.—GRACE RODGERS. 
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Organized 1909 
Cabinet Officers 
President ---------    CLAUDIA LIDE 
Vice-Presidents    --------     [ LEONA BECKMANN 
I VIRGINIA RHODES 
Secretary    ----------    RUTH PRITCHAED 
Treasurer      ---------        RUTH PICKEL 
Chairmen of Committees 
Devotional        --------- GRACE RODGERS 
Intercollegiate       -------- HELEN SHRYOCK 
Membership      --------- VIRGINIA RHODES 
Philanthropic   --------- T,UCY XEWTON 
Social       ---------- MARIA BAIN 
Advisory Board 
MRS. SELDEN P. SPENCER, Chairman 
ANNA ASTROTH CARRIE LONG 
MRS. FORREST C. DONNELL ALICE MILLER 
MRS. FREDERIC A. HALL GERTRUDE PRACK 
EDITH SOUTHER 
Members 
HELEN ANDERSON MARIE GALLENKAMP RUTH MEINHOLTZ BARB\R\ SINSENEY 
MARIE  BACON MILDRED GLEDITZSCH RUTH MILLER ELMYR'V SEWING 
MARIA BAIN GLADYS GREGG RUTH MOBLEY HELEN SHRYOCK 
ELIZABETH  BAKER BINE HAWKEN SELMA MOYER HELEN SMART 
KATHRIN BAKER MARY HIGGINBOTHAM HELEN MURRAY ANNE SOUTHER 
MAURINE BARNES HELEN HUMPHREY LUCY NEWTON FRANCES SPAULDING 
LEONA BECKMANN BEATRICE JENNINGS DOROTHY NICHOLSON HELEN STEVENS 
SALLY BENEDICT JEANNETTE JENNINGS LORA OTTO ESTHER SWINEHART 
HELENE BIEBINGER EDITH JONES EULALIE PAPE SIBYL TATE 
GRACE BISSLAND MARIE KAMMERER CLARA PARKS ALMA TIEMANN 
FRANCES BLACKBURN ADA MARIE KELLY RUTH PICKEL FEROL TILLES 
PAULINE BROOKS LUCILE.LEWIS RUTH PRITCHARD ELEANOR TUCKER 
HELEN BRYARS CLAUDIA LIDE ROWENA RAY ELSIE UEBERLE 
ADELE  CLUNDT ESTHER LUCAS SENTA RETTER EMMA VOGT 
HELEN CUPPAIDGE MARY MACDONALD VIRGINIA RHODES MATHILDE WATSON 
HELEN DAWLEY AGNES MANLEY GRACE RODGERS MARGARET WINTER 
MARGARET DE GARMO MILDRED MASCHMEIER LAURA ROEHRICH GEORGIA WITTICH 
ALICE ERNST GERTRUDE MAY ESTHER SCHNEIDER LEONORA WOODWARD 
ELSE EYSSELL HELEN MCCARGO NORMA SCHWARZ LETA WRIGHT 
HAZEL FORSYTHE MEREDITH   MCCARGO MILDRED SEARCY RUTH ZACHER 
KING LEAR—Be simple-answered, for we know the truth.—PROFS. DURING EXAMS. 
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QJtmra Club 
I. Lodge, Smith, Bushman, P. Lodge, Morrow, Robb, Goldstein, Rhodes, Bauman 
Kotsrean, Hagee,  Oliver, Berryhill, Happel 
KING HENRY IV—Men of few words are the best men.—CHANCELLOR HOUSTON. 














FRANK L. BERRYHILL 
GEORGE HAGEE 
CHESTER W. KOTSREAN 
Members 
WILLIAM  BAUMAN 
A. BRADY 
F. BERRYHILL 
LAYMAN B. BROWN 
L. A. BUSHMAN 









J. S. LIONBERGER 
A. I. LODGE 
W. P. LODGE 
ARNOLD V. MORROW 
A. SLOAN OLIVER 
VICTOR RHODES 
IRL ROSENBLUM 
CHARLES EUGENE SMITH 
HARRY STOCKER 
The purpose of the club is to stimulate the interest of male students 
in politics and public questions, with the aim of building up a more intelli- 
gent and effective citizenship. At the club meetings the members have 
enioved talks from: Prof. W. F. Gephart, Mr. Hugh Fullerton, Judge 
J. H. Grimm, Mr. Roger Baldwin, Mr. Allison, Mr. James Eads Howe. 
Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA—A pretty period.—DOT NICHOLSON. 
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Organized 1911 
Officers 
President      -------- MARIE ANNE UPDIKE 
Vice-President ------- ESTHER SCHNEIDER 






























The purpose of the Government Club is the discussion of questions of 
broad public significance. It consists of women students of the University- 
chosen for high scholarship. An average of B is required for membership 
in the Freshman and Sophomore years, and those who do not fall below 
C mav be admitted in the Junior and Senior years. 
KING HENRY V- 
DR. USHER. 







President        --------- HELEN STIX 
Vice-President    --------- MARIA BAIN 


















































I HELEN STIX 
' ALMA TIEMANN 
t ELEANOR TUCKER 
; MARIE UPDIKE 
{ MARGARET WINTER 
! GEORGIA WITTICH 
' LEONORA WOODWARD 
LETA WRIGHT 
RUTH ZACHER 
The purpose of this organization is to aid in furthering the aims of 
the National Consumers' League, which has as its object the improvement 
of the conditions of employment for women and children through the 
organized effort of those who buy the products of industry. 
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA- 
STEVENS. 
-For her own person it beggar'd all description.—HELEN 
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TEMPEST—Speak once in thy life, if thou beest a good moon-calf.—GEORGE M. 
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Officers 
President ---------       ELSIE UEBERLE 
















The German Club was formed for the purpose of furthering an 
acquaintance of both conversational and literary German. Meetings are 
held every other Thursday in the Woman's Organization Rooms. Meet- 
ings are conducted in German. 
ROMEO AND JULIET—Meagre were his looks, sharp misery had worn him to the bones.— 
DR. HELLER. 
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President      --------- FRED D. LYNCH 
Vice-President    -      -       -       -       -       -    ■   -       - HERBERT F. BOETTLER 
Secretary      --------- ISAAC GODLOVE 
Members 
HERBERT F. BOETTLER FREDERICK D. LYNCH 
ARTHUR DUNHAM IVER NELSON 
ISAAC H. GODLOVE PAUL NELSON 
BENJAMIN GOLDSTEIN J. RUSSIE 
DELIUS H. KOTTHOFF ELWOOD STEWARD 
HARRY JACOBSON MINOR STOUT 
The Team 
FREDERICK D. LYNCH HERBERT F. BOETTLER 
ISAAC GODLOVE 
The Chess Club has, during the past year, conducted correspondence 
games with Yale, the University of Illinois, and the University of New 
Mexico. The only one finished at time of publication was won by Wash- 
ington from New Mexico. A game is soon to be commenced with the 
St. Louis Chess Club. 
WINTER'S TALE—What is this?   Sport?—CHESS AND CHECKER CLUB. 
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Established 1911 
Officers 
President   -    - 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Press  Correspondent 
FREDERIC ADEN 






ERNEST F. BUSH 
SARAH A. CONNOR 
JACQUELIN  S. COOLEY 
RUTH CRAWFORD 
A. R. DAVIS 
WALCOTT DENNISON 
M. A. DEVITIS 
W.   A.   DlTTMER 
REV. PAUL C. ELLIOTT 
W. H. EMIG 
MRS. LOU ESSEX 
IRMA  L.  FILSINGER 
A. R. DAVIS (Shaw School of Botany) 
BENNET MEAD (School of Social Economy) 
IRWIN ROMAN (Arts and Sciences) 
CHARLOTTE LOMAX (Arts and Sciences) 
Members 
EDNA FISSE 
JOHN D. FLEMMING 
G. L. FOSTER 
HELEN J. FULLER 
MARGUERITE GEORGE 
HELEN GORSE 





G. A. LAUTERBACH 
CHARLOTTE LOMAX 
MRS. CHRISTINE LONG 
LEO MCCARTHY 
LOUISE MCNAIR 





M. C MERRILL 
CAROLINE MOREELL 
EUGENIA NOLEN 
W. W. OHLWEILER 
HAZEL D. OVENS 
L. O. OVERHOLTS 
IRWIN ROMAN 
HELEN SCHLESINGER 
W. H. SCHLUETER 
H. H. SHACKELFORD 
DAISY SOUDER 
PAUL H. STEVENSON 
NOXON TOOMEY 
R. E. VAUGHAN 
OPAL M. ZIMMERMAN 
Prompted by a desire to foster fellowship and co-operation, among the 
graduate students of the various departments of the University, the Gradu- 
ate Club was organized in October, 1911. The meetings which are held 
monthly are designed to overcome the narrowing effects of specialization , 
to provide a medium of social comfort for all advanced students; and 
to promote a spirit of congeniality. 
MACBETH—And sleep in spite of thunder.—KOCHIE'S CLASSES. 
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IB   III 
B>tufont ©ft Aaaxiriatum 
Nagel, Groom,  Stevens, Harrison, Middleton, Bushman, Fox, Metcalfe 
Anderson, Gonterman, Hawken,  Preston, Newman, Green, Cuppaidge,  Cushing 
Harris, Amos, Tucker, Morrow, Duncker, Woodward, Russell, Grimm 
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Established 1878 
A weekly paper, published every Friday by THE STUDENT LIFE ASSOCIATION 
Editorial Staff 
Editor-in-Chief     -------       CHARLES H. DUNCKEE, JR. 
Managing Editor   -------    R. MILTON  RUSSELL 
Business Manager      - ARNOLD V. MORROW 
Circulation Manager      ------    EARL H. AMOS 
.        . ±     _,., (DOUGLAS V. MARTIN, TR. 
Associate Editors       - ~       '       ~       '     \ ELEANOR IRENE TUCKER 
Art Editor     -------- KENDALL HARRISON 
Athletic Editor   ------- FRANK L. BERRYHILL 
Assistant Athletic Editor      ----- ELMER H. GRIMM 
Literary Editor   ------- BINE  HAWKEN 
Exchange Editor   ------- LEONORA WOODWARD 
Members 
HELEN H. ANDERSON 
LOUIS A. BUSCHMAN 
MILDRED CUPPAIDGE 
FANNY B. CUSHING 
MILDRED B. FOX 
JOSEPH W. GONTERMAN 
MOULTON GREEN 
WILBUR F. GROOM 
MARTIN H. HARRIS 
HOWARD HOSMER 
DELIUS H. KOTTHOFF 
GEORGE S. METCALFE 
KATHARINE MIDDLETON 
GEORGE C. NAGEL 
HARRIETTE  S.  NEWMAN 
ARTHUR POSS 
JAMES A. PRESTON 
HELEN STEVENS 
CHARLES W. STUDT 
Honorary Member 
WILLIAM CARSON 
ROMEO  AND  JULIET—Seal up   the  mouth of  outrage for awhile.—ADVICE TO  VERNE 
GOULD. 
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SAM S. DEKIM'3 
Associate Editors 
KENDALL HARRISON 
DOUGLAS V. MARTIN 
DOROTHY NICHOLSON 







WILLIAM BAUMAN        RUTH MEINHOLTZ        WILLIAM  HOLLAND 






rts and Sciences 










CHARLES O. THOMPSON 
CHESTER B.  PARKINSON 









VERNE W. GOULD 
MERRITT C.  BARRELL 
HARRY R. STOCKER 
Medical 
JOHN D. JACKSON 
IRENAEUS FOULON 
fW. E. HENNERICH 
-I N. D. MCCORMACK 
[ P. H. STEVENSON 
OTTO J. WILHELMI 
Art 
PHILLIP CONRATH 
TWELFTH NIGHT—Let there be gall enough in thy ink, though thou write with a goose- 
pen, no matter.—HATCHET BOARD. 
gj ■1111 
■11 nun 1915 
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Inarii of Publtrattott 
Chairman, and General Editor 
Editor of the Record 
Editors of the Catalogue   - 
Editor of the Medical Bulletin 
Editors of W. U. Studies 
Secretary to the Board  - 
OTTO HELLER, PH. D. 
GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH. D. 
( WILIAM ROY MACKENZIE, PH. D. 
1 FRANCIS COX WALKER, PH. D. 
ROBERT JAMES TERRY, M. D. 
' OTTO HELLER, PH. D. 
GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH. D. 
- ALEXANDER SUSS LANGSDORF, M. M. ] 
| GEORGE THOMAS MOORE,  PH. D. 
[ WINTHROP  HOLT CHENERY,  PH.  D. 
MARY BLOSSOM BLOSS 
Series I. The Washington University Record, issued monthly, from 
November to May, is intended for the entire University constituency: 
Faculty, Alumni, Students, and friends of the institution. It contains a 
resume of the principal activities of the University for the period covered, 
together with articles, of a non-technical character, on literary and scien- 
tific subjects. 
Series II. The Catalogues. This series includes the Annual Catalogue 
of the University, and the catalogues of the various departments of the 
University. 
Series III. The Medical Bulletin consists of reprints of papers by mem- 
bers of the Medical School Faculty.- 
Series IV. Washington University Studies. This series contains tech- 
nical articles and monographs of scholarly import. 
Series V. Washington University Doctoral Dissertations. This series 
contains dissertations accepted by the Faculty of Arts and Sciences in par- 
tial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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MACBETH—God jai>? //is King!—ENGLISH FACULTY. 
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Suirk anb fflljam iwtrty 
Pessel, Jackson, Batschy, Meyers 
Leuking, Meister, Kammerer, Bliss,  Brotherton 
OTHELLO—Touch me not so near.—DICK ANDERSON at Lock and Chain. 
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Sophomore Honorary Society Organized 1904 











WINTER'S TALE—He dances featly.—GEORGE SCHERER. 
■nil 1 m iiiiiiiiii 111111111 ilium 11 mini 1 11 1 mini 1 11 1 mi 
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Ip  f|aiflg:*f 
©foltek Jiwtrtg 
Brooks, Smyth, Bryan, Wetzel, Mitchel, Geppert 
Davis, McSorley, Thompson, Schultz, Hause 





'The Freshman Honorary Society Organized 1904 
Active Members, Class of 1917 
ROBERT W. BROOKS 
PHILLIP W. BRYAN 
THOMAS W. DAVIS 
JOHN W. GEPPERT 
FRANK J. HAUSS 
WILLIAM B. MCSORLEY 
ROBERT C. MITCHELL 
BENEDICT H. SCHULZE 
SYLVESTER W. SMYTH 
BROOKE S. THOMPSON 
FOREST B. WETZEL 
MACBETH—TO feed were best at home.—DORMITES. 
fl| E     in ilium ilium mini mum mum 11 mum 11 mnin 1 iiuiini n nil | 














President First  Semester 
President Second Semester 
Secretary -        -       - 
Established ign 
- ROLAND J. GRIMM, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
HARRY C.  FAIR, Kappa Alpha 
- C. EUGENE SMITH, Phi Delta Theta 
Fraternities Represented 
PHI DELTA THETA 
SIGMA  ALPHA  EPSILON 





These seven fraternities are organized as the Pan-Hellenic Association 
for the purpose of supervising such affairs as concern their common inter 
ests. The association gives annually a smoker to which members of the 
fraternities are invited. It also conducts the Pan-Hellenic Baseball Series 
for the Drosten trophy. A report of the last series will be found on the 
next page. 
MACBETH—He was a gentleman on whom I built an absolute trust.—DR. GEPHART. 
1015 
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1913 Games 
April   23    -    -     Beta  Theta   Pi      -    -    -    18 Kappa Sigma    -    -    -    - 6 
April   24    -    -     Sigma  Alpha  Epsilon    -    14 Sigma   Nu   ----- 4 
May      2    -    -     Sigma  Alpha  Epsilon    -    13 Sigma   Chi   ----- 3 
May      8    -    -     Sigma  Alpha  Epsilon    -      9 Theta   Xi     ----- 7 
May     11    -    -     Beta  Theta   Pi      -    -    -    13 Phi Delta Theta    -    -    - 1 
May     18    -    -     Beta  Theta   Pi      -    -    -      7 Kappa   Alpha   -    -    -    - 0 
(Championship  Game) 
May    24    -    -     Beta  Theta   Pi      -    -    -    10 Sigma  Alpha  Epsilon    - 1 
Standing of the Teams 
Won 
Beta  Theta   Pi    - 4 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon      -    -        -        - 3 
Theta Xi-       -       -       --       - o 
Phi Delta Theta    ----- 0 
Sigma  Nu    ------ 0 
Sigma  Chi   ------ o 
Kappa   Alpha       - o 
Kappa   Sigma       ----- 0 









This is an annual series of Baseball games between the fraternities in 
the Pan-Hellenic Association. Beta Theta Pi, by winning the championship 
in 1913, gained the right of having its name engraved upon a bronze 
shield and a silver loving cup, donated by the Drosten Jewelry Company, 
and the custody of those trophies for a year. In case a fraternity wins 
three successive championships, it is entitled to complete possession of 
the cup. 
MACBETH—Fair is foul ,and foul is fair.—PAX HELLENIC BALL GAMES. 
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pi Mia 5H?rta 
Scott, Price, Evans, Jones,  Preston, Wetzel 
Lewis, Harrison, McRoberts, Eliot, Hetlage, Brown 
R. Hill, Milford, Brookes, Summersby, Meyers, Leuking, J. Hill 
Russell, Smith, Rogers, Coste, McElhinney, Feldbush 
TAMING OF THE SHREW—O, this learning, what a thing it is.—LIN MILFORD. 
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pijt Brita GJlfrta 
Missouri   Gamma   Chapter Established   1891 
Fratres in Facultate 
DAVID FRANCIS HOUSTON, A. M., LL. D, 
SAMUEL MONDS COULTER, PH. D. 
GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH. D. 
JAMES KENNEDY BLACK, B.  S. 
CHARLES PARKER WILLIAMS, A. B. 
JOHN HART BROWN, A. M. 
EUGENE TOWER SENSENEY, A. B., M. D. 
RALPH WALTER MILLS, B. S., M. D. 
WALTER FISCHEL, A. B., M. D. 
ALBERT SHELBY BLATTERMAN 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
CHARLES EUGENE SMITH 
1915 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES, JR. HERBERT GERALD MCELHINNEY 
PAUL COSTE LINDLEY CHARLES MILFORD 
HARRY AUGUST FELDBUSH PALMER DAVID ROGERS 
GEORGE CHARLES HETLAGE ROBERT MILTON RUSSELL 
JOHN JAMES SUMMERSBY, JR. 
1916 
LAYMAN BECKETT BROWN FREEMONT HENRY LUEKING 
LEE HARRISON, JR. ROBERT HARVEY MCROBERTS 
MONROE CUMING LEWIS ROLLAND EVERETT MEYERS 
1917 
WILLIAM MCCARRELL EVANS JAMES ALEXANDER PRESTON 
JAMES WILSON HILL FRANK LEURIE SCOTT 
RALPH BROWNELL HILL FOREST BURKHARDT WETZEL 
Pledged 
WILLIAM  CRAUCH ELIOT MEREDITH CRAIG JONES 
EDWARD HUMPHREY PRICE 




^tgrna Alplja iEpmUm 
Brotherton, Forster, Morrey, White, Wilhelmi, Davis 
Jehle,  Barrel,  Gallenkamp,  French,  Gibert,  Martin 
OTHELLO—She had eyes and chose me!—PETE GRIMM. 
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£>tgma Alplya jEpntlmt 
Founded at the  University  of  Alabama  in   1856 
Missouri Beta Chapter Established 1892 
Fratres in Facultate 
CHARLES E. GALT 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
ALBERT EUGENE FRENCH CHARLES OSCAR GALLENKAMP 
ROLAND JAY GRIMM 
1915 
MERRITT CARTER BARRELL ALLEN GEORGE JEHLE 
ALBERT L. GIBERT DOUGLAS VASS MARTIN, JR. 
1916 
WALKER PAYNE BROTHERTON C. MARQUARD FORSTER 
CHARLES WOTRING STUDT JOHN WESLEY WHITE 
1917 
THOMAS DEWEESE DAVIS THEODORE ALVARO MORREY, JR. 
Pledged 




JULIUS CAESAR—Private credit is wealth.—SIG ALPHS AT MATHIS.' 
1015 
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Iffa Sljrta p 
Hoerr, Metcalfe, Morrow, Green, Thomas, Meyer 
Patterson, Keysor, Clayton, Groom, N. McCormack, Stites, Schaumberg, S. McCormack 
Cann, Modisette, Duncker, Roessel, Sparks, Batschy 
Two GENTLEMEN OF VERONA—Ay, boy, it's for love.—HARRY CLAY PAT. 
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Irta iftfrta ft 
Founded 1839, Miami University 
Alpha Iota Chapter Established 1869; Re-established  190 L 
Fratres in Facultate 
FRANCIS EUCENE NIPHER, A. M., LL. D. JOSEPH W. CHARLES, A. B., M. D. 
JOHN LANE VAN ORNUM, C. E. JOHN BLAISDEL SHAPLEIGH, A. B., M. D. 
I.EROY MCMASTER, PH. D. LEO MCCARTHY, A. B. 
PAUL YOER TUPPER, M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
MILLER FRANKLIN C. CANN VERNE WILLIAM GOULD 
JOHN BENJAMIN CLAYTON, JR. JOHN SHEPLEY LIONBERGER 
CHARLES HENRY DUNCKER, JR. HENRY CLAY PATTERSON 
ROBERT ALFRED ROESSEL 
MOULTON GREEN 
ROLAND MILTON HOERR 
1915 
HAROLD CLARK KEYSOR 
DEMOTT MODISETTE 




WILBUR FRANK GROOM 
PHILIP D. BRYAN 
ROBERT HENRY SPARKS 
1916 
STEWART MCCORMACK 
GEORGE STRODTMAN METCALFE 
ARNOLD MORROW 
EDWARD GEORGE SCHAUMBERG, JR. 
LUKE SELLS STITES 
1917 
JEROME MEYER 
HARRY LEE THOMAS 
Pledged 
WALLACE FORD ROBINSON 
BROOKE THOMPSON 




Pemberton, Martin, Powell, Harrison, Kohlbry, Ruler 
Stewart, Dickie, Stocker, Suck, Perrings, J. Gaskill, Hollocher 
A. Gaskill, Amos, De Kins, Potthoff, Ramsay, Holland 
HAMLET—Come, my spade—PUFF MARTIN IN NATIONAL GAME. 
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Beta Sigma Chapter 
ARCHIBALD M. GASKILL 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
Established 1902 
ROYAL A. DICKIE 
1915 
SAMUEL S. DEKINS ULEICH  POTTHOFF 
WILLIAM D.  HOLLAND PERCY RAMSAY 
KENDALL HARRISON ORVILLE B.  SUCK 
HARRY R. STOCKER 
1916 
EARLE H. AMOS REGINALD B.  POWELL 
FREDERICK B. MARTIN NORMAN W. PEMBERTON 
J. HAROLD PERRINGS 
JOHN E. GASKILL 
1917 
CARL O. KOHLBRY 
Pledged 
STANFORD HOLLOCHER ORVILLE V. RULER 
DONALD W. STEWART 




*3     C &i 
§>tgma Gltjt 
Cozzens, Searcy, Rowley, Poss, Newport,  Henning, Geppert 
McGhee, Bratney, Widman, Bliss, Robb, Bauman 
Nelson, Hagee, Payne, Steward, Hewitt, Berryhill, Perry 




Tau Tau Chapter 
^tgma QU}i 
Established 1902 
Fratres in Facultate 
ERNEST O. SWEETSER, B. S. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
FRANK L. BERRYHILL 
RAYMOND A.  PERRY 
FRANK BILLS 
GEORGE M. HAGEE 
ELWOOD STEWARD,   A.   B. 
ORNI WIDMAN 
PAUL E. NELSON 
ROBERT D. DUNCAN 
1915 
WILLIAM G. BAUMAN ALBERT S. JOHNSTON 
HARRY D. PAYNE EVAN L. SEARCY,  A.  B. 
EDWARD  MCGHEE HAROLD MILLER 
THOMAS R. FERGUSON 
CARTER BLISS 
BERTRAND BRATNEY 
PAUL J. HEWITT 
1916 
CLEVELAND X. HENNING 
ARTHUR POSS, JR. 
LUCIUS W. ROBB, A. B. 
1917 
IRWIN COZZENS GEORGE A. ROWLEY 
JOHN W. GEPPERT 
Pledged 
CHARLES L. NEWPORT 
As You LIKE IT—Oh how full of-briars is this work-a-day world.—CLEVELAND 
HENNING. 
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;g>tgma £fa 
Jolley, Mitchell, Seynor, Murdock, Logan, Green 
Schissler, Graham, Meister, Montieth, Watkins, Rhodes 
Beckett, Dodson, Davis, Trelease, Brady 
HENRY IV.—For my fart, I may speak it to my shame, I have a truant been to chiv- 
alry.—NEAL DAVIS. 
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Founded at Virginia Military Institute 1869 
Gamma Omicron Chapter Established 1903 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
ARTHUR BRADY XEAL CORLETT DAVIS 
PAUL BECKETT ROWLAND WHEELER DODSON 
SAM FARLOW TRELEASE 
1915 
CHARLES L. GRAHAM 
CHARLES NORTON MONTEITH 
VICTOR HARRY RHODES 
EDWIN SCHISLER 
CHARLES SENOUR 
JAMES A. WATKINS 
1916 
JOSEPH MARTIN GREEN WALTER F. MEISTER 
REGINALD MURDOCH 
1917 
RUSSELL JOLLEY JOSHUA S. LOGAN 
Pledged 
ROBERT C. MITCHELL 
KING LEAR—Be not familiar with her.—TELEPHONE GIRL. 
1015 
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Qlhrta 3Ct 
C. Proetz, Gray, Jones, Berry 
Horner, Kennedy, Oetting, Schalcz, Chenery 
Hardaway, B. Proetz, Schleiffarth, Donk, Hard)' 
KING LEAR—In nothing am I changed but in my garments.—FRESHMAN FROM BELLE- 
VILLE BY JUNE I. 




Founded at Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute 1864 
Iota Chapter Established 1905 
1914 
EDMUND C. DONK 
WALLACE D. HARDAWAY 
BERNARD G. PROETZ 
ARMIN O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
1915 
CHARLES C. HARDY EDWARD L. HORNER 
1916 
WILLIAM C. BERRY 
KENNETH S. CHENERY 
RALPH L. GRAY 
MAX S. JONES 
MAXWELL KENNEDY 
JULIUS H. OETTING 
CHARLES H. PROETZ 
1917 
BENEDICT H. SCHULZE 
Pledged 
FRED L. EAMES A. NELSON GREENE 
A. RICHARD HORN 
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Kappa Alplfa 
Roos, Reed, Kammerer, Smyth, McKittrick, Thomas, Muehlberg 
Lee, Zell, McPheeters, Maenner, Conrad,  Mohler, Taussig,  Suppiger, Oliver,  Mellow 
Tenny, Grimm, Souther, Anderson, Harris 






^*  "3^" 
SCappa Alplja 
Founded at Washington and Lee, 1865 
Beta Theta Chapter Established 1905 
Fratres in Facultate 
WILLIAM MCKIM HARRIOT, A. B., M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
G. RICHARD ANDERSON 
HARRY C. FAIR 
MARTIN H. HARRIS 
THEODORE H. W. MAENNER 
CHESTER J. MCPHEETERS 
GLENN HALL MOHLER 
1915 
HAROLD A. CONRAD A. SLOAN OLIVER 
ELMER H. GRIMM WALTER L. ROOS 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
WEBB LOUIS KAMMERER 
1916 
CLARENCE E. TENNY 
1917 
SEWARD MCKITTRICK E. CORNELIUS REED 
R. WESLEY MELLOW S. WATTS SMYTH 
CLARENCE E.  MUEHLBERG CLIFFORD TAUSSIG 
EDWIN R. THOMAS 
Pledged 
MATHEW  P.  BRAZILL LEWIS H. LEE 
CLIFFORD F. ZELL 
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA—Sound, and he hanged, sound out.—SOL. SUPPIGER. 
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Grant,  Barrell,  Phillips, Robb, Hagce 
Hosmer, Jones, Suppiger, Underwood, Grimm, Roos 
Gould,  Gallenkamp,  Portner,  Lionberger,  Fair,  Mohler 
HENRY V.—/ uould give all my fame for a pot of ale and safety.—HARRY FAIR. 
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Founded at the University of Michigan in it 
( ooley Chapter Established 1882 
Fratres in Facultate 
WILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, A. B., LL. B., LL. D. 
WILLIAM WINCHESTER KEYSOR, LITT. B., LL. B. 
FREDERICK AUGUST WIZLIZENUS, A. B., LL. B. 
MEADE TYRRELL WILLIAMS, A. B., LL. B. 
CHARLES P. WILLIAMS, A. B. 
ARTHUR BEHN SHEPLEY, A. B., LL. B. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
HARRY C. FAIR, A. B. GLENN H. MOHLER 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP HENRY C. PATTERSON, A.  B. 
VERNE W. GOULD,   A.   B. Louis J. PORTNER, A. B. 
JOHN S. LIONEERGER, A. B. ELWOOD M. S. STEWARD, A. B. 
IRA J. UNDERWOOD, A. B. 
1915 
MERRITT C. BARRELL GEORGE M. HAGEE, A. B. 
WILLIAM C. GRANT MAURICE G. PHILLIPS 
ELMER H. GRIMM,  A.  B. WALTER L ROOS, A.  B. 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
1916 
HOWARD HOSMER FRANK X. JONES 
LUCIUS W. ROBB, A. B. 
HAMLET— What have you done, my lord, with the dead body?—LAW SCHOOL MOCK 
TRIAL. 
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Nu B>tgma Nu 
James, Rose,  Meyers, Arnold, Elliott 
Kirby, Wallace, Bradford, Judy, Bechtold 
Brown, Dixon, Moody, Smith, Alsup,  McCormack 





Nu ^tgma Ntt 
Alpha Kappa Phi Chapter Established 1900 
Fratres in Facultate 
GEORGE DOCK, M. D. 
HENRY SCHWARZ, M. D. 
HARVEY G.  JMUDD, M. D. 
GEORGE M. TUTTLE, M. D. 
MALVERN B. CLOPTON, M. D. 
G. CANBY ROBINSON,  M.  D. 
DENNIS F. JACKSON, PH. D. 
PHILIP C. JEANS, M.  D. 
H. EDWARD MILLER, M. D. 
OLIVER H. CAMPBELL,  M. D. 
FRED T. MURPHY, M. D. 
PAUL Y. TUPPER, M. D. 
ELSWORTH SMITH, M. D. 
FRANK R. FRY, M. D. 
NATHANIEL ALLISON, M. D. 
WALTER BAUMGARTEN, M. D. 
FREDERICK M. HANES, M. D. 
ADRIEN S. BLEYER, M. D. 
JOHN DIVEN, M. D. 
MARSH BITZMAN, M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
CARL A. ARNOLD DAVID E. SMITH 
ELLSWORTH E. MOODY 
FREDERICK F. ALSOP 
EDMOND BECHTOLD 
OSCAR F. BRADFORD 




ELLIOTT K. DIXON 
W. BONNER JAMES 
DALTON K. ROSE 
1916 
NOBLE A. MCCORMACK 
1917 
BENJAMIN  LANDIS  ELLIOTT FRANK B. WALLACE 
GEORGE MARSHALL MYERS ALEXANDER CRUMP KIRBY 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES 
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Wattenberg, Strode, Shackelford, Kuhns, Hennerich, Mueller 
Wilkening, Fuson, Denison, Williamson, Roberts, Allen, Schumacher 
Kellersberger,  Stevenson,  Snider, Abbott, Bredeck, Wyatt 
KING LEAR—O, let me kiss that hand!—STEWARD with  full house. 
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Fratres in Facultate 
Established 1903 
JAMES F. ABBOTT, PH. D. 
LELAND B. ALFORD, A. B., M. D. 
WILLARD BARTLETT, A. M., M. D 
MALCOLM A. BLISS, M. D. 
STANLEY S. BURNS, M. D. 
NORMAN B. CARSON, M. D. 
JOHN R. CAULK, A. M., M. D. 
WILLIAM L. CLAPPER, M. D. 
FRANK L. DAVIS, M. D. 
WILLIAM P. EDMUNDS, M. D. 
ARTHUR E. EWING, A. M., M. D. 
ARTHUR O. FISHER, A. B., M. D. 
GEORGE GELLHORN, M. D. 
JULIUS H. GROSS, M. D. 
HARRY G. GREDITZER, M. D. 
LOUIS K. GUGGENHEIM, M. D. 
LEO C. HUELSMANN, M. D. 
HARRY MCC. JOHNSON, M. D. 
WALTER L. JOHNSON, M. D. 
ARCHER J. O'REILLY, A. B., M. D. 
WILLIAM E. SAUER, M. D. 
JOHN B. SHAPLEIGH, A. B., M   D. 
EDWIN L. SHEAHAN, M. D. 
SELIG  SIMON,  M. D. 
GREENFIELD SLUDER, M. D 
WALTER S. THOMAS, M  D 
MEYER WIENER, M. D. 
FREDERICK E. WOODRUFF, M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
FRED B. ABBOTT WALCOTT DENISON, A. B. 
JOSEPH F.  BREDECK, A.  B. SAM H. SNIDER, A. B. 
HARRY L. WYATT, B.  S. 
1915 
C. CURTIS ALLEN LUDWIG O. MUENCH, A. B. 
L. H. FUSON EDWIN H. ROBERTS, A. B. 
EUGENE R. KELLERSBERGER, A. B. JOSEPH E.  STRODE 
JAY M. KUHNS WILLIAM T. WILKENING 
HOWARD M. WILLIAMSON, A. B. 
1916 
WALTER E. HENNERICH PAUL H.  STEVENSON, B.  S. 
1917 
ROBERT MUELLER HARRY SHOEMAKER 
HARVEY H. SHACKELFORD, A. M. JOHN E.  WATTENBERG 
On Hospital Staff 
ROLAND F. FISHER, A. B., M. D. WALTER E. KOPPENBRINK, M. D. 
LEO J. KILIAN,  M. D. JOSEPH W. LARIMORE, A. B., M. D 
J. C. KOPELOWITZ, M. D. OMAR E. SEVIN, M. D. 
KINC LEAK—Then kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill—MEDICS. 
I a i 5 
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McLarney, Jackson,  Maxwell 
Kettelkamp, McKittrick, Squibb, Foulon 
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Alpha Zeta Chapter Established 1905 
Fratres in Facultate 
EDMUND A. BABLER, M. D. 
VILEAY P. BLAIR, M. D. 
R. WALTER MILLS, M. D. 
HARRY M. MOORE, M. D., A. B. 
ROBERT E. SCHLEUTER, M. D., PH. D. 
CARL A. W. ZIMMERMAN, M. D. 
A. C. KIMBALL, M. D., A. B. 
HERMAN A. HAUSER, M. D. 
ALBERT F. KOETTER, M. D. 
R. H. FUHRMAN, M. D. 
THEO. GREINER, 
FREDERICK HALL, M. D. 
M. E. HOGE, M. D. 
G. H. RAITHEL, M. D. 
WILLIAM KERWIN, M. D. 
HENRY BEWIG, M. D. 
I. R. CLARK, M. D. 
PERCY NEWMAN, M. D. 
G. D. ROYSTON, M. D. 
P. J. MCAULIFFE, M. D. 
P. G. HURFORD, M. D. 
M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
JNO. D. JACKSON 
GEO. D. KETTLEKAMP 
HERBERT S. MAXWELL 
O. F. MCKITTRICK 
JNO. T. MCLARNEY 
1915 
1. L. FOULON HARRY W. SQUIBB 
ROMEO AND JULIET—A gentleman that    loves to  hear himself talk, and ivill speak 
more in a minute than he will stand to in a month.—MODISETTE. 
% 
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McNalley, Jones, Ranson, Wennerman, Langsdorf, Gilbert, Bock, Colby 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—/ shall grow jealous of you shortly.—ED BYRD TO SHORTY HILL. 
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Omicron Chapter 
Qtyt Zeta ffllft 
Established i 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
ALLEN A. GILBERT 
1915 
Lux H. BOCK HAROLD H. JONES 
BUFORD M. COLBY HERBERT S. LANGSDORF 
SAMUEL F. WENNERMAN 
1917 
JjDHN   R.   RANSON FRANK P. McNALLEY 
JULIUS OESAR—Oh, he sits high in all men's hearts.—DR. LIPPINCOTT. 
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Parkinson, Gentry, Moore, Conrad, Cornwall, Wright, Brazelton 
Whittle, Brockman, Neuhoff, Crouch, Mann 
Bohner, Weir, Thompson, Will 
Hux, Winters,  Gillespie, Johnson, Bradbury, Stephenson 
Ashley, Campbell, Henderson, Grice, Stamm, Maupin 




3€t f si Pi 
Tau Chapter Established 1901 
Fratres in Facilitate 
WALTER H. BARTLETT, D. D. 
BENNO E. LISCHER, D. D. S. 
JESSE O. WHITE, D. D. S. 
W 
S. JAMES A. BROWN, D. D. S. 
LOUIS G. NEUHOFF, D. D. S. 
J. C. TRISKA, D. D. S. 
H. SIEFERT, D. D. S. 
Fratres in Universitate 
VICTOR GRICE 
CHARLES O.  THOMPSON 
WILLIAM  L.  CONRAD 
HAROLD  E.  WEIR 
LLOYD B. WRIGHT 
1914 
WALTER F. NEUHOFF 
GRANT C. GENTRY 
VICTOR D. WINTERS 
JAMES N. ASHLEY 
IRA T. MAUPIN 
O.  M. Hux 
1915 
HARRISON H. CORNWALL CHESTER B. PARKINSON 
HUGH   E.   STEPHENSON MARIAN L. BRADBURY 
EARL A. BOHNER HERBERT C. WILL 
LON A. BRAZELTON DYSERT B. MOORE 
BENJAMIN F. MANN 
1916 
WILLIAM  H. BROCKMAN 
LEMUEL W.  CROUCH 
MARTIN   CAMPRELL 
LILLARD JOHNSON 
NILE R.  HENDERSON 
WARREN  WHITTLE 
EUGENE C.  STAMM 
LAWRENCE P. SPARKS 
Pledged 
CALVIN C. GILLESPIE 
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Harrison,  Burns,  Avery,  Morris, Layne, Berry 
Poole, Pollock, Sanders, Miller, Brite, Wild, Elder, Jacobsmeyer 
Taylor, Baber, Carson, Milstead, Westhoff, Rohde, Obert, Brandhorst, Morgan 
Barton, Creegan, Meador, Ross, Magruder, Kappleman 
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Upsilon Chapter Established 1904 
Fratres in Facultate 
JOHN HANGER KENNERLEY, M. D., D. D. S. 
EWING P. BRADY, D. D. S. 
FRED JOHN BROCKMAN, A. B., D. D. S. 
R. H. MILLER, D. D.  S. 
CHAS. E. JONES, M. D., D. D. S. 
FRANK H. FOERSTER, D. D. S. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
JOHN F. BABER 
ORTS  B.  BRITE 
ROSCOE T.  BURNS 
GEORGE H. CREEGAN 
CHAS. F. ELDER 
CHAS. B. HARRISON 
ELMER H. JACOBS ME YER 
DEWILTON H. MILSTEAD 
GEORGE A. MILLER 
JOHN T. OBERT 
WM. E. POOLE 
SAMUEL J. ROHDE 
CLIFFORD A. Ross 
JAMES  TITTERINGTON 
HENRY F. WESTHOFF 
B.  H. BARTON 
O. W. BRANDHORST 
B.   W.   KAPrLEMAN 
1915 
GUY A. MAGRUDER 
L. E.  SANDERS 
HENRY A. TAYLOR 
RUDOLP L. WILD 
ROBERT M. ASKIN 
WALTER T. AVERY 
JACKSON J. BERRY 
JOHN W. LAYNE 
1916 
JOHN E. MEADOR 
GEORGE E. MORGAN 
GLEEN S. MORRIS 
EARL F.  POLLOCK 





Jeans, I. Lodge, Freund, McPheeters, Coyne 
Happel, Amos, P. Lodge, Hagee 
Established   1909 
1914 
WALCOTT DENNISON 
HERBERT S. MAXWELL 





CHESTER J. MCPHEETERS 
TVON LODGE 
F. F. ALSOP 
EARLE AMOS 
ARTHUR FREUND 





D. K. ROSE 
W. R. COYNE 
ROBERT TANGES 
ELMER HARRISON 
The  Acacia  Club  includes  all   Masons in  the  Undergraduate  Depart- 
ments of the University. 
MACBETH—There are two lodged together.—PERCY AND IVAN. 
13i5 
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Davis, Payne, Ramsay,  Maenner, Lodge 
Senne, Cann 
Washington Chapter 
M. F. C. CANN 
N. C. DAVIS 
H. D. PAYNE 
Established 1914 
Fratres in Universitate 
1914 
J. H. SENNE 
1915 
W. P. LODGE 
T. H. MAENNER 
P. E. RAMSAY 
Scarab is an Architectural professional fraternity which aims at close 
fellowship, the encouragement of interest in work, and the fostering of tra- 
dition. Its members are chosen from the Junior and Senior Classes in 
the Architectural Department. 





Washington University Chapter Established 1910 
Officers 
President ---------        \y.  F.  MCCOURT 
Vice-President   -        -       -        -        -        -        -        -        -    R. J.  TERRY 
Recording  Secretary      -------        y. C. RAYWORTH 
Corresponding Secretary   -       -       -       -       -       -       -E.  L.  OHLE 
Treasurer        ---------        j  p   ABBOTT 
Active Members 
J. F. ABBOTT G. R. HILL, JR. ERNEST SACHS 
J. S. COOLLY Jj   jr   JACKSON JACOB SCHRAMM 
C. H. DANFORTH G. O. JAMES P. A. SCHAFFES 
A. R. DAVTS A. S. LANGSDOKF GREENFIELD SLUDER 
GEORGE DOCK \y. E. MCCOURT G. M. SMITH 
B. M. DUGGAR LE ROY MCMASTER J. C. STEPHENSON 
W. H. EMIG G. T. MOORE E. O. SWEETSER 
V. E.  EMMEL L. F. NICKELL F. J. TAUSSIG 
E. A. ENGLER F. E. NIPHER R. J. TERRY 
JOSEPH  ERLANCER E. L. OHLE J. L. VANOKNUM 
A. E. EWING W. W. OHLWEILER C. A. WALDO 
J. D. FLEMMING E. L. OPIE J. M. GSEENMAN 
C. E. GALT L. O. OVERHOLTZ H., G. HAKE 
W. E. GARREY LINDLEY PYLE L. B. ALFORD 
R. A. GESELL J. C. RAYWORTH J. W. LARIMORE 
F. R.  GRIFFITH, JR. IRWIN ROMAN G. W. MOFFITT 
Members Elected June, 1913 
Faculty 
C. H. DANFORTH ERNEST SACHS E. O. SWEETZER 
V. H. K. MOORHOUSE GREENFIELD SLUDER F. J. TAUSSIG 
HERMANN PRINZ G. M. SMITH 
Alumni 
EDWARD FLAD F. J. TRELEASE 
Graduate Students 
J.  S.  COOLEY MARGARET DE MERITT 
A. R. DAVIS L. O. OVERHOLTS 
MILDRED SPARGO 
Undergraduate Students 
J. D. FLEMING J. T. RAGSDALE, JR. D. B.  SUTHERLAND 
F. R. GRIFFITH, JR. GWYNNE RAYMOND EMMA THEUNER 
J. W. LARIMORE IRWIN ROMAN J. E. VOLLMAR 
BEN MOREELL P. S. STEVENS C. E. WRIGHT 
Affiliated 1912-13 
B. M. DUGGAR G. R. HILL, JR. 
The Society of Sigma Xi is an honorary scientific society, election to 
which, from Faculty and Alumni, is based upon noteworthy achievement 
in some branch of pure or applied Science, and from Graduate Students 
and Seniors, upon promise of ability in scientific endeavor. 
KING LEAR—/'// never care what wickedness I do.—THOMAS FERGUSON. 
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Alplja ($m?ga Alpija 
Missouri Alpha Chapter Established 1905 
Fratres in Facilitate 
LELAND B. ALFORD, A. B., M. D. 
NORMAN B. CARSON, M. D. 
ELLIS FISCHEL, M. D. 
WALTER FISCHEL, M. D. 
WASHINGTON E. FISCHEL, M. D. 
HARRY G. GREDITZES, M. D. 
THEO. C. HEMPELMANN, M. D. 
PHELPS G. HURFORD, M. D. 
JONAS C. KOPELOWITZ, M. D. 
JOSEPH W. LARIMORE, A. B., M. D. 
SELIG SIMON, M. D. 
ELSWORTH SMITH, A. M., M. D. 
ROBERT J. TERRY, A. B., M. D. 
RICHARD S. WEISS, M. D. 
A. MCCLURE YOUNG, M. D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
WALCOTT DENISON, A. B. ROBERT A. GESELL, A. B. 
Unaffiliated 
BARNEY BROOKS, B. S., M. D. HANS LISSER, A. B., M. D. 
Alpha Omega Alpha is a Medical  Honorary Fraternity. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—For we must measure twenty miles today.—C. E's. 
3l     gin 
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SCappa Alplja atyrta 
' Zacher, Retter, Humphrey,  Searcy, Brookes, Newman, Bishop, Winter 
Vinsonhaler, Johann, Donan, Bassford, Gallenkamp, Woodward, Middleton, Anderson, Bain, Murray 
D. Nicholson, Cushing, Horsting, Monteath, A. Nicholson, Jennings, Beckman 
HENRY VIII.—Thou hast the siveetest face I ever looked on.—SENTA RETTER. 
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SCappa Alptfa utyrta 
Alpha Iota Chapter Established 1906 
1914 
ADA  NICHOLSON MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
DOROTHY SAMUEL KENNEDY 
1915 
JEANNETTE  JENNINGS FANNY CUSHING 





















KATHERINE BROOKS LUCILLE BISHOP 
MARGARET DONAN ALICE JOHANN 
RUBY SPURLOCK 
Pledges 
HELEN MITCHELL EDITH ROW 
RUTH HORTON 
KING LEAR—Whose frank heart gave all.—RUTH ZACHER. 
t 0 ll 5 
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Perham, Brown, Kammerer, Otto, Ehlers, Vogt, McClevey, Bryars, Meinholtz 
Smalling, Brooks, Parker, Duffeit, Stevens, De Garmo, Alofs, Benedict 
DeCourcy, H. McCargo, Wuertenbaecher, Senseney, Bacon, M. McCargo, Eyssell, 
Brotherton 
WINTER'S TALE—/ see the play so lies that I must bear a part.—MILDRED DE COURCY. 
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Missouri Beta Chapter Established 1907 























MARIE FRANCES ALOFS ELSE EYSSELL 
HELEN MCCARGO AUGUSTA PARKER 
EMMA VOGT 
Pledges 
SALLIE BENEDICT DOROTHY HUSTON 
Post-Graduate 
ERMA PERHAM 
WINTER'S   TALE—When  you   do   dance, I wish you a wave 0' th' sea, that you might 
ever do nothing but that.—DRUE SMALLING. 
101S 
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M. Updike, M. Pickel, Pritchard, Bissland, I. Updike 
Ryan, Kremer, Voohers, Tate, Ernst, Rogers 
Nixon, R.  Pickel, Forsythe,  Newton, Lide,  Bowles 
MACBETH—We are yet but young indeed.—DELTA GAMMA. 
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FRANCES BLACKBURN LILIAN ROMBAUER 
KING HENRY IV—For my voice, I have lost it with halloing and singing of anthems.— 
MOULTON GREEN. 
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April    9       German    Club    organized.—M o 11 o: 
"Zwei Bier und a Pretzel." 
11 Washington - Drury  Debate.—Washing- 
ton loses. 
12 McMillan Vaudeville. 
19       Pi Phi Tea. 
29 Sophs in Choir give "farmer" party.— 
Architects' smocks save expense of 
hiring overalls 
30 First   Dandelion   Day.—Mary   Brother- 
ton wins.—Jefferson Memorial Pa- 
rade. 
May    1       Spring    Concert    of    Musical    Clubs. 
3       Washington vs. Rolla in Track Meet.— 
Washington wins. 
7       Univee Surkuss.—Soak the Profs! 
10       Soph-Frosh Love Fest. 
12      Soph Party.—Fourteen couples. 
14       McMillan  Day Dances.—Profs  patron- 
ize punch-bowls.—Surreptitious spike 
suspected. 
19       Student Life Dinner and Elections. 
23 The    Mellerdrammer — third    night.— 
Steady   Are   of   onions   and   seltzer. 
24 Commons    buys   three   bushels   of   as- 
sorted vegetables from Thyrsus. 
31 Missouri   Valley    Conference    Meet.— 
Abbreviated costumes of athletes 
envied by spectators. 
June    8       Dr.   Woodrow   delivers   baccalaureate 
sermon  at Graham  Chapel. 
9       Seniors, 10—Faculty, 9. 
10 Seniors present "Weatherby of Wash- 
ington." 
11 Class    Day:    Pilgrimage      and    Tree- 
planting. 
12 Dr.   More   of   the   ''Nation"   delivers 
graduating address.— Secretary 
Houston is present.—Senior Prom at 
Art School. 
13 And  Friday  at  that—also  1913.—Sen- 
iors take their diplomas in hand 
and go on a search for work. 
MACBETH- -You know your own degrees! sit down.—CHANCELLOR AT COMMENCEMENT. 
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Matriculation.—Re-exams for the un- 
fortunates.—Marriages and engage- 
ments of the past summer revealed. 
More matriculation  (good word). 
Last day of grace. 
School begins.—Sophomores infest tun- 
nels, where Freshmen are given a 
course in Higher Education. 
Hazing activity extends into city 
streets.—Frosh learn art of pushing 
pennies. 
1       Faculty   makes   its   annual   pronuncia- 
mento against hazing. 
4       Varsity,  57—Scrubs, 0. 
5-11  Clubs reorganize. 
10       Adolphus Busch dies. 
Kansas IT., 57—Varsity, 7. 
Sorority   Pledge   Day.—There,   I   told 
you we had her! 
""5       Chapel—at Stoermer's. 
18       Ames, 37—Varsity, 7. 
20-25 First monthly exams. 
22       Thyrsus Tryouts. 
25       W. II., 31—Westminster, 0. 
29       Reports   come   out.—Freshmen   learn 












Drake, 32—W. U., 17. 
Mo. College Union meets at W. IT. 
A.  S.  M.  E.  Seniors   beat   A.  I. E. E. 
Seniors at Basketball. 
Rolla. 19—W. U., 3. 
Dean   Lanssdorf   speaks   at   chapel.— 
Engineers   all  turn  out  in  hopes  of 
passing courses. 
Mass   Meeting   at   Gym.—We   forget 
what about. 
Mizzou,   19—W.   IT.,   0.—Ben   Moreell 
trounces   a   fresh   Missourian.—Pik- 
ers break up "M." 
Basketball practice begins. 
Exam    week.—We  retire  under cloud 
of gloom. 










"W" awards announced. 
Sophs, 23—Prosh, 0. 
"Mollentrave    on Dec.   3-4      Thyrsus     presents 
Women." 
5 Obelisk Chooses Men. 
6 Fraternities Initiate New Eligibles. 
10       Obelisk Initiates. 
12       Football, Lock and Chain. 
16 Freshman Dance. 
17 Pan-Hellenic Smoker. 
18 Law School Exams. 
19 Obelisk Dance. 
22-23 Sophs win Class Scrap.—First time in 










Resolutions—for a day, at least. 
Last Tango before the grind. 
College reopens.—Much new jewelry 
and clothing noticeable. 
Prof. Abella returns from his two 
months'  trip  to  Europe. 
Death of Mrs. W. S. Curtis, wife of 
the Dean of the Law School. 
Glee and Mandolin Clubs return from 
a successful tour of Missouri.—Sec- 
tions I and II spring "King and 
Queen jokes." 
Washington opens Basketball Season 
by  defeating McKendree,  32-28. 
Death of Prof. Calvin M. Woodward, 
formerly Dean of School of Engin- 
eering and Architecture. 
Holiday on account of the Funeral of 
Prof. Woodward. 
Glee and Mandolin Clubs play to full 
house  at Victoria  Theatre. 
Students march to Brookings resi- 
dence to greet Secretaries Houston 
and McAdoo.—Architects invoke 
Saint Fatima's aid in impending 
exams. 
Medical Department receives $750,000. 
Basketball Team defeats Central Wes- 
leyan, 32 to 10. 
Dec. 22. 




26-30 Exams!—Blue   Books! 
—Brainstorms! 
Heartaches! 
31       Basketball Team wallops Shurtleff, 61 
to 9. 
Feb.   2       Second    Semester    begins. — Faculty 
burned in effigy at Bonfire. 
3 Basketball Team starts on tour of the 
Conference   Circuit. 
4 Missouri beats Basketeers, 28 to 20. 
5 Pikers come back and win, 27 to 15. 
6 Basketball  Team falls before Kansas' 
teamwork,  50 to 19. 
7 Ditto.—41 to 11. 
10 Hatchet Beard takes pen in hand, and 
gets busy. 
11 Quad Club  holds initial rehearsal  for 
"The Love Star." 
12 Junior   Prom.    Committee    begins    to 
working nights. 
13 Kansas  Basketball  Team,   on   a visit, 
licks locals, 29 to 18. 
14 And makes it four straight, 36 to 21.— 
Scandal Sheet Shocks! 
18       Mass    Meeting.—Students    decide    to 
break old  tradition and let Juniors 
charge admission  to their Prom. 
20 Dr. John L. Lowes resigns deanery of 
the   college.—Dr.   G.   O.  James  suc- 
ceeds him. 
Basketeers  trounce  Kansas Aggies, 
20 to 17. 
21 Aggies take a hair-raiser, 22 to 21. 
22 The  annual   sleet begins  in  honor  of 
the Junior Prom. 
23 Sleet turns to snow a foot deep.—Hol- 
iday for all but Prom. Committee.— 
Theta  Tea. 
24 Ideal    Prom,   weather.—Two   feet   of 
snow and temperature   zero. 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—But love is blind, and lovers cannot see the pretty follies that 
themselves commit.—CHAPEL HOUR. 
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25       Professors  desperate  over lack of in- 
terest in class work. 
29       Ground  broken   for  University   Swim- 
ming Pool. 
March 1       Like a Lion. 
2 Dr. James assumes his office as Dean 
of the College. 
Basketball   Team   beats   Missouri,   27 
to 17. 
3 And once again—23 to 15. 
6 Co-edition of Student Life shows what 
woman alone can do.—Dreadful les- 
son! 
9 Cast for "The Melting Pot," Thyrsus 
Annual, chosen. 
13      Basketball,  Lock and Chain. 
17 Architects' Dance spoils "Love Star" 
rehearsal. 
19 The "Love Star" twinkles fitfully 
when   the  leading  man  forgets   his 
lines. 
26 Athletic Association Elections and 
Smoker. — "Big-foot" Bender and 
Battling Berger beat out big bout. 
Free cob pipes. 
29 Prof. Tyrell Williams and Prof. Wil- 
liam Gephart address suffrage meet- 
ing on steps of University Hall.— 
See 'em in the movies. 
April 1 Engineers hold Banquet and Initial 
Annual Pageant.—Forty-foot Frosh 
dragon scares co-eds. 
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Wc\t Britry S^btttP—Washington's Intercollegiate Debating Team met 
the representatives of Drury College on April n at Founders Hall, Mary 
Institute. The question debated was, "Resolved: That the Policy of Reg- 
ulation of Monopoly Is Preferable to That of Prohibition of Monopoly." 
The Washington team was composed of Arthur Dunham, Harry S. Gleick, 
Glen H. Mohler and Theodore Leilich. Unfortunately, the Drury team 
proved the stronger, and Washington lost. 
<&\n (Elttb ©rip to §J? §>Ota, Ma.— The Glee Club, assisted by rep- 
resentatives from the Mandolin Club, gave its second out-of-town perform- 
ance at De Soto, Mo., on the evening of April 18. Thirty-two men, picked 
from the two clubs, made the trip. The Glee Quartette, in the way of ad- 
vertisement, rendered some of their most popular songs for the entertain- 
ment of the High School. The Concert itself was well attended by the elite 
of De Soto, who greatly appreciated the humorous specialties of the Glee 
Club fun-makers. After the show, the hospitality of the residents was man" 
ifested in a dance, given at the Elks' Hall. 
Pt JJljt 5fca—The Missouri Beta chapter of Pi Beta Phi gave its annual 
reception to the University at the home of Miss Mildred De Courcy, on 
Maple avenue, April 19, 1913. In the dining room, the chapter members 
took turns in serving delicious cakes, ices and creams, while the pledges, in 
Dutch costume, served punch. Those in the receiving line were: Misses 
Erma Perham and Shirley Seifert, Dean McCaulley, and Mmes. Janvier, De 
Courcy, Koken and White. Autumn leaves, ferns, and red carnations, the 
chapter flower, which were used in profusion to decorate the rooms, were 
especially effective. 
A. A. Smoker, 1913—Last year's Athletic Association Smoker, held 
at Francis Gymnasium en the evening of April 23, was the last to be at- 
tended by both Dr. Ewerhardt and Coach Cayou in their respective capacities 
of Medical Adviser and Athletic Director. There were about two hundred 
and fifty students and alumni present to enjoy the generous supply of free 
cigars, the vaudeville by Green and Bryan, and the selections of the Glee 
and Mandolin Clubs, which served to fill in between the various speeches 
and managers' reports. The talks of Dr. Ewerhardt and Coach Cayou were 
in the nature of farewell speeches, and sketched various aspects of athletics 
at Washington during their stay. As a token of the appreciation of their 
past services, the two men were each presented with a gold watch fob. 
After the newly elected officers were ushered in, the incoming president ad- 
journed the meeting. 
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iHrlHtUan lanbfmil? — The McMillan Vaudeville, given April 12, 
1913, in the Thyrsus Theatre, proved to be a great success, financially and 
otherwise. Each of the four sketches was cleverly presented and brought 
forth a storm of applause from the audience, and especially from that part 
of the audience which was standing in the doorways, on tables, on chairs, 
and on each other in its endeavor to see the performance. Kappa Alpha 
Theta gave a minstrel show, with Emma Thuener and Elsie Hoolan, the 
"end girls," and Marie Gallenkamp and Senta Retter the soloists. The 
Kleos' (or shall we say Delta Gam) sketch was entitled "A Feasible Fan- 
tasy," in which a typical Freshman's theme was read and the characters 
therein portrayed by the girls. The dormitory girls presented "Pygmalion 
and Galatea," while the sketch given by Pi Beta Phi depicted a gypsy camp, 
with singing, dancing and a whistling duet by Mary Brotherton and Julia 
Morse. 
iatttoltOtt lay—The Class of 1916 may justly feel proud in having 
been the first to participate in a "Dandelion Day," which was celebrated on 
April 30, and which is to be an annual institution at Washington University. 
According to the rules of this new custom, the Freshmen are required to 
pull up the many dandelions on the Quad, each weed—roots and all—en- 
titling one to ten votes for "the most popular girl in the Freshman Class." 
After an hour's hard work and eager competition on the part of the Fresh- 
men, Mary Brotherton, with 34,000 votes to her credit, was found to have 
won the contest—Harriette Newman coining second with a total of 28,000 
votes. 
Mmiml (Elub'a (Hamett, 1913— Following the revival of the Glee 
Club, the first concert in some years was given on the evening of May i, 
1913, at the Victoria Theatre. Mr. Glenn Lee, the present director, took 
charge of the club some three weeks before the concert, and his painstaking 
efforts had their reward in the excellence of the final production. The pro- 
gram was of the conventional type, embracing ensembles, quartettes, solos 
and mandolin numbers. The solos of Hardaway and Payne were especially 
remarked. The old quartette, composed of Brodix, Payne, Green and Har- 
daway, scored one of its usual successes, and the Mandolin Club, under 
the direction of Harry Stocker, presented a variety of numbers, including 
a quartette, and a solo by Carl Stifel. Pleasing and difficult numbers were 
rendered by the Orchestra, which scored great success. In view of the fact 
that the Club had only been revived some two months before the Concert, 
the success of the undertaking was gratifying. The harmony and good- 
fellowship which sprang up among the club members had its lasting effect 
in the teamwork of the present year's organization. 
HAMLET—One may smile and smile and be a villain.—DR. WALKER. 
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HONE STAR LEW'S" skin-game was a sure money grabber "Ten 
Nights in a Harem" coaxed cash from many a curious one; "Kan- 
nie's Koin Keeper" was well named; "The Slippery Slide" was slicker than 
ever—and it cost the student body just a little over three hundred dollars to- 
be a collective good sport at the "Univee Surkuss" on May 7, 1913. 
There was a corking good Minstrel Show; a "Krazy House," mys- 
terious and mystifying; a travesty on the immortal "Sun-of-O-Gun;" a doll 
rack where "favorite" professors might be humbled—three shots for a 
nickel.    (Dr. Heller suffered most, with Madam Buschman a close second.) 
And there was a popularity contest—a contest to decide the Queen of 
the Quad (what more alliteration could any one ask?), and Senta Retter's 
home was redolent of American Beauties for a whole week subsequent to- 
the show. 
There was everything in the well-lighted, flag-bedecked "Pike" to de- 
note the Gay White Way itself; and what with confetti, horns, toy balloons, 
and pink lemonade, the whole concession made that venerable resort look 
like a country fair. 
Two mammoth street parades—morning and afternoon, announced the 
appearance of Cora, the captive cloak model; St. Fatima in flesh and blood; 
Ikey and Jakey in their clever vaudeville sketch; birds and beasts; and 
many other "wunderful things, ladies and gents, tew numerous to mention." 
Then, of course, Obelisk men paraded as policemen, and were more 
than efficient. 
Nail-driving contests and three-legged races by the girls featured the 
afternoon performance, Emma Thuener and Carrie Long stumbling their 
way to victory in the latter. 
The main attraction in the night show was the dance in the Gym, pre- 
ceded by pugilistic encounters between little Boorstin and "Pike County 
Pete," and between Ben Moreell and Joe Prensky. The latter bout went 
to Moreell when he proved to Referee Gould that his opponent's soiled col- 
lar constituted a foul. 
Finally, a thrilling moving picture play enacted in real life by Frank: 
Berryhill, Pete Grimm, Paul Coste and Dutch Wilhelmi, capped the climax,, 
and the crowd went home satisfied. 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE—Oh, what man within him hide, though angel on the outward 
side.—EARLE AMOS. 
a sunn 
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HrflliUatt Sag—The McMillan Day exercises began at 4 o'clock on 
May 14 in McMillan Court, as is the custom, with an address by the Pres- 
ident of McMillan Hall, Margaret Manley, followed by the planting of the 
ivy by the Vice-President of the Class of 1913, Emma Thuener, with an 
appropriate response by Rita Monteath, the Vice-President of the Class of 
1914. 
The May-Day dances took the form of an interpretative pageant, enti- 
tled "Spring," and took place on a platform erected for the occasion in the 
Court. The first dance was by Dorothy Nicholson, as "Winter," who was 
driven off the stage by "Spring," represented by Rita Monteath, followed 
by a dance of the wood-nymphs, Marie Bacon, Mildred Fox, Ruth Pickel. 
Drue Smalling, Helen Stevens and Mary Virginia Thomas. Then followed 
in close succession dances by Mary Brotherton, as "Rain," and Erma Per- 
ham, as "Wind," and a group dance, with Helen Bryars and Alice Mc- 
Clevey as "Sunshine," Alice Ernst and Augusta Parker as "Blue Sky," Mil- 
dred Clayton as a "Small White Cloud," and Margaret Winter and Ruby 
Spurlock as the "Flowers." Then came the dance of the "Golden Butter- 
fly" by Edith Taylor. After this came the Peasants in their dances and the 
Kate Greenaway Children in various games and dances. Following these 
was "May," represented by Senta Retter, who at the close of her dance 
crowned the May Queen, Margaret Manley. The final number was the 
May-pole dance. 
Nothing could be found to criticize, nothing that was not excellent; the 
dances were acknowledged by almost everyone to have been the prettiest 
the girls have ever given. 
In the afternoon, following the exercises, a reception was held for the 
relatives and friends of the McMillan Hall girls, and in the evening, after 
the dances were over, all those who were sufficiently eager to have a good 
time ventured into the crowded Gymmie where they danced. 
(Enrnerfltmie iCaytng—The laying of the cornerstone of the new Med- 
ical School buildings took place on the afternoon of May 17. The only 
speakers on the program were Mr. Robert S. Brookings and the Rev. Dr. 
James W. Lee. After Dr. Lee had delivered the invocation, Mir. Brookings 
spoke of the significance of the event in the realization of the hopes of 
those who have worked to make the improved Medical School a possibility, 
and who had declared their intention of building the best Medical School 
in the country, or none at all. 
Dr. Lee spoke on "The Inspired Millionaire," discussing the great re- 
sults obtainable from the contributions of men of wealth when wisely ad- 
ministered. 
ROMEO AND JULIET—/ do remember an apothecary, and hereabouts he dwells.— 
MATHIS DRUG CO. 
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§>£tttOr OTpfk—Mercury climbed to ninety-five degrees at the beginning 
of 1913 Senior Week and stayed on that perch consistently during every 
day of graduation process. As a consequence, long black robes were some- 
what too heavy and too onerous to give real satisfaction to wearers. 
The opening event of the week was the baseball game between the 
Seniors and the Faculty, May 5. The 1913 men saw in this contest an op- 
portunity to even up the bad marks of the past four years, and they trounced 
the professors by a 10 to 6 score. 
The class Thespians occupied the limelight on the following day, and 
pleased the audience with "Weatherby of Washington," home-made and 
full of local hits. Ralph Bryan and Emma Theuner had written into the 
lines all the important features of the class—all the foibles of the students, 
and the sketch was a big success. 
On Wednesday morning the pilgrimage around the Quad consisted 
of recapitulations and prophecies by various members of the class stationed 
at the doorways of the several buildings. Following this, was the annual 
tree planting, which took place behind Cupples I, where Prof. Calvin M. 
Woodward, since deceased, presided over the ceremonies. 
Class Day exercises in the evening consisted in the reading of the Class 
History and Will. 
On Thursday morning, Dr. Paul E. More, an old graduate, and now 
the editor of "The Nation," delivered the baccalaureate address to a crowd 
of twenty-five hundred in the commencement tent on the second Quadrangle. 
The presentation of diplomas and the awarding of honors completed the 
exercises. 
The Senior Prom, given at the School of Fine Arts Thursday night, 
was the climax of the week. The pavilion was illuminated by Japanese lan- 
terns^-and the running fountains lent an air of quiet and enchantment to 
the Seniors' last evening together. At midnight the dancers adjourned to 
the Main Archway, where all the songs that had been sung throughout the 
four years here were sung once more. 
The Alma Mater hymn came last, and the party then adjourned. 
HAMLET—And each particular hair to stand an end, like quills upon the fretful por~ 
pentine.—DR. MACKENZIE. 
g ailllll 
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^'HE little town of Green Mountain Falls in the Ute Pass, Colorado, was 
\%_rJ chosen by the Junior and Senior Civil Engineers as the location for 
their fall surveying work, so thirteen men, accompanied by Mr. Gait, left St. 
Louis on September first with their noses towards the west. The crowd 
arrived in Denver the morning of the third, and left almost immediately fqr 
Green Mountain Falls. The party now numbered eighteen, since four more* 
including Professor and Mrs. Sweetser, joined them in Denver. 
Having arrived in Green Mountain Falls, the first few days were spent 
in preliminaries, the Seniors establishing a triangulation system, while the 
Juniors did stadia work in preparation for a topographical survey. -The 
work consisted of eight hours in the field and two hours computing each 
day, so that Sunday was the only time left for sight-seeing.      ; 
One Sunday, seven of the fellows decided to take a horseback ride; so, 
hiring horses from a nearby livery barn, they set out about 8 o'clock in 
the morning in the direction of Colorado Springs, about twenty-five miles 
distant. When they returned at seven in the evening, they evidenced many 
signs of not being accustomed to horseback riding. De Vorkin and Suss, 
who were the last to come straggling in, afforded the fellows awaiting them 
a great deal of amusement with a recital of the day's events. 
The following Sunday, part of the fellows decided to walk up Pike's 
Peak. Five of them started at Q o'clock Saturday evening, and three more 
at four Sunday morning. The first party came in about four Sunday af- 
ternoon, more dead than alive, while the others didn't return until Monday 
evening. Both parties had a hard trip, losing their way frequently and get- 
ting caught in a snow storm. The same Sunday, another party took a trip 
to Cripple Creek in an automobile. 
The time passed rapidly, and the date for leaving soon came 'round. 
The last night the ice house near the lake received our parting attentions, 
and the dawn of the next morning showed a sign in large black letters, tell- 
ing who we were and when we had been there. 
On the way home, we stopped in Denver again, visited the mint, and 
took a sixty-mile automobile ride to see some irrigation works in the pro- 
cess of construction. The party now split up, part of them going to Keokuk 
to see the dam and the hydro-electric plant, while the others went home to 
take re-exams. 
The last of the party arrived in St. Louis just in time for school, thus 
ending a "C. E." trip which will never be forgotten. As one fellow expressed 
it, "The Civil Engineers never stop talking about their trip until they take 
their next one." 
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ON returning to the University last September, one was doubtless sur- 
prised to see the many improvements that had been made on the 
Campus during the summer. 
Among the more important additions were found, a more gradually 
sloping drive leading to McMillan; the installation of electric lights along 
each side of the walk from Cupples II to McMillan Hall; a crushed stone 
walk from the half-way station to the north entrance of University Hall, 
supplanting the cinder path of former years, which in rainy weather used 
to consist mostly of large pools of mud and water; and lastly, the wireless 
telegraphy outfit strung from Eads Halls to Cupples II. 
In addition to these improvements on the Campus, there were many 
other changes in the University. There was a slight increase in enrollment 
in all departments of the University, with the exception of the Medical 
School, especially in that of Arts and Sciences, making the total enrollment 
in the University, exclusive of the secondary schools, about thirteen hun- 
dred and fifty. A number of those enrolling for the first time in Septem- 
ber had taken previous work in other Universities and Colleges, an evi- 
dence of the fact that Washington is progressing towards its goal as one 
of the most thorough Universities in the country. The Saturday courses had 
become more and more a feature of the University, which the people of St. 
Louis are beginning to recognize and to utilize, there being a Saturday en- 
rollment at present of over three hundred. 
Owing to the large increase in enrollment, many additions were made 
to the Faculty, chief among these being: Wm. F. Gephart, Ph. D., who 
came from Ohio State University to take charge of the Department of Eco- 
nomics ; Charles E. Persons, Ph. D., Assistant Professor in Sociology; 
Harry G. Hake, M. S. E. E., Assistant Professor in Electrical Engineering; 
Edwin Burt, Ph. D., Associate Professor in Botany and Mycology; Isaac 
Lippincott, Ph. D., Instructor in Economics; Clinton J. Masseck, A. M., In- 
structor in English; Garnett G. Sedgewick, Ph. D., Instructor in English, 
and Joseph C. Stephenson, A. M., Instructor in Zoology. 
iFr^alftttatt Hattr? —The Freshman Dance was given in Francis Gym- 
nasium on the evening of December 16. The decorations were simple but 
tasteful, consisting of festoons of black and gold crepe paper suspended 
from one end of the hall to the other. 1917 deserves credit for a very en- 
joyable evening. 
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^HE "scrap" took place on the shore of Black's Creek, about one mile 
^^ west of Clayton. Realizing the advantages which this particular spot 
had offered to their opponents in the previous year's fight, the Sophomores 
decided to erect their defense there, choosing the same tree. It was clearly 
impracticable to put up their specially-built, 1500-pound steel "bird's nest" 
between eleven p. m. and four a. m. of the night of December 22; conse- 
quently the 1916 men broke the rules, and labored all the afternoon and 
night of December 21 getting their steel defense in place. As a penalty, the 
Student Council permitted the Freshmen to approach unmolested to within 
twenty feet of the platform. 
There was very little skirmishing before four A. ML on the eve of the 
battle. Between four and seven, however, numerous captures were made 
on both sides. The wagon carrying the Freshman attacking apparatus was 
stopped in the woods by a band of Sophomores and several of the first 
year men tied up. Since this was a violation of the special rule, the Student 
Council disqualified ten Sophomores. 
From six o'clock on, the spectators began to swarm out to the scene 
of the fight, and by seven the muddy amphitheatre surrounding the "Soph. 
Bird's Nest" was peopled with an audience of fifteen hundred. At the 
crack of the referee's pistol, the hundred and twenty-odd Freshmen rushed 
down with their huge wooden horses and long boards and proceeded to 
construct their offensive platform on a level with that of the Sophomores. 
They soon had the apparatus firmly erected, despite the slipperiness of the 
ground and the efforts of the men in the "bird's nest" to dislodge them. 
The bands of Soph. Reserves were quickly disposed of by the Fresh- 
men on the ground. Most of these Sophomores were securely tied and left 
to wallow in the mud, while a few drew their Freshman opponents into the 
icy creek with them. Meanwhile, charge after charge was being made 
against the impenetrable steel nest of the Sophomores in the attempt to get 
the flag, which was fastened around the tree on the level with the defend- 
ers; but each time the attackers were repulsed by a shower of blows, the 
Sophomores wielding their one-inch ropes with merciless accuracy. In 
hand-to-hand struggles, Freshmen and Sophomores alike were thrown off 
the platforms. 
As the fight progressed, it became evident that the efforts of the Fresh- 
men to wrest the Sophomores from their position were futile; and the hour 
of nine found them as secure in their stronghold as at the beginning. 
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&t. iPattttta'a Say—With blare of trumpet and thunder of drum, 
drawn up in a long column, the Architects celebrated in honor of St. Fatima- 
They looked like nothing in the heavens above, or the earth beneath, or the 
waters under the earth. Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like one 
of them. 
It was the twenty-second of January, when St. Fatima, ground-hog 
fashion, was to come forth from slumber, pray for her followers, and choose 
her successor. The procession, having rounded the Quad with bands play- 
ing and banners flying, drew up in the middle, surrounded by a crowd. 
There, the King burned incense, in the shape of a four-foot cigarette, the 
invocations were made and, at the King's kiss (and the bang of the royal 
alarm clock) St. Fatima awakened, and arose from her couch. 
She admonished Professor Robinson and Professor Abella (who were 
present in disguise) to bear easily upon her favorites, the Architects, and 
to flunk none of them. 
She chose for her successor Percy Ramsay, and the King laid his robe 
upon Harry Payne. Then, "Sound the drums!" said the King. The band 
played, the standard bearers advanced, and the procession wound back to 
the den of the Architects. 
Ullje Annual IBnnftre—The annual Bonfire was held this year on the 
night of February 2, after the examination bugaboo had been met and con- 
quered. Feeling that no particular professor could be singled out for pun- 
ishment on account of stiff exam questions, the celebrators chose to wreak 
their vengeance upon the entire Faculty. The coffin bearing the professorial 
remains was carried by pallbearers past McMillan Hall, where the co-eds 
added their imprecations against the dead, and on to the vacant lot just 
southeast of University Hall. Here a twenty-foot funeral pyre had been 
prepared by the members of Obelisk, the Freshman secret society. 
To the accompaniment of solemn chants by the Architects' tin band, 
the assembled throng fed the blazing pile with text-books until the flames 
leaped to a height of thirty feet. Then the catafalque was brought beside 
the fire, the casket was committed to the consuming element and a wicked 
Faculty went the way of all flesh. 
But there was school the next day, somehow or other. 
®Ijf 3ijpta ®ja—The Alpha Iota chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta gave 
its annual reception to the University on February 22, at the home 
of Miss Maria Bain. In accordance with the custom of the chapter, its 
members wore Colonial costumes, even to patches and powdered hair. The 
rooms were tastefully decorated in pink roses, and excellent refreshments 
were served. Miss McCaulley, Mrs. Bain, Mrs. T. Horner, Miss Petring 
and Miss Monteath were in the receiving line. 











dllttttOf Prottt. —Despite the inclemency of the weather, and the new 
custom of charging admission, a large number of University students and 
alumni attended the Junior Prom of the Class of 1915, given in Francis 
Gymnasium on the evening of February the twenty-fourth. 
The exquisite decorative features, together with the soft glow of the 
red lights above, combined to give a most pleasing color effect. Thousands 
of pink roses, fastened in among the smilax, covered the low ceiling, and 
almost completely hid the bare walls and somewhat unornamental appar- 
atus around the sides of the Gymnasium. The little summer house of white 
lattice, where the orchestra played, and the two arches of pink roses and 
smilax, under which ices and punch were served, helped further to carry 
out the scheme of a rose bower. 
But the most novel idea was that of the four feature dances, each rep- 
resenting a different season. For Spring, there was the singing of birds; 
for Summer, rose petals were showered down from above, while a large 
smilax ball, suspended from the center of the ceiling, was opened to let out 
four white doves. And no less original was Fall, which was represented 
by a storm with flashes of lightning and peals of thunder; and Winter by 
the falling of snowflakes and snowballs and by the jingling of sleigh bells. 
1915 claims the best Prom, as yet given. 
®tjp Suffrage! Upagur— The local chapter of the National College 
Equal Suffrage League was established on March 21. A meeting was held 
on the steps of University Hall, and addresses were made by Dr. Gephart, 
of the Economics Department, Prof. Tyrell Williams, of the Law School, 
and organizers of the Suffrage League. After the addresses, the local chap- 
ter was organized, with Mary McDonald, '14, as President; Eleanor Tucker, 
'15, as President-Elect; Helen Shryock, '15, as Vice-President; Senta Ret- 
ter, '16, as Treasurer, and Marie Alofs, '17, as Secretary. 
A. A- §>tttnker, 1914—What was generally conceded to be the most 
interesting annual smoker that the Athletic Association has ever held, took 
place on the evening of March 26, 1914. Besides the customary speechmak- 
ing and musical numbers, there was an athletic program consisting of box- 
ing and wrestling bouts, and an interclass relay race. This last event, which 
was run in three heats, was won by the class of 1915. 
Speeches by Faculty men and students were made before the announce- 
ment of the newly-elected association officers. 
ROMEO AND JULIET—NO, truly, sir, not a penny.—JUNIOR ENGINEER'S BEFORE PROM. 
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Cfe^HE Engineers, on April I, introduced to the University their newly- 
J acquired patron-saint, the Beaver, giving in his honor "the most 
stupendous pageant ever staged about the University." 
At one o'clock three hundred people awaited the parade. At the blare 
of a trumpet the Beaver and his followers left their haunt in Cupples II, 
and wound in procession toward the first Quad. Behind a cornet, a flute, 
and a bass drum, walked Armin Schleiffarth, High Priest of the Beaver. 
He was followed by a locomotive driven by Jim Watkins, and accompanied 
by a crew of greasy, overalled firemen. 
The locomotive drew a funeral car, bearing the mortal remains of 
Casey Jones, the demi-god whom all engineers worship. Casey's weeping 
family, and six Seniors, as pallbearers, followed the cortege. 
The Electrical Engineers were next in line, bearing a huge model of 
the Keokuk Power Plant, with transmission line, transformer, and an enor- 
mous switch. 
A slave, robed in black, next bore the Sacred Beaver himself, in a 
highly ornamental green cage. 
The Mechanical Engineers marched as the Poundrymen's Union, and 
were followed by the Faculty (in disguise), marshalled as a chain gang. 
The C. E.'s bore an uncompleted Free Bridge, and the Chemical Engineers 
were represented by a great retort and furnace. The Sophomores carried 
a large model aeroplane. The Freshmen, in toto, were displayed as the legs 
of a great green and yellow dragon, forty feet long, boasting a tremendous- 
ly vile visage and a tremendously mobile tail. Freshman Mbnroe, with legs 
at least seven feet long, bestrode the beast, and, by certain mysterious con- 
jurings, and certain other thumps with a board, prevailed upon it to lie 
down, arise, dance, turn about, and wag its tail, much to the interest and 
edification of the admiring multitudes. 
Sundry other marvels and prodigies were to be seen, as, for instance, 
a steam engine on two legs, and a ship which was propelled by bellows in 
the hands of two hoboes, and which sailed down the brick walk over water 
carefully laid from sprinkling cans in the hands of two other bums. 
When the procession had proceeded, with music and shouting, about 
the Quad, it drew up before the Library Arcade. After a long-winded in- 
vocation, the Beaver, through his interpreter, Kenneth Coggeshall, stated 
his candid opinion of the Faculty, who were successively presented before 
him. Ceremonial rites were performed over the bones of Casey, the Brave 
Engineer, and the Seniors were given their diplomas. They then received, 
at the hands of Bill Holland (who performed the ceremony with a three- 
foot pipe wrench), knighthood in the Sacred Order of the Beaver. 
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SITUATIONS  WANTED 
COMEDIAN—A No. I sense of humor; 
references; call Ridgeley Library any 
day i to 5 :3o p. m.   ABE BENDER. 
ECONOMIST—Also equally good as 
Athlete, Class President, Letter-writer 
and Fusser; can get along without sleep; 
splendid record for promptitude at 9 :oo 
■o'clock classes. I am open to inter- 
views to right party in middle of quad. 
F. LEMON BERRYHII.L. 
CHAUFFEUR—Situation by experi- 
enced fast driver; can dress to con- 
form to speed; no bad habits, except 
mania for sonorous neckties. ROLAND 
HOERR. 
HELP  WANTED 
ACTORS—Pay    good    salary;    experi- 
ence  not  necessary;   light  work,   and 
long vacation.   Apply stage door THYR- 
SUS THEATRE. 
STAGE HANDS—IMMEDIATELY to 
prepare cellar of Thyrsus Theatre for 
next year's melodrama. Must be will- 
ing to bear sight of blood. Call with 
brooms.   Apply stage door. 
RUSHER—Young sororicy desires the 
services of an expert rusher to start 
work October i, 1914. Must be attrac- 
tive and experienced. Apply box D. G., 
McMillan Hall. 
LOST   AND   FOUND 
LOST—Between University Hall and 
Mathis Drug Store several hours; 
owner would like to have them before 
exams. EARLE AMOS, Address Law 
School. 
LOST—One   S.   A.  E.  pin,  no  initials; 
Lindell   or   Skinker,   somewhere   be- 
tween   11-12,   12-1,   1-2,  2-3,  3-4,  or 4-5. 
Reward.    WINIFRED ROGERS. 
FOUND—At Chapel on Wed., Mar. 32. 
Walker Brotherton, Mark Forster, 
Layman Brown, Jerome Meyer, Helen 
Bryars, Drue Smalling. See CHAN- 
CELLOR. 
LOST—On April 3, at St. Charles, Mo., 
a young mustache; answers to name 
of Fido; color, brindle; no collar; very 
small; reward for return; no questions 
asked. Address Assoc. ED., Student 
Life. 
FOR  SALE 
FOR SALE—The University or any 
part of it; price reasonable; willing 
to trade for pulpit; title includes chan- 
cellorship. Call Law School. SAMUEL 
DE KINS. 
FOR SALE—Text books, all kinds, 
good as new, never used; also slightly 
used college term starting with Feb., 
1914. Apply any time. (MRS.) LOUISE 
HALDEMAN HORSTING. 
(Continued on pace 332) 
OTHELLO—Forsooth,  a  great arithmetician.—JESSICA Your 
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PHI   DELTA   THETA—Feb. 29. 
Special meeting called by "Aug" Feldbush and Lin Milford to consider 
plan of giving dance. Solid Freshmen vote defeats motion. Plan aban- 
doned in favor of raiding Beta rooms to kidnap rushees. Query by the 
Scriptor:    "Where the h—'s  Gene  Smith and Jack Rodgers?" 
(Signed)      DOC. HARRISON, alias JOHN HENRY. 
SIGMA   ALPHA     EPSILON—March 1. 
Meeting called at Mathis' Drug Store. Both of the brothers present. 
Motion passed to allow Brotherton to lengthen his name to Walkerallover- 
thequad.        (Signed)      OKUM GALLENKAMP, Recording Angel. 
BETA  THETA PI—June 1. 
Regular meeting called to order at 8:16 with Noble Mac fondling 
piano. Freshman Thomas is sent out to round up missing brothers, and is 
lined for coming in late. Meyer and Hoerr read papers on the "Training 
of June Bugs."    Meeting adourned at 4 A. M. 
(Signed)      R. SPARKS, Royal Keeper of the Goose 
KAPPA SIGMA—Jan. 14. 
Special meeting called by Sister Harrison, at the request of Chancellor 
DeKins. Motion that chapter donate 100-pound plug of "Horse Shoe" to 
Martin, Pemberton, Powell and Amos. Passed unanimously, Powell voting 
twice. Meeting adjourned at eleven to allow Brother Ulrich to go calling 
on the South Side. 
(Signature illegible.    Presumed to be that of Bill Holland.) 
SIGMA CHI—Feb. 30. 
Roll  call   revealed   Berryhill   absent.     Telephone  call   to   Berlin   pro 
duced promise of immediate aopearance.    Motion to appropriate fund to 
buy Henning a "yellow dragon" defeated by remarks of Perry. Unanimous 
vote of sympathy to Hewitt. 
(Signed)    POSS & BRATNEY, Attorneys for the Corporation 
SIGMA NU—Dec. 25. 
Brother. Davis called special meeting to propose burning down both 
wings of Tower Hall and leave Sig Nu house. Motion defeated, owing 
to the omnipresence of Morris. Paper read by Trelease en "Who the 
h— would want to be a camel anyway ?" 
JULIUS OESAR—What private griefs they have, alas, I know not.—DENTS. 
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THETA XI—April i. 
Meeting called to order by Reverend Hardaway. Invocation by Brother 
Donk. , Pan-Hellenic representative reads report of Phi Delta Phi Oyster 
Stew Party held at Jimmie's. Motion passed on Berry's recommendation 
that the word "Oyster" be stricken from the title. Appropriation for new 
pianola made, the soft and delicate tones of the present machine deemed 
insufficient to satisfy the Engineers' musical ear. 
(Lettered, not signed)       CHERRY PRICE, Alumni  Fusser 
KAPPA ALPHA—May 3. 
Special meeting called in Mandolin Club rooms. Roll call showed two 
hundred and fifty brothers present and thirty-nine absent. Special assess- 
ment to cover expenses of car wrecked bv "Saloon" Oliver and Spitzer. 
Sollie Suppiger introduces plan of turning rooms into musical conservatory. 
(Signed)       FISH REED, Head Bellower. 
A Maxh of iljanka 
The "1915 Hatchet" Board takes this opportunity to express its 
sincere appreciation to the following persons, for their ccntributions in both 
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PAUL BAKER 
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MERCHANT  OF  VENICE—I'll have  no  speaking.—DR.   LOWES. 
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Any Man's Ideals The man in any walk of life, professional or business, who is looking for careful, painstaking and correct 
tailoring, will find his ideas worked out in Losse Clothes 
Suits to   order  in 24 hours from $20.f0 to $50.00 Trousers to order in 8 hours from $5.00 to $15.00 
J. W. LOSSE 
PROGRESSIVE  TAILORING COMPANY, 807-9 N. Sixth Street, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
<^ 1915 ?J|atr^t 
tnrmlij Uriahs to iljattk its afctwrtera 
uiljo fjau? 00 largely rnntrtbut^ii 
in making tljta tttnrk 
pOBmhl? 
MACBETH—If it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well it were done quickly.- 
BUILDING OF AUDITORIUM. 
THE ODEON 
1042   N.   GRAND   AVE. 
Presents for your consideration 
Odeon Theatre  for all kinds of£theatrical 
purposes. 
Recital Hall for   dances   and  other  social 
entertainments. 
Beautiful Studios large and well lighted. 
Write or phone us for prices. 
F. E. NORWOOD, 
Lindell 5001 Manager 
Use the Bell 
It  Serves  You   Well 
The  Southwestern   Telegraph 
and    Telephone    Company 
CARR BROTHERS 
INSURANCE 
SAINT   LOUIS 
FIRE,    LIABILITY,     MARINE 
TOURIST, AUTOMOBILE, CYCLONE 
REPRESENTING  COMPANIES 
WITH ASSETS OVER 300,000,000 
HAMLET—Oh, there has been much throwing about of brains.—PHILOSOPHY CLASS. 
For Twenty-Four Years 
For twenty-four years this Trust Company has been known 
as one of the substantially progressive institutions of the United 
States. Its business has grown steadily because it rested on "all 
possible protection and really superior service." 
Henry Semple Ames 
William  Bagnell 
John  I.  Beggs 
Eugene H.  Benoist 
James E.   Brock 
Murray Carleton 
Horatio N.  Davis 
John D. Davis 
DIRECTORS 
David R.  Francis 
Hord  Hardin 
S.  E.  Hoffman 
Breckinridge Jones 
William G.  Lackey 
W.  J.  McBride 
Nelson W.  McLeod 
Saunders Norvell 
Robert J. O'Reilly, M. D. 
Wm.  D.  Orthwein 
Henry W.   Peters 
H.   Clay Pierce 
Henry S.   Priest 
Charles E.  Schaff 
R.  H.  Stockton 
Julius S.  Walsh 
Rolla Wells 
Mississippi   Valley   Trust   Company 
Fourth and Pine Streets 
Saint Louis 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—First, let us go to dinner.—STUDENT LIFE MEETING. 
Erker Brothers 
Optical Company 
High   Class 
Kodaks 
Optical   Goods 
and   Supplies 
Art  Material 
Stereopticons  and   Slides 
608 Olive St.             511 N. Grand Ave. 
ST. LOUIS 
YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON 
"The Old Reliable" 
St. Louis Dental Mfg. Co. 
(HETTINGER BROS.) 
Tenth and Olive Streets 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 
The largest and most complete 
Dental Depot in St. Louis 
Geo. Kilgen &  Son 
Pipe Organ Builders 
3820-3825 Laclede Ave. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Builders of Organs— 
Graham Chapel 
Washington University 
Over 200 in St. Louis Churches 
and 2000 in all parts of the U. S. 
WRITE    FOR     CATALOGUE 
Large Number of Designs in Stock.   Estimates and 
Designs Furnished on Application. 
Winkle Terra Cotla Co. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Architectural Terra Colta 
ALL COLORS 
Office, 502-503 Century Bldg.,        St. Louis, Mo. 
Works, Cheltenham, Mo. 
Main 348 Ce ltral 205 
Wm. A.    Corrao    Electric 
CONTRACTORS AND  ENGINEERS 
SAINT    LOUIS 
Geo.   Corrao,   Gen'l  Mgr. 
Co. 
1008 SYNDICATE TRUST     BUILDING 
COTTRELL & LEONARD 
INTERCOLLEGIATE BUREAU 
OF ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Makers of 
Caps,Gowns and Hoods to the 
American Universities from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, to 
University of Missouri, Uni- 
versity of Colorado, Yale, 
Harvard and 600 others. 
Class   Contracts   a  Specialty 
KING HENRY IV—A Corinthian, a lad of mettle, a good boy.—VAN ORNUM. 
Some of the Points of Superiority 
of the New"Multiplex Hammond" 
INTERCHANGEABLE TYPE. TWO SETS OF TYPE ARE ALWAYS IN THE 
ANVIL. INSTANTLY INTERCHANGEABLE. One can be substituted for 
the other (i. e., Italics for Roman, Greek for Englsh) by merely turning a knob. 
Thirty languages can be written on the same machine, and over 300 sets of type to 
choose from can be used. 
BEAUTY OF WORK. The action of the HAMMOND differs from that of all other 
typewriters, in that the printing is done by the blow of the hammer automatically 
operated by a spring. Every blow is therefore uniform, and the beauty of the written 
printed characters is UNSURPASSED. 
DELICATE TOUCH. On the HAMMOND, 
the only pressure required on the keys is that 
sufficient to release the escapement. 
PORTABILITY. The simplicity of the HAM- 
MOND and the small number of parts make it 
much lighter than other standard machines of 
its competitors; and with no sacrifice of strength 
or durability, makes the ideal typewriter for the 
traveler. 
ADAPTABILITY. One need not 
be an experienced operator to do 
beautiful work on the HAM- 
MOND. The uniform impres- 
sion and the excellence of the 
characters make the HAMMOND 
the logical machine for the man who 
is his own operator. The HAM- 
MOND is the favorite of scholars, 
Hammond Tyewriters Especially Adapted to Professional Work literary and professional people. 
OPEN END CARRIAGE ACCEPTS ANY WIDTH PAPER. HANDLES 
CARDS PERFECTLY AND WITHOUT  BENDING. 
The MULTIPLEX HAMMOND comes in two styles of keyboard, UNIVERSAL 
and IDEAL. The Universal has the Standard keyboard, while the Ideal has an arrange- 
ment of the keys thought to be the most convenient ever devised. 
For the writing of Oriental languages (Hebrew, Arabic, Turkish, Persian, etc.), a 
REVERSIBLE CARRIAGE machine is necessary. By making a simple adjustment, the 
carriage will run from left to right instead of from right to left. 
A MATHEMATICAL MULTIPLEX with characters representing higher and 
lower mathematics is furnished, as well as a special aluminum machine in a traveling case. 
THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY 
Factory and General Offices, 69th Street and East River, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Branch Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities of the World 
KING HENRY VI, PT. I—But in these nice sharp quillets of the law, good faith, I am no 
wiser than a daw.—HOMER ECKERT. 
Kinloch, Central 4257 Bell, Bomont 267 
C. W. ALBAN 
MANUFACTURER     AND     DEALER     IN 
SURGICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Trusses, Orthopaedic Apparatus, 
Elastic Hosiery, Crutches, Invalid Chairs, 
Dressings, Etc. 
3563 OLIVE STREET 





Roofing,    Waterproofing,   Insulating 
The new Washington University 
Medical School Buildings are 
covered with our CERTAIN- 
TEED Construction Roofs, 
guaranteed   15    years. 
Marshall Bros. Livery Co, 
First class Limousines and Touring Cars 
For    all    occcasions 
OUR Auto Ambulance service is the best in the   city, 
doing    the    work  for    all    West    End     Hospitals, 
including the new Barnes Hospital. 
C. We also control the Eberle & Keyes  Undertaking Co. 
TELEPHONES: \ *°\est      *l\ ( Delmar 1465 







TRADE     MARK. 
A LIQUID FOOD 
Declared by U. S. Revenue Department 
A Pure Malt Product 
Sold by 
DRUGGISTS   AND   GROCERS 
MACBETH—Foul whisperings are abroad.—Miss MCCAULLEY'S TEA. 
Medical and 
Dental   Students 
We publish a very complete and 
up-to-date line of Medical, Dental 
and Surgical Books—books that 
have a message for you—and shall 
be glad to have you correspond 
with us as regards our terms to 
those who are just entering prac- 
tice. 
The C. V. Mosby Co. 
Medical Publishers 
Metropolitan Bldg. St. Louis, U. S. A. 
Skylark 
Chocolates 






St.  Louis,   Mo. 
R. G. HOPPER & CO. 
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214 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET 
HAMLET—There was awhile no money bid for argument.—DEBATING CLUB DEMISE. 
Ideal Columbia 
Chair "Absolutely the Best" 
£V[ We have been making Dental 
\j\ Chairs for twenty-five years and 
have always produced a chair 
that has met with instant favor. Dentists 
the world over are using our product, 
and the majority of graduates from year 
to year demand our goods. 
Our latest pattern, the IDEAL COLUMBIA, 
is by far the greatest chair we have ever 
turned out, as it combines all of the good 
features of previous models together with 
twelve individual features never before 
found in our product. 
Get frequent demonstrations of this chair.    You 
will find same both interesting  and instructive. 
JHCanufaclured 
ly The Ritter Dental Mfg. Co. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Sold by Leading Dental Dealers the World Over 
The   New Columbia Folding  Bracket 
Swivelled Motor Electric Engine 
{Model C) 
This new engine is meeting with 
a hearty reception from all cor- 
ners of the country, and why not, 
when you consider what a truly 
beautiful and practical engine it 
is. Its many unique features 
must be seen to be appreciated 
and we urge you to have this 
engine thoroughly demonstrated. 
Columbia Electric 
Laboratory Lathe 
This appliance has the same 
artistic worth and quality that 
all our product possesses, but its 
chief attribute lies in its efficiency. 
You need electricity in the labor- 
atory as well as at the chair. Get 
one of our lathes and dispel your 
dread of Prosthetic Dentistry. 
Our Electric Equipment is Constructed for 
jiltcmating. Direct or Storage Ballzru Use, 
and our Motors are of the Satisfactory Type 
C 25 
TWELFTH NIGHT—Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more 
cakes and ale?—Y. M. C. A. 
THE PATTERSON-O'BRIEN COMPANY 
A Complete Line of 
Medical   and   Surgical 
Instruments 
The Largest 
Dental   Supply   House 
in the United States 
ST. LOUIS 
ST. PAUL, KANSAS CITY, MINNEAPOLIS, MILWAUKEE,   DULUTH, 
DES MOINES, KEOKUK, SIOUX CITY, DAVENPORT, 
DUBUQUE, IOWA CITY, BUTTE, SPOKANE, 
TACOMA, SEATTLE 
We solicit the patronage of the 
Students 
either from Washington University 




Bell, Main 288 
Kinloch, Central 949 
C. A. BIGGERS, President 
T. M. BIGGERS. See. & Trcas. 
Morrison Tent & Awning  Co. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Awnings,   Tents,   Flags,   Paulins,   Mops 
Also Sidewalk Canopies with Electric Lights 
Carpet Covers and Tents for Hire 
213-215   North   3rd   St. ST.   LOUIS,   MO. 
LaSalie  Candy Co. 
" The place where University 
People   are   WELCOME" 
BROADWAY AND OLIVE ST. 
The  Buildings of Washington  University are all 
cleaned    with    materials    purchased   of 
— THE — 
Bix Janitors Supply Co. 
1119  PINE   STREET 
Olive    1865 .' '. Central    2060 
Everything a Janitor Uses 
HAMLET—Wherefore   should   you   do   this?—INVESTIGATION   COMMITTEE   ON   LOCKER 
ROOM RAID. 
HENRY IV.—By heaven, 1 cannot flatter.—LEO MCCARTHY. 
■SSSk K.J«^S 
BUREAU    OF    ENGRAVING    INC. 
ENGRAVERS  • ••• ARTIJTJ ••••  ELECTROTYPERf. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. 
MERCHANT   OF  VENICE—Nor  is  the  wide  world  ignorant  of  her worth.—ELEANOE 
TUCKER. 




'"pHE   difference  between   steel 
-*- and wood construction is spelled in 
terms of comfort, as well as security. Steel 
cars are roomier, airier, cleaner, heavier, 
The Wabash Banner Limited leaving St. 
Louis at 1:00 p. m. is solid steel and elec- 
tric lighted throughout—steel coaches 
and chair cars, steel observation—parlor 
car and dining car—it offers a daylight 
trip of perfect comfort, reaching Chicago 
at 8:55 p. m. 
The Wabash 9:17 p. m. train has solid steel coaches 
and chair cars, solid steel Club Car (serving evening 
Luncheon and breakfast) and steel sheeted berth 
lighted sleeper. It reaches Chicago at 7:00 a.m. Two 
other fine trains leave at 8:30 a. m. and 11:55 p. m. 
Tickets: 8th and Olive Street and Union Station 
J. D. McNamara,   General   Passenger Agent, St. Louis 
We would appreciate 
your checking account 
West End Bank 
West Gate and Delmar 





1009 Olive Street 
MACBETH—Knock, knock, knock.—ELEANOR TUCKER. 
HARVARD 
The Highest Accomplishment In Dental Furniture 
C Convenient for the operator, comfort   to  patient,   durable  and   artistic. 
C, Write for CATALOG of dental furniture. 
C PORTFOLIO   of   color   schemes   and   suggestions   for   arranging   and 
decorating an office. 
C. ESSENTIALS for equipping and stocking a dental office. 
THE HARVARD COMPANY 
CANTON, OHIO 
HENRY IV.—/ am no proud Jack like Falstaff!—JACK SUMMERSUY. 
Samuel Cupples Envelope Co. 
At   628-638   SOUTH    SIXTH    ST. 
SAINT LOUIS, MO. 
IS THE BEST PLACE IN THE WORLD TO BUY 
ENVELOPES    IN    LOTS    OF    10M    OR    MORE 
St. Louis        Helena        Salt Lake       Des Moines 
J. W. O'Connell 
Pai n ting Co. 
Painting,     Decorating,     Hardwood 
Finishing,     Fine    Enameling 
General   Office, Cf-     T,Oil IS     TI   S    A 1011   N.   Broadway      al:-   J-^OUIS,    KJ.O.X\. 
Hickle Commission Co. 
Perfect 
BUTTER AND EGGS 
ST.    LOUIS,    MISSOURI 
Bell, Lindcll 3145 Kinloch, Delmar 1198 
P. S. NAUGHTON 
SLATE ROOFING CO. 
P. S. NAUGHTON, Manager 
Contractors for the Roofing of 
the  Washington   Universi'y  Group 
Slate  and Tile  Roofers 
and Dealers in Roofing Slate 
YARDS AND OFFICE 
3620 Laclede Avenue 
SAINT   LOUIS 




C Thirty years in the Business. 
C. Employing more help than 
any other photographer in 
the  city. 
C. The Official Photographer 
for 90/ of College and High 
School  Publications. 
'THE MAN BEHIND THE CAMERA' 
Our   success   has   been   merited   by   our  ability 
to invariably SATISFY those whom we portray 
SID WHITING 
STUDIO 
Grand   and   Washington 
The  Official Photographer for the 1915 Hatchet 
MERCHANT OF VENICE—/'// prove the prettier fellow of the two.—MORRIS GOLDSTEIN. 
Sanders and Melsheimer 
Designers, Photo Engravers 
Commercial Photographers 
217-219 





The   Best Engraving 
Fever Thermometer 
Records 
Often have to be kept by mem- 
bers of the family in serious 
cases, and the doctor is al- 
ways in doubt if they are 
correct. 
Use RUCKSTUHL'S PATENT LENS 
FINDER FEVER THERMOMETER with two 
red lines engraved on the prism for the quick and 
accurate reading of the temperature. Price, $1.25. 
From  your druggist. 
CHAS. S. RUCKSTUHL 
MANUFACTURER OF SPECIALTIES 









Edwin P. Short 
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance  Co. 
310 Chemical  Building 





For All Purposes 
Entire Second Floor 
ROBERT SCHMIDT 206-208 S. Fourth St. 
Costumer St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Who's Your 
Tailor? 
Yawitz  Bros. 




KINLOCH, CENTRAL 1896 
4906 Delmar Ave. 
714 Pine St. 
HAMLET—Fetch me a stoup of liquor.—MARK FOESTER. 
PRINTERS OF THE 
1915  HATCHET 
CONSULT   US   WHEN   YOU   NEED 
PRINTING   OF   ANY   KIND :: 
OUR   SERVICE   DEPARTMENT   IS   MAINTAINED 
TO   WORK   YOUR    IDEAS    INTO 
ATTRACTIVE   SHAPE 
PERRIN-SMITH PRINTING CO, 
217     OLIVE    STREET 
SAINT    LOUIS 
OTHELLO—Silence that dreadful bell!—9:05 STRAGGLERS. 
I Dclmar 467 j FOR NIGHT OR SUNDAY CALL 
• I Cabany 256-W       Lindell   1323-W 
The Medical and Surgical Supply Depot 
Hazzard &  Thomson,   Proprietors 
Dealers in 
Physicians',  Surgeons'  and Invalids'  Supplies,  Drugs 
Pharmaceuticals and Sundries   for   Physicians 
Sherman's Bacterial Vaccines 
(Bacterins) in stock and 
supplied  promptly 
4219 OLIVE STREET 
ST. LOUIS 
IER0MEF. P. CASEY 
Pres. and Treas. 
GEORGE M. O'TOOLE 
Vice-President 
Kinloch,  Dclmar 697 
Bell, Forest 1540 
St.  Louis   Contracting 
Company 
Concrete Work, Stone Masonry, 
Cut Stone;   Wholesale 
Stone 'Dealers 
Office,  Yard and Saw Mill 
4425 CLAYTON AVENUE 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Century 
Dental Laboratory Co. 
516-517 Century Building 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Box and Price Lists sent 
on  application 
Bell,  Main 1069 Kinloch,  Central 4SGS 
HAMLET—These but the trappings and the suits of woe.—FRESHMAN'S DRESS CLOTHES. 
Snaat-SiBtratrlj—fflnnrluiteii 
NOTICE 
Sealed proposals will be received 
by the undersigned, up to 12 :oo noon 
on June 15, for the construction of 
ONE  PAIR OF SHOES 
In the event of any contractor 
deeming himself unable to undertake 
the entire job, bids may be sub- 
mitted for 
ONE SHOE 
Only contractors of experience and 
adequate   equipment   for   large-scale 
construction need offer proposals. 
(Signed)    ISL ROSENBLUM. 
PERSONAL 
WANTED—Information as to where I 
could   obtain   a   calendar   with   more 
nights in the week.    Would like to sleep 
once in a while.    MARGARET WINTER. 
THE UNDERSIGNED is anxious to 
obtain information concerning the 
whereabouts of Julia (not Winifred) 
Rogers, who at one time attended Wash- 
ington University.    CHERRY PRICE. 
WANTED—A new set of rules for Mc- 
Millan  Dormitory;   last  set  has  been 
broken.    See Miss MCCAULLEY. 
TO   EXCHANGE 
TO EXCHANGE—Carefully prepared 
lecture notes on American History for 
pronouncing dictionary in 37 volumes; 
must be authority on such mooted 
words as Mississippa, Canady, ghigantic, 
Tennessy, etc. Address KOCHIE DERFER, 
Tower Hall. 
TO   LET 
FUSSING    PARLOR—Old    Reliable; 
don't look elsewhere; privacy guaran- 
teed ; experienced party in charge.   Do it 
now.    Address BOOK STORE. 
FUSSING PARLOR —We are the 
cheapest; don't waste money on 
crowded quarters; fresh air and plenty 
of ventilation; remember trade mark 
"Library Arcade." Address Miss MA- 
GI NN. 
LIBRARY STEPS—Choicest spot on 
campus; hard and wears well; in the 
heart of fussing district; male environ- 
ment ; owner must vacate at once; leav- 
ing for Europe. Apply any morning to 
HELEN BSYARS. 
HJWiiillli M»Mi ii jstm*****^*- 
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